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>Retouradres Postbus 16375 2500 8] Den Haag

Ministerie van Onderwijs, Cultuur en
Wetenschap

Provincie Noord-Holland
College van Gedeputeerde Staten
Postbus 3007
2001 DA HAARLEM

Datum —3JULI 291?
Betreft keuze voorlopige voorkeursvariant Verbinding A8-A9 in werelderfgoed

Stelling van Amsterdam

Erfgoed en Kunsten
Rljnstraat 50
Den Haag
Postbus 16375
2500 Bi Den Haag
www.rijksoverheld.nI

Geacht College,

Op 4 juli bent u voornemens een besluit te nemen over het voorlopig
voorkeursalternatief voor de Verbinding AB-A9 in het UNESCO werelderfgoed
Stelling van Amsterdam. Voordat u een besluit neemt, wil ik in deze brief ingaan
op het belang van het wereld erfgoed. Op vrijdag 7 juli spreek ik met u verder
over dit onderwerp.

De provincie Noord-Holland werkt als siteholder en ruimtelijk regisseur aan de
instandhouding van het UNESCO werelderfgoed Stelling van Amsterdam. Door uw
inzet ontwikkelde de verdedigingslinie zich de afgelopen 20 jaar tot een vitaal en
monumentaal ensemble, toegankelijk en beleefbaar voor publiek.
Het gaat hier om een complexe opgave In een gebied dat wordt gekenmerkt door
een hoge economische, maatschappelijke en ruimtelijke druk, Voor het project
Verbinding A8-A9 staat u nu voor een afweging waarin belangrijke belangen als
de instandhouding van werelderfgoed, leefbaarheid en bereikbaarheid aan de orde
zijn.

De instandhouding van de Stelling van Amsterdam is sinds de opname van het
gebied op de Werelderfgoedlijst in 1996 een internationale verplichting. Behoud
en versterking van de cultuurhistorische kwaliteiten van de Stelling zijn ook van
nationaal belang.
Over de beoordeling van de effecten op het werelderfgoed van drie
verbindingsvarianten A8-A9, ontving u In april 2017 een advies van ICOMOS.

Gezien de internationale verplichting en de kritische adviezen van ICOMOS
verzoek ik u om in de besluitvorming over de verbinding A8-A9 het belang

Onze referentie
1218133
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werelderfgoed prominent te borgen. Ontwikkelingen in het werelderfgoed zijn
mogelijk, mits ze de uitzonderlijke universele waarde niet aantasten.

Het UNESCO Werelderfgoedcentrum en ICOMOS worden uitgenodigd om in het
najaar van 2017 de dilemma’s tussen de opgaven voor leefbaarheid en
bereikbaarheid en de instandhouding van werelderfgoed te bespreken. Ik vraag u
In aanloop van deze missie en conform de richtlijnen1 van het UNESCO
Werelderfgoedverdrag, op dit moment geen onomkeerbare besluiten te nemen.

Vrijdag 7 juli spreek ik graag met u verder over uw project Verbinding A8-A9 en
de instandhoudingsopgave van de uitzonderlijke en universele waarde van het
werelderfgoed Stelling van Amsterdam

Met vriendelijke groet,

Onze referentle
1218133

Paragraaf 172, Operational Guidelines for the Implementatlon of the World Heritage
Convention

van Onderwijs, Cultuur en Wetenschap,

Bussemaker
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Van:
Aan:
Onderwerp:
Datum:
Bijlagen:

Verzonden: vrijdag 28 april 2017 9:00

Aan:

Onderwerp: Fwd: NETHERLANDS] State of conservation of the World Heritage property “Defence Line of

Amsterdam’

Ter informatie!

Verstuurd vanaf mijn iPhone

To the attention of the Permanent Delegation of the Kingdom of the Netherlands to UNËSCO

cc: Netherlands National Commission for UNESCO

National Focal Points for World Hetitage

ICOMOS International

[NETHERLAI
7 mei 2

of conservatlon of the World Hentage property “Defence Line of Amsterdam”

n dit is correspondentie van ICOMOS/UNESCO inz. de brief Maar hier zit dus niet het
advies van ICOMOS bij.
Gr

Van.

Begin doorgestuurd bericht:

Onderwerp; [NETHERLANDSI State of conservation of the World Heritage
property “Defence Line of Amsterdam”



Madam/Sir,

Please find enciosed Director of the World Heritage
Centre, addressed to r Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary, ..,, ,, of the Netherlands to UNESCO, concerning
the World Heritage property “Defence Line of Amsterdam”.

The original of this letter has been sent by mail. Copies are distributed electronically only via the

present email.
Thank you for your kind attention.

Yours sincerely,

United Nations
Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organlzation

.. _,:,



Van:
Aan:

Onderwerp:
Datum:
Bljlagen:

___________

En hierbij het advies inz. A8-A9 van ICOMOS.
Ik moet het zelf nog lezen.
Gi

Verzonden: maandag 8 mei 2017 9:55
Aan:

Onderwerp: FW: [NETHERLANDS) State of conservation of the World Heritage property “Defence Line of Amsterdam”

Dag Zie de bijlage. Ik moet het zelf ook nog lezen.
Groet,

Van:

Verzonden: mei 2017 11:35

Aan

CC:

Onderwerp: FW: INETHERLANDS] State of conservation of the World Heritage property “Defence Line of Amsterdam”

Hierbij ter informatie het ICOMOS-advies over de tracékeuze A8/A9.

Het advies is ook aan provincie Noord-Holland) en aan — bij de

RCE) verstuurd.

Met vriendelijke groet,

Ministerie van Onderwijs, Cultuur en Wetenschap/

Minisb-y af Education, Culture and Science

Rijksdienst voor het Cultureel Erfgoed!

Cuitural Heritage Agency of the Netheriand

Postbus / P0. box 1600 1 3800 BP 1 Amersfoort 1 The Netheriands

Smaliepad S 1 3811 MG 1 Amersfoort 1

M

www cj!tureelerfeoed xi

©

FW: [NErHERLANDS] State of conservation of the Wond Heritage property “Detence Line af Amsterdam”
maandag 8 mei 2017 10:11:14

Verzonden: donderdag 27 april 2017 17:12

Aan: Delegation of Netherlands/Délégation des Pays-Bas; Delegation of Netherlands

Onderwerp: INETHERLANDSI State of conservation of the World Heritage propetty “Defence Line of Amsterdam”



To the attention of the Permanent Delegation of the Kingdom of the Netherlandsto UNESCO
cc: Netherlands National Commission for UNESCO

National Focal Points for World Heritage
COMOS International

Madam/Sir,

Please find enclosed a copy of a letter from Director of the World Heritage Centre, addressed to
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Permanent Delegate of the Kingdom

of the Netherlands to UNESCO, concerning the World Heritage property “Defence Line of Amsterdam”.

The original of this letter has been sent by mail. Copies are distributed electronically only via the present email.
Thank you for your kind attention.

Yours sincerely,

United Nationa
Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organization



Van:
Aan:

__________________

Onderwerp: brief aan GS Noord-Holland
Datum: maandag 3juli 2017 13:59:30
Bijlagen: brief M DOCW ppr GS Noord-Holland.odf

Dag

Vandaag versturen we een brief van de minister van OCW aan G5 van Noord-Holland. In de bijlage het digitale
afschrift.

Met l&M hebben we contact.

Vriendelijke groet,

Ministerie van DCW - Directie Erfgoed en Kunsten



Van:
Aan:
Cc:

Onderwerp:
Datum:
Bijlagen:

Beste

Ik heb gisteren ook alje voicemail ingesproken, maar allicht ben je met vakantie.
Vandaar ook maar even deze mail.
Vanuit de provincie Noord-Holland zitten we met een groot ruimtelijk dilemma: hoe kunnen we
een wegverbinding A8-A9 aanleggen, met respect voor en behoud van de Outstanding Universal
Value (OUV) van het UNESCO-werelderfgoed Stelling van Amsterdam? Dit alles speelt in het
deelgebied van de Stelling van Amsterdam tussen grofweg Heemskerk en Zaanstad.
Dit ‘dilemma’ kent al een lange voorgeschiedenis en loopt als project al lang. In het verleden
heeft destijds in haar rol van rijksadviseur Landschap hier ook al op geadviseerd.
Inmiddels is het project echter in een cruciale fase gekomen: ICOMOS (adviesorgaan UNESCO)
heeft geadviseerd op de mogelijke inpassingen van een wegverbinding en is hier negatief over.
Wij zijn nu echter op zoek naar mogelijkheden/manieren van inpassen die mogelijk wel
acceptabel kunnen zijn voor ICOMOS.
Hiertoe zal in september a.s. (data nog onbekend) een missie van ICOMOS naar Nederland
komen om ter plekke deze problematiek te bespreken.
Over deze opgave/dit dilemma is op 7juli ji. ook gesproken met minister Bussemaker
(verantwoordelijk voor het werelderfgoed in Nederland).
Tijdens dit gesprek tussen bestuurders provincie Noord-Holland en minister Bussemaker, is ook
een mogelijke rol van de rijksadviseurs Fysieke Leefomgeving over tafel gegaan.
Minister Bussemaker suggereerde de rijksadviseurs te betrekken bij deze opgave.
Mijn verzoek is dan ook of beide rijksadviseurs Fysieke Leefomgeving (dus zowel
want het gaat om infra, als aanwezig kunnen/willen zijn bij een
sessie waarin we willen onderzoeken welke aanpassingen er eventueel mogelijk zouden zijn aan
de wegverbinding die positief kunnen uitpakken voor het behoud van de OUV van het
werelderfgoed.

Zo’n sssie zou wat ons betreft ergens eind augustus/begin september as. plaats moeten
vinden.

Kan jij me aangeven op welke manier ik hierover met de twee rijksadviseurs in contact kan
komen?

Het is kort dag, maar de urgentie is groot.
Zelf ben ik nog morgen bereikbaar, daarna met vakantie.

Je kan hierover ook contact opnemen met mijn collega’s bereikbaar tot 3
augustus via of (hele zomer bereikbaar via

Zij kunnen je ook meer vertellen over de achtergronden en ook eventueel aanvullende stukken
toesturen.

Ik hoop op een spoedig reactie van je, of van een van je collega’s.
Met vriendelijke groet,

graag contact voor het uitnodigen van de twee Rijksadviseurs Fysieke Leefomgeving
woensdag 26juli 2017 13:31:15
imaaeOOl.too
imaoe002,ono

directie Beleid,
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Van:
Verzonden: maandag 31juli 2017 15:46
Aan:
cc:

Onderwerp: Nadere informatie t.b.v. overleg 6 september over Verbinding A8-A9 en Stelling
van Amsterdam

Bijlagen: 170731 Brief aan CRa Nader info Verbinding A8-A9.pdf

Geachte heer/mevrouw,

Ter attentie van de heren stuur ik u hierbij een aanbiedingsbrief met informatie t.b.v. het
overleg van 6 september over de Verbinding A8-A9 en de Stelling van Amsterdam.
Let op1 De link naar WeTransfer is geldig tot 7 augustus.

Met vriendelijke groet,

HoutpIen 33 2012 DE Haarlem
w.vw.noord-holland.nl

2Ji Provincie
L Noord-Holland
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Provincie
Noord-Holland

College van Rijksadviseurs
Gedeputeerde Staten
Uw contactpersoon

Tel efoo nn u mme t

113

Betreft: Nadere informatie Verbinding A8-A9 Verzenddatum

31-07-2017

Geachte en

Op woensdag 6 september 2017 brengt een delegatie van de provincie
Noord-Holland een bezoek aan u. Doel van het bezoek is om te praten
over het dilemma van de wegverbinding A8-A9 en de Outstanding
Universal Value (OUV) van de Stelling van Amsterdam.

Gedeputeerde Staten (GS) hebben de wens om een nieuwe wegverbinding
aan te leggen tussen de A8 en de A9 en tegelijkertijd de wens om de OUV
van de Stelling van Amsterdam in stand te houden. De afgelopen jaren is
gewerkt aan een PIanMER en is een uitgebreid ontwerpproces doorlopen.
Drie mogelijke alternatieven waarvan twee met een nieuw tracé
(Golfbaan- en Heemskerkalternatief) en één via het huidige tracé
(Nulplusalternatief) zijn recent onderzocht in de PIanMER. Het
Nulplusalternatief draagt niet bij aan de gestelde doelen van 65 om de
bereikbaarheid en leefbaarheid te verbeteren.

De andere twee alternatieven, waarvan het Golfbaanalternatief het meest
kansrijk lijkt, krijgen vanuit ICOMOS, het adviesorgaan van UNESCO, een
negatief advies. Dit lijkt contrair op een eerder advies waarin door
ICOMOS is aangegeven dat zij begrip hebben voor de opgave om een
nieuwe wegverbinding te realiseren door een groene ring rondom de
economisch meest dynamische regio van Nederland.

GS willen dat zowel de OUV in stand kan worden gehouden, alsmede de
knelpunten in leefbaarheid kunnen worden opgelost door een zorgvuldige
inpassing van de weg. Dit dilemma hebben gedeputeerden Stelling van
Amsterdam en Mobiliteit begin juli besproken met minister Bussemaker
van OCW. Als uitkomst van dat gesprek is afgesproken dat het College van
Rijksadviseurs wordt betrokken in de ontwerpopgave. We willen met u de
mogelijke oplossingsrichtingen bespreken om de alternatieven zodanig in
te passen dat ze recht doen aan de wens van de 65 van Noord-Holland om

Kenmerk

58167/981773

Uw kenmerk

Postbus 3007

2001 DA Haarlem

Telefoon (023) 514 3143

Fax (023) 514 3030
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de bereikbaarheid en leefbaarheid te verbeteren en aan het in stand
houden van de OUV van de Stelling van Amsterdam.

Ter voorbereiding op het gesprek dat wij met u hebben gepland op 6
september, sturen wij u via Welransfer de volgende documenten toe:

• Heritage Impact Assessment (H IA);
de ontwerpen van de drie alternatieven fontwerpboeken 3.0);

• een samenvatting van de planMER en MKBA;
- de eerdere adviezen van ICOMOS.

De documenten zijn tot 7 augustus te downloaden via de volgende link:

Daarnaast gaan wij zelf aan de slag met de mogelijke oplossingsrichtingen.
Deze sturen wij u op een later moment toe. Wij vertrouwen erop dat we
met uw inzichten en adviezen een goed plan kunnen voorleggen aan
ICOMOS tijdens hun bezoek aan het plangebied in september. Hieronder
schetsen wij op hoofdlijnen het proces tot nu toe.

Proces tot nu toe
De provincie Noord-Holland heeft zich de opgave gesteld om een
oplossing te vinden voor de bereikbaarheidsknelpunten op de route
tussen de A8 bij Westzaan en de A9 ter hoogte van Heemskerk en de
leefbaarheidsknelpunten rondom de N203 in Krommenie en Assendelft.
Op basis van een aantal verkenningen (waaronder MONA) is In 2014 de
planstudie gestart met een Notitie Reikwijdte en Detailniveau (NRD).
Daarin zijn zeven alternatieven opgenomen die mogelijk kunnen leiden tot
verbetering van de bereikbaarheid en leefbaarheid. Op basis van deze
alternatieven is een PIanMER proces gestart.

De planMER A8-A9 bestaat uit twee fasen. In de eerste fase van de
planMER is MER onderzoek uitgevoerd voor zeven alternatieven.
Daarnaast is in samenwerking met ProRail in het kader van een te
realiseren opstelterrein voor treinen bij Uitgeest, een HIA uitgevoerd. De
HIA is voor advies aangeboden aan ICOMOS. In het advies heeft ICOMOS
aangegeven behoefte te hebben aan een visualisatie van de varianten en
een overzicht van welke wijzigingen hebben plaatsgevonden in het gebied
van de Stelling is van Amsterdam in het plangebied van de verbinding A8-
A9. Daarnaast werd door ICOMOS begrip getoond over de opgave waarde
provincie voor staat. Tezamen met de resultaten uit de eerste fase van de
planMER heeft dit advies en het advies van de commissie MER geleid tot
een keuze om drie alternatieven verder uit te werken.

In de tweede fase planMER zijn het Nulplusalternatief,
Heemskerkalternatief en Golfbaanalternatief nader beschouwd. Deze fase
is begonnen met het integraal ontwerpen van de drie alternatieven. De
uitkomsten van de fase van ontwerpen zijn vastgelegd in de
Ontwerpboeken 3.0. In dit ontwerpproces is onder andere aandacht
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geweest voor de aanbevelingen van ICOMOS nav de HIA en de waarden
van de Stelling van Amsterdam.

Op basis van de integrale ontwerpen zijn vis ualisaties van de drie
alternatieven opgesteld en is op verzoek van ICOMOS een overzicht van
wijzigingen in het gebied van de Stelling van Amsterdam toegestuurd.
Door ICOMOS is een tweede advies uitgebracht waarin zij een voorkeur
uitspreekt voor het Nuiplusalternatief. Zij adviseren negatief over de
gestrekte alternatieven (Golfbaan- en Heemskerkalternatief). De kern van
het negatieve advies is de aantasting van de OUV van de Stelling van
Amsterdam.

De uitkomsten van de MER laten zien dat het Nulpiusalternatief
onvoldoende bijdraagt aan de doelen voor bereikbaarheid en leefbaarheid
die GS hebben geformuleerd. Dit plaatst GS voor een lastig dilemma.
Enerzijds willen zij de leefbaarheids- en bereikbaarheidsknelpunten
oplossen, anderzijds willen zij de OUV van de Stelling van Amsterdam
behouden.

ICOMOS is uitgenodigd om een bezoek te brengen aan het projectgebied.
Tijdens dat bezoek licht de provincie toe wat de opgave is. Daarnaast
worden oplossingsrichtingen aangedragen om de gestrekte varianten
dusdanig in te passen dat recht wordt gedaan aan de OUV van de Stelling
van Amsterdam en de bezwaren van ICOMOS. Voorafgaand aan het
bezoek van ICOMOS zouden wij ook graag met u oplossingsrichtingen
verkennen.

Mocht u naar aanleiding van deze mail nog vragen hebben dan kunt u
contact opnemen met — Hij is bereikbaar via

‘en -

Wij zien u graag op 6 5eptem her in Den Haag.

Met vriendelijke groet,

Deze brief is digitaal vastgesteld en daarom niet ondertekend.



Van:
Aan:
Cc:
Onderwerp: nieuwsberlcht N 4 over I
Datum: dinsdag 30 mei 2017 8:34:56

Beste
Ook voor jullie informatie:

Bijgaand nieuwsbericht is afgelopen zaterdag op de website van de provincie Noord-Holland
(informatiepagina over project A8-A9) geplaatst.
Afgelopen dinsdag (23/5) hebben GS Noord-Holland het volgende besluit genomen:
1. Kennis te nemen van de reactie van ICOMOS op de Heritage Impact Assessment A8-A9 welke

28 februari 2017 door de Staat der Nederlanden is ingediend;
2. De reactie te betrekken bij het vaststellen van het voorlopig voorkeursalternatief verbinding

A8-A9;
3. Bijgaande brief aan P5 te versturen.
We spreken elkaar morgen (woensdag 31/5 om 15.00 uur bij de RCE) verder over dit advies.
Groeten

Unesco reageert op visualisaties Verbinding A8-A9
Begin dit jaar stuurde de provincie Noord-Holland visualisaties van de drie
alternatieven voor het verbeteren van de route van de A8 naar de A9 aan
Unesco. De reactie van Unesco op deze visualisaties is onlangs ontvangen.
Het project Verbinding A8-A9 speelt in het gebied van de Stelling van Amsterdam.
Daarom is er f in 2015) onderzoek gedaan naar de effecten die de alternatieven
hebben op dit werelderfgoed. Naar aanleiding van dat onderzoek had Unesco de
provincie om visualisaties van de alternatieven gevraagd.
Voorkeur Unesco
In de huidige reactie geeft Unesco aan een voorkeur te hebben voor het Nul
plusalternatief, aangezien dit alternatief de minste impact op de Stelling van
Amsterdam heeft. Het Heemskerk- en Goifbaanalternatief hebben volgens
Unesco negatieve effecten en zorgen voor aantasting van het erfgoed. De
daarvoor voorgestelde compensatie wordt door Unesco niet als acceptabele
oplossing gezien. De reactie wijkt hiermee duidelijk af van de reactie op het
onderzoek uit 2015. Toen leek er begrip te zijn voor het oplossen van de
verkeersproblematiek rondom Amsterdam en werden er geen alternatieven
uitgesloten.

Vervolgen planstudie
Voor de drie mogelijke alternatieven van de Verbinding A8-A9 wordt momenteel
een Milieu Effect Rapportage (MER) uitgevoerd. Op basis van de MER, de
kostenraming en de maatschappelijke kosten-batenanalyse wordt door
bestuurders een voorkeursalternatief bepaald. De reactie van Unesco wordt door
Gedeputeerde Staten (65) meegenomen in de afwegingen voor heL._________
voorkeursalternatief. Een besluit hierover wordt nog voor het zomerreces
verwacht.

Verdere procedure
Het voorkeursalternatief wordt, samen met de volledige planstudie, ter inzage
gelegd. Dit stelt betrokkenen in staat om een inspraakreactie in te dienen.



Van:
Aan: Geidhor, mw. na. J. t)oke
Cc:

Onderwerp: ontwerp goiaanaItematief en verdiepte knoop
Datum: dinsdag 27juni 2017 15:26:00
BijIaen: ocikhtjno kiio vecsis ppnIuiip nJçgtendrpricrs ontwero Golfbaan,o&

irnaneoo3inn

Beste Joke,

In de staf van afgelopen maandag heb je gevraagd om inzicht in het golfbaanalternatief, In
bijgaand document (onderdeel van de planMER) staat beschreven wat er in het ontwerp van het
Golfbaanalternatief zit. Je vroeg daarnaast naar het ontwerp van de verdiepte knoop. Dit
ontwerp is eveneens toegevoegd aan bijgaand document.
Ik vertrouw erop je op deze wijze voldoende te hebben geïnformeerd.
Met vriendelijke groet,

Houtptein 33 2012 DE Haarlem
www. noord-hol land nl

t



De investeringskosten van het huidige Goifbaanalternatief zijn gebaseerd op de volgende
elementen, die van links (West) naar rechts (Oost) hieronder kort opgesomd worden en in de
ontwerpboeken uitgebreid toegelicht worden.

• Een volledig nieuwe aansluiting A9 in de vorm van een aansluiting over de A9 heen, met
verkeerslichten geregeld, inclusief een verbreding van de huidige Rijksweg A9 tussen de splitsing
A22/A9,

• De verplaatsing van de verzorgingsplaatsen en tankstations langs de A9. Afhankelijk van de
keuze van de nieuwe locatie voor deze voorzieningen verschillen de investeringskosten. (Er zijn
namelijk locaties mogelijk bij Akersloot of bij de aansluiting Uitgeest / Castricum voor beide
zijden of een combinatie van 1 tankstation bij Akersloot en 1 bij Castricum — afhankelijk van deze
keuze bevinden de investeringskosten zich in een bandbreedte van minimaal 40 miljoen tot
ongeveer 90 miljoen)

• Een lang viaduct over de Stellingzone zakkend naar maaiveld / golfbaan,

• Een viaduct voor fietsers, voetgangers en landbouwverkeer over de nieuwe verbindingsweg om
de Kilzone in noord-zuidrichting te verbinden,

• De aanleg van een nieuwe 2x2 weg, inclusief inpassingselementen, met een ontwerpsnelheid van
100 km per uur tussen de A9 en A8,

• De aanleg van een fiets-land bouwviaduct over de Communicatieweg

• De aanleg van een volledig nieuwe ongelijkvloerse aansluiting Saendelft, inclusief de
aansluitende wegen van en naar Communicatieweg en Noorderveenweg,

• De aanleg van een verdiepte kruising Dorpsstraat in Assendelft in de vorm van een tunnel /
tunnelbak,

• De aanpassingen aan de waterstructuren langs de nieuwe verbindingsweg,

• Het ‘opruimen’ van het oostelijk deel van de Noorderveenweg,

• Het toevoegen van een nieuwe auto-fietsbrug ten zuiden van de bestaande brug over de
Nauernasche Vaart, inclusief de aanpassing van de fietsstructuur rondom deze brug.

• Het terugbrengen van de N203 binnen de kern van Krommenie tussen de Rosariumlaan en de
Korte lndustrieweg van 2x2 rijstroken naar 2x1 rijstrook.



A8-A9 nieuwe verbindingsweg op rijksweg A9 via een ‘knoop’ in plaats van een aansluiting.

Naast de nu in ontwerpboek 3.0 gepresenteerde goed functionerende verkeerskundige oplossing in
de vorm van een zogenoemde aansluiting met verkeerslichten kan de nieuwe verbindingsweg ook
aansluiten op de rijksweg A9 via een zogenoemde knoop. Om de stellingzone goed te kunnen kruisen
zou een knoop dan via een verdiepte ligging uitgevoerd moeten worden, conform de aansluiting
zoals die uitgevoerd gaat worden bij de nieuwe Rijniandroute, aansluiting A4 bij Leiden.

/

Enkele aandachtspunten bij de aanleg van een dergelijke knoop zijn:

• Er is voldoende lengte noodzakelijk om in- en uit te voegen van en naar de A22 en A9 in
combinatie met de bestaande op- en afritten volgens de richtlijnen van Rijkswaterstaat. Dit
betekent ook voor deze oplossing een verbreding van de A9 en A22.

Afbeelding 1: Rijksweg aansluiting A9 met de nieuwe verbindingsweg via een ‘knoop’, verdiepte ligging (tunnel) onder
stellingzone en open bak tot halverwege de Golfbaan. Ontwerpsnelheid bochten 70 km/h.

Afbeelding 2: uitgewerkte afbeelding van de Rijksweg aansluiting A9 met de nieuwe verbindingsweg via een ‘knoop’,
verdiepte ligging (tunnel) onder stellingzone en open bak tot halverwege de Golfbaan. Ontwerpsnelheid bochten 70 km/h.



• De aanleg van een knoop betekent niet dat de huidige verzorgingsplaatsen en tankstations
gehandhaafd kunnen blijven, ook dan moeten ze op een andere locatie langs de A9
teruggebracht worden.

• De verdiepte knoop moet voldoende ruim vormgegeven worden om de juiste zichtlijnen voor het
autoverkeer te kunnen realiseren om zodoende een verkeersveilige oplossing te bieden, hiervoor
zijn brede verdiepte bakken tegen hoge bouwkosten noodzakelijk,

• Wel doorsnijding van de Stellingzone door minimaal drie aparte verdiepte rijbanen, deze rijbanen
zijn echter wel uit het zicht waardoor geen of minimale aantasting van het bestaande fort
mogelijk is en er geen verdere versnippering van het gebied tussen A9 en Liniedijk ontstaat,

• De kans op terugsiag van autoverkeer op de A9 is bij een knoop (zonder verkeerslichten)
minimaal tot niet,

Vanuit verkeersveiligheid is een aansluiting of knoop die naar boven gaat te prefereren boven een
oplossing als een verdiepte knoop die naar beneden gaat, omdat je nu ‘automatisch’ versnelt in
plaats van afremt.



Van:
Aan:
Cc:

Onderwerp:
Datum:

Ge a c hte(

Wij hebben uw e-mail en bijlagen ontvangen. Deze worden ter kennisname gebracht van

de leden van Provinciale Staten.

Met vriendelijke groet,

Verzonden: woensdag 3 mei 2017 09:49

Geachte

Op de agenda voor de vergadering van de commissie Mobiliteit en Financiën van S mei staat onder punt
13.f een notitie die is opgesteld door ons bedrijf en die is ingediend door LTO-noord. [10-noord heeft
deze notitie zonder ons medeweten ingediend en daarnaast heeft LTO-noord onze notitie in de
begeleidende brief in een kader gezet die in onze visie genuanceerd zou moeten worden.
Als reactie op het indienen van onze notitie door [TO-noord hebben wij [TO-noord een brief gestuurd
waarin wij aangeven dat wij de gang van zaken betreuren en waarin wij de notitie in het juiste kader
plaatsen. Daarnaast hebben wij een brief gestuurd aan de belangengroep ‘Busch en Dam’, waar [TO-noord
een deelnemer van is, waarin wij eveneens onze notie in het juiste kader plaatsen.

Ons verzoek aan u is om onze beide brieven toe te voegen aan de stukken, zoals nu zijn opgenomen
onder punt 13.f zoals vermeld op de website van de provincie Noord-Holland. U vindt de brieven in de
bijlage bij deze email.

Wij hopen u hiermee voldoende te hebben geïnformeerd.

Met vriendelijke groet,

Witteveen+ Bos / Verkeer en Wegen
Hoogoorddreef 15, Postbus 12205
1100 AE Amsterdam

Re: In te brengen stukken t.b.v. vergadering commissie M&F d.d. 8 mei 2017
woensdag 3 mei 2017 10:04:13

Onderwerp: In te brengen stukken t.b.v. vergadering commissie M&F d.d. 8 mei 2017



Van;
Aan;
Onderwerp: spoed comos
Datum: vrijdag 26 mei 2017 13:14:28
Bijlagen: MFPscn17052612 51 22.dr
Prioriteit: Hoog

HOl

De brief is binnen bij de griffie. Hierbij een afschrift.

Groeten

-----Oorspronkelijk bericht-----
Van:
Verzonden: vrijdag 26 mei 2017 12:51
Aan:
Onderwerp: Scan from a Xerox WorkCentre

Open het bijgevoegde document. Het tverd gescand en aan u verzonden vanaf een multifunctionele printer van
Xerox.

Bestandstype bijlage: pdf/a, Multi-Page

Locatie multifunctionele printer: Dreef 3, 2de,2.7
Naam apparaat: NHPRNO32

Meer informatie over Xerox-producten en oplossingen vindt u op http:!.w.erox.com.
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Aan Uw contactpersoon
Gedeputeerde Staten Noord-Holland
Kopie aan BEL/W

1 bijlage(n)

Telefoonnummer

Betreft verslag werkbezoek vergadering UNESCO World Heritage 17juli 201 7 lii
Committee Krakau juli 2017 Memo

Geachte leden van Gedeputeerde Staten,

Bijgaand treft u ter informatie aan het verslag van het (ambtelijk)
werkbezoek aan de vergadering van het UNESCO World Heritage
Committee (WHC) op 8, 9 en 10juli jI. in Krakau (Polen).
Tijdens de vergadering van het WHC lag de Minor Boundary
Modification (grensaanpassing) voor de Stelling van Amsterdam voor.
Deze is helaas niet vastgesteld door UNESCO.
in bijgaand verslag wordt geduld hoe nu (mogelijk) verder gegaan kan
worden met de wens om tot een grensaanpassing voor de Stelling van
Amsterdam te komen, als ook welke afspraken er met de directeur van
ICOMOS (adviesorgaan UNESCO) zijn gemaakt ten aanzien van de
voorgenomen ICOMOS-missie in het kader van de A8-A9.



Verslag bezoek aan vergadering van het World Heritage Committee te Krakau (Polen) en
vervolgafspraken:

Van zondag 2 juli t/m woensdag 13 juli 2017 vond in Krakau (Polen) de 415te (jaarlijkse) vergadering
van het World Heritage Committee (WHC) plaats.
Van zaterdag 8juli t/m maandag 10juli is de programmamanager Stelling van Amsterdam

aanwezig geweest bij de vergadering van het WHC.
Doel van deze aanwezigheid was om daar waar mogelijk de besluitvorming rondom de Minor
Boundary Modification (MBM) Stelling van Amsterdam (die geagendeerd stond voor zondag 9 juli) te
beïnvloeden en om in contact te komen met ICOMOS om met hen nadere afspraken te maken over
de MBM en de gewenste missie voor de A8-A9.
Bij deze vergadering van het WHC waren vanuit het Rijk (State Party) aanweziJ...
(focal point werelderfgoed RCE), (OCW) en i (OCW). Ook de
Nederlandse Permanente Vertegenwoordiging (PV) voor UNESCO in Parijs ) zou
aanwezig zijn. Door een triest ongeval in de familiesfeer, kon zij echter niet aanwezig zijn. Met name
deze PV had vooraf in Parijs lobbywerk verricht voor de MBM (onder de andere PV’s), met de
bedoeling dit lobbywerk in Krakau verdervoort te zetten.

Minor Boundary Modification:
Eind januari 2017 is door het Rijk een MBM voor de Stelling van Amsterdam ingediend bij UNESCO.
Deze MBM was op 13 december 2016 vastgesteld door GS Noord-Holland.
Doel van de MBM is de UNESCO begrenzing van de SvA aan te passen aan de realiteit. De uit 1996
daterende begrenzing van het werelderfgoed Stelling van Amsterdam is op een aantal plekken niet
meet actueel. Er zijn, met name in het hoogdynamische deel van de SvA, afgelopen jaren locaties
binnen de begrenzing van de SvA bebouwd geraakt op basis van regelgeving welke al voor 1996 was
vastgesteld. De bedoeling van de MBM is om deze bebouwde plekken buiten de UNESCO begrenzing
van de SvA te halen. Ook behelsde het voorstel een klein aantal locaties welke juist aan het
werelderfgoed toegevoegd konden worden (met als achterliggend idee dat de totale oppervlakte van
het werelderfgoed dan praktisch gelijk bleef). De MBM is opgesteld in nauwe samenwerking met het
Rijk (OCW).
Begin juni JI. plaatste UNESCO het advies van ICOMOS op deze MBM op de website van de jaarlijkse
vergadering van het WHC (onder de vergaderstukken die tijdens de vergadering van het WHC
behandeld zouden worden).
Het advies van ICOMOS op de MBM was negatief. De belangrijkste argumenten van ICOMOS die uit
het advies te halen waren zijns ICOMOS heeft niet alle locaties die worden voorgesteld te schrappen
of toe te voegen kunnen beoordelen, er is geen bufferzone aanwezig bij de SvA en niet duidelijk is of
het beschermingsbeleid afdoende is tegen ongewenste ruimtelijke ontwikkelingen.
Een deel van deze argumenten was echter beantwoord in de MBM (bv. waarom er bij de SvA geen
bufferzone wordt toegepast en hoe het ruimtelijk beschermingsbeleid is georganiseerd is in NL). Het
advies van ICOMOS leidde dan ook bij zowel Rijk als PNH tot verbazing omdat adviezen uit een
eerdere ICOMOS-missie (september 2015) juist waren opgevolgd en waren beantwoord in deze
MBM.
Voorafgaand aan de vergadering van het WHC heeft NL dan ook een ‘Factual Errors Form’ ingediend
bij UNESCO. Feitelijk een soort van bezwaarschrift waarbij is aangegeven op welke punten het advies
van ICOMOS in de ogen van de State Party niet klopt. Dit Factual Errors Form is bij de
vergaderstukken van het WHC gevoegd. Daarnaast is besloten om via de PV in Parijs ‘lobbywerk’ te
verrichten voor deze MBM, ook al lobbyed NL formeel niet bij UNESCO is het uitgangspunt. De PV
heeft vooraf lobbywerk verricht bij de diverse PV’s in Parijs en was voornemens dit lobbywerk voort
te zetten tijdens de vergadering van het WHC in Krakau. Door familieomstandigheden is de PV echter
niet naar Krakau afgereisd. Tijdens de vergadering van het WHC moest het lobbywerk
overgenomen/voortgezet worden door de daar aanwezige vertegenwoordigers van RCE/OCW en
PNH.



Op woensdag 5juli (PNH was toen nog niet aanwezig in Krakau) is er een eerste gesprek tussen OCW
en vertegenwoordigers van ICOMOS geweest over deze MBM. In dit gesprek is door OCW
aangegeven dat er tegenstrijdigheden waren in het eerdere advies van ICOMOS op het voornemen
van een MBM (september 2015) en het huidige advies. Het advies van september 2015

bv. een bufferzone in overweging, maar gaf ook ruimte om met een motivering juist af te
wijken van een bufferzone. Ook gaf in zijn advies aan om eerst de begrenzing van de SvA te
regelen, alvorens de NHW ingediend zou worden. ICOMOS legde nu uit dat de belangrijkste reden
waarom zij nu negatief geadviseerd hadden over de MBM lag in het feit dat zij niet alle locaties
konden beoordelen (niet gezien hadden) en dat zij eigenlijk vonden dat deze MBM bij nader inzien
meegenomen moest worden bij de op handen zijnde nominatie van de NHW. In hun ogen wordt de
nominatie van de NHW een ‘significant boundary modification’ (grote uitbreiding) van de SvA, en dat
is dan ook het moment om de kleinere grensaanpassingen van de SvA mee te nemen. Hiermee is hun
advies dus anders luidend dan het advies van september 2015.
Tussen woensdag 5juli en zondag 9juli (dag waarop de MBM op de agenda stond van UNESCO) is
nog geprobeerd via gesprekken met leden van de stemgerechtigde landen een en ander te
verduidelijken, maar helaas zonder succes. Op zondag 9juli hebben UNESCO het advies van ICOMOS
op de MBM overgenomen en de MBM niet goedgekeurd (NA/Not Approved).
Zie verder onder kopje gesprek met directeur ICOMOS d.d. 10juli.

A8-A9:
Gelijktijdig met de vergadering van het WHC in Krakau, vond in Nederland het gesprek plaats tussen
minister OCW en bestuur PNH over de A8-A9 en het advies van ICOMOS hierop. In dit gesprek dat
plaatsvond op 7 julijl., is o.m. overeengekomen dat de minister/OCW alles in het werk zal stellen om
ICOMOS in september a.s. naar Nederland te halen om met hen op locatie in gesprek te gaan over
hun advies op de alternatieven A8-A9 en om in gezamenlijkheid te kijken welke inpassing van een A8-
A9 verbinding wel acceptabel is voor ICOMOS.

Gesprek met directeur ICOMOS d.d. 10juli 2017:
Beide hierboven geschetste ontwikkelingen (negatief advies ICOMOS op MBM en wens om met
ICOMOS op locatie in gesprek te gaan mbt A8-A9), maakte nadere afspraken met ICOMOS zeer
wenselijk/urgent.
Naar aanleiding van de negatieve besluitvorming over de MBM, is tijdens de vergadering op zondag 9
juli door de Nederlandse delegatie nog een ‘Terms of Reference’ (TOR) opgesteld ten behoeve van
ICOMOS. In een TOR wordt beschreven op welke vragen/onderwerpen men met ICOMOS het
gesprek aan wil gaan (zie bijlage de voorlopige TOR).
Naar aanleiding van deze TOR heeft de directeur ICOMOS de Nederlandse
vertegenwoordiging uitgenodigd voor een gesprek op maandag 10 juli.
Tijdens dit gesprek heeft de Nederlandse vertegenwoordiging (de hierboven genoemde mensen
vanuit OCW en PNH) de TOR nader toegelicht en uitgelegd waarom Nederland graag een ICOMOS
missie wil ontvangen in september ten behoeve van de vraagstukken rondom de A8-A9, maar ook
om een aantal zaken uit het negatieve advies van ICOMOS op de MBM verhelderd te krijgen. Dit
laatste is namelijk ook van invloed op het nominatiedossier en —proces van de NHW.

heeft aangegeven dat zij de urgentie van een missie op korte termijn
begrijpt. Igaf aan dat een missie in september in principe mogelijk is. Zij gaat dit komende
week na op haar kantoor in Parijs. Twee tot vier weken na een missie kan er dan ook een ICOMOS
rapportage gereed zijn. Haar eerste gedachte is om bij de missie zowel een ICOMOS specialist
wegen als een specialist impact op OUV te betrekken. Ze bespreekt dit verder op het ICOMOS
bureau.
Afgesproken is dat zij de concept TOR voor de missie aanvult en die volgende week weer bij NL
teruglegt. Voor augustus (als de vakantie in Frankrijk begint) wil ze de missie in principe geregeld
hebben. Mocht een missie voor beide doelen fAB-A9 en verduidelijking MBM) niet lukken in
september, dan wil ze in ieder geval inzetten op een missie voor de A8-A9 vanwege de urgentie.



Samenvatting vervolgafspraken t.b.v. A8-A9 en MBM:
- ICOMOS ziet urgentie van missie op korte termijn. Er zal alles aan gedaan worden om een

missie in september a.s. plaats te laten vinden. In ieder geval voor de vraagstelling rondom
A8-A9, mogelijk ook voor MBM;

- ICOMOS zet in op missie met 2 ICOMOS-leden, een specialist wegen en een specialist impact
OUV;

- Het zal naar alle waarschijnlijkheid om een missie van 2 dagen gaan;
- Een draaiboek voor de missie zal (ongeacht de data) komende 2 weken in overleg tussen

OCW en PNH opgesteld worden;
- De gewenste grenswijziging voor de SvA zal in principe meegenomen moeten worden bij de

nominatie van de NHW. Missie zal echter nog een aantal vragen over het advies op de MBM
moeten beantwoorden (bv. wel/geen bufferzone, aanpassen regels ruimtelijk beleid ed.);

- Insteek vooralsnog is dat de NHW nu wordt voorgedragen als een ‘Significant Boundary
Modification’ (SBM)van de SvA. De gewenste kleine grensaanpassingen van de SvA kunnen
daarin ook worden meegenomen;

- Mocht een missie voor de MBM niet lukken dit najaar, dan zal Panel (jaarlijkse bijeenkomst
van ICOMOS-adviseurs in november a.s. in Parijs) mogelijk de vragen voortkomend uit het
advies op de MBM kunnen beantwoorden;

- Reactie op ICOMOS-advies op MBM is van belang voor hoe verder met nominatie van de
NHW (bv. wel of geen bufferzone);

- Vooralsnog blijft ingezet worden op indienen van het nominatiedossier/SBM SvA-NHW eind
2017 bij het Rijk en indienen bij UNESCO januari 2018 (behandeling in WHC is dan zomer
2019);

- Komende weken zullen voor het nominatieproces NHW een aantal scenario’s doorlopen
worden (bv. wel/niet missie in september, wat doet besluitvorming in december a.s. over A8-
A9 voor de nominatie e.d.). Afhankelijk van deze scenario’s zal na de zomer bepaald worden
of tijdpad nominatieproces NHW overeind blijft of aangepast moet worden (bv. ijaar later
indienen).



Concept

DRAFT

Terms of reference of an ICOMOS AdvisoryMission 2017 to the Defence Line of Amsterdam

The objectives of the mission are:

1. To discuss the (earlier) advice of ICOMOS on the proposed altematives of a highway link road
(A8/A9). To discuss the preferred location and design of a link road, that respects the OUV of the
WH property, in the context that a decision on the link road has to be taken by the regional
authorities;

2. To examine the conditions under which some minor locations within the property may be
proposed for exclusion in the context of a significant boundary modification (as agreed upon by
WH Centre, ICOMOS and the State Party in Krakow);

3. To examine the necessity and possibility of implementing measures to better protect the visual
integrity of the site, especially near industrial and residential areas (and in particular the
Geniedijk area near Schiphol Airport), in relation to the recently improved legal protection;

4. To examine if additional monitoring activities have to be undertaken.



Van;
Aan;
Cc:
Onderwerp:
Datum:

Beste allen,

Hierbij een kort verslag van het gesprek op maandag 10juli 2017 met ICOMOS.

Hiermee wordt invulling gegeven aan de afspraak die afgelopen vrijdag is gemaakt om
zsm Icomos te benaderen voor missie en verdere verduidelijking.

Gesprek met van ICOMOS over een
ICOMOS missie A8/A9, grenscorrectie en adequate beschermingsregime Stelling van
Amsterdam/Nieuwe Hollandse Waterlinie. Vanuit Nederland waren aanwezig;

Aangegeven is dat de besluitvorming A8/A9 naar aanleiding van het gesprek van Minister met
bestuurders uit Noord-Holland is uitgesteld naar december om inbreng van ICOMOS te kunnen
betrekken. ICOMOS begrijpt de urgentie van een missie op korte termijn. gaf aan dat een
missie in september mogelijk is. Onder voorbehoud, ze moet dit ook nog nagaan bij het bureau.
Twee tot vier weken na een missie kan er dan ook een ICOMOS rapportage gereed zijn. Ce
planning voor missies zit echter al voor een halfjaar vol. Haar eerste gedachte is om bij de missie
zowel een ICOMOS specialist wegen als een specialist impact op OUV te betrekken. Ze bespreekt
dit verder op het ICOMOS bureau.

Een concept van de terms of reference voor de missie vult ICOMOS aan en legt die volgende
week weer terug bij ons. Voor de vakantie wil ze de missie in principe geregeld hebben.

Nederland heeft mbt A8/A9 behoefte aan opheldering van het advies uit april, verschillen tussen
adviezen uit 2017 en 2015, bespreken of voorstellen mogelijk zijn of niet, welke voorstellen dan
wel. Daarnaast een aantal punten die voortvloeien uit de beslissing van het
Werelderfgoedcomité over de boundary modification van de Stelling.

Bij de Advisoty Mission ligt voor Nederland de prioriteit op het onderdeel A8/A9. Over de
aanpak van de grenscorrectie in relatie tot de uitbreiding met de NHW (als significant boundary
modification) zijn vrijdag met ICOMOS en het WHC al afspraken gemaakt.

verslag overleg ICOMOS over rnbm en AB/A9
maandag 10juli 2017 13:00:00
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Summary
The Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) for the A8-A9 Link Road provides insight 
into the effects of the proposed developments on the Outstanding Universal 
Value (OUV) of the Defence Line of Amsterdam [Stelling van Amsterdam] 
(DLA). The content of the HIA is based on the Guidance on Heritage Impact 
Assessments for Cultural World Heritage Properties (2011).

The HIA for the A8-A9 Link Road is intended to provide the material needed 
for clear and transparent decision-making regarding a preferred alternative. 
The results of the HIA provide a transparent, independent component of the 
final recommendations that can be presented for the purpose of decision-ma-
king. Those recommendations enable the Provincial Executive of the Province 
of Noord-Holland to make a properly substantiated decision on whether or not 
the project should be developed further and, if so, subject to what conditions. 
The HIA for the A8-A9 Link Road is a document that underlies the Environmental 
Impact Assessment (EIA) for the A8-A9. The HIA is primarily intended to gain 
advice from ICOMOS, but the report also needs to be transparent for those 
affected.

The Defence Line of Amsterdam is viewed as a heritage site of very high value. It 
is a complete ring of fortifications extending more than 135 km around the city 
of Amsterdam. Built between 1883 and 1920, the ring consists of an ingenious 
network of forts, acting in concert with an intricate system of dikes, sluices, 
canals and inundation polders and is a major example of a fortification based on 
the principle of temporary flooding of the land. Preservation of cultural herita-
ge of very high value, or World Heritage Sites, involves the sustainable manage-
ment of protected heritage values (including those of World Heritage Sites) in a 
constantly changing environment. Basically, every effort must be made to avoid 
or minimise adverse impacts on important locations. Ultimately, however, it 
may still be necessary to balance the overall benefit of the proposed change 
against the severity of the impact on the OUV of the World Heritage Site. In 
the case of a World Heritage Site, that is crucial. It is important that the weight 
assigned to the cultural heritage value be proportionate to the significance of 
the location and the effects of change on that location. World Heritage Sites are 
by definition of international value and, logically enough, are therefore more 
important than national or local heritage sites.
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Description of the OUV and the attributes
The Defence Line of Amsterdam World Heritage Site is a roughly circular area ex-
tending 135 km through the economic heartland of the Netherlands. The main 
criterion for assessment is that the effects are assessed as regards maintaining/
securing the OUV of the World Heritage Site. In current Dutch national policy, 
Section 2.13 of the General Rules for Spatial Planning Decree (BARRO) sets out 
rules regualtions for heritage sites of Outstanding Universal Value. These in-
clude rules regarding the DLA. These attributes are also included in provincial 
policy. For the purpose of the present HIA, the OUV has been in terms specific 
to its constituent elements. The OUV for the DLA essentially describes a system 
consisting of three central attributes: the line rampart (main defence line), a 
chain of inundation polders and flooding facilities (water management system), 
and a system of military elements (military system). The OUV assumes an inter-
connected system.

Assessment of baseline situation
The seven alternatives in the Scope and Detailing Memorandum (NRD) [Notitie 
Reikwijdte en Detailniveau] for the planning study for the A8-A9 Link Road were 
included in the HIA. For each of the seven, an assessment has been made of the 
effect on the integrity and authenticity of the attribute. That assessment shows 
that the effects of the various alternatives score from neutral (0) to moderately 
adverse (-3). There will be more or less risk to the status of the World Heritage 
Site depending on the alternative that is chosen. The overview of the impact 
assessment for the effects of the various alternatives is as follows (see table of 
baseline situations, page 4):
• Alternatives 1 and 2 have a score of “neutral”;
• Alternatives 3, 5, and 7 would mean a moderate adverse impact;
• Alternatives 4 and 6 would mean a large adverse impact.
The conclusion of the effects assessment is given in the table opposite.

Solutions
Based on possible solutions, consideration has been given to whether the ad-
verse effects can be avoided, reduced, rehabilitated, or compensated. Details 
of the solutions are given for each alternative, with an assessment of the effect 
of the alteration on the OUVs.

This has not been done for alternative 1, the baseline situation, because that 
alternative serves as a reference. For the other alternatives, the optimum so-
lution has been assessed for each; this is the variant in which all the solutions 
listed are implemented.

The study shows that the adverse effects can be 
reduced or mitigated by applying the solutions. The solutions score from very 
slightly adverse (-1) to moderately adverse (2). The overview of the assessment 
of the effects of the various alternatives in which all the possible solutions are 
implemented is as follows (see table of baseline situations, page 4):
• Alternatives 2 and 7 have a score of “neutral” (0);
• Alternative 5 scores from slightly to moderately adverse (-1/-2).
• Alternatives 3, 4, and 6 would mean a moderate adverse effect (-2).
The overview of the scores is given in the table on the previous page.

Cumulation
The HIA also considers the cumulative effects if there are several proposals 
within a World Heritage Site. The Train Depot project and the A8-A9 Link Road 
are located in the same area of the DLA. Determining the cumulation involves 
measuring the effect on the OUV of both interventions.

The two HIAs show that both the Train Depot and most of the alternatives for 
the A8-A9 Link Road would have an adverse effect on the OUV of the World 
Heritage Site. It appears from the cumulation that in most cases this adverse 
effect is amplified when the projects are combined in the various manners exa-
mined. The tables on the following page provide an overview of the assessment 
of the optimised variants of the Train Depot and the alternatives for the A8-A9 
Link Road. This shows how the effects of each project on the OUV of the World 
Heritage Site have been assessed separately.
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Table of conclusions, effects assessment Train Depot

Table of conclusions, effects assessment A8-A9 Link Road

Table of conclusions, effects assessment cumulation

VARIANTS	  (OPTIMAL) PLANNING	  AREA STUDY	  AREA RISK
TRAIN	  DEPOT SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) LIMITED	  RISK
TRAIN	  DEPOT	  A9 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK

VARIANTS	  (OPTIMAL) PLANNING	  AREA STUDY	  AREA RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  2 NEUTRAL NEUTRAL NO	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  3 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  4 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  5 SLIGHT/MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1/-‐2) SLIGHT/MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1/-‐2) LIMITED	  TO	  CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  6 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  7 NEUTRAL/SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (0,-‐1) NEUTRAL NO	  RISK

COMBINATIONS	  (CUMULATION) PLANNING	  AREA STUDY	  AREA RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  2	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  2) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) LIMITED	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  3	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  3) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) CERTAIN	  TO	  CONSIDERABLE	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  4	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  4) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) CONSIDERABLE	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  5	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  5) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) CERTAIN	  TO	  CONSIDERABLE
ALTERNATIVE	  6	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  6) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) CONSIDERABLE	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  7	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  7) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) LIMITED	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  5	  +	  DEPOT	  A9	  (combination	  8) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) CONSIDERABLE	  RISK

VARIANTS	  (OPTIMAL) PLANNING	  AREA STUDY	  AREA RISK
TRAIN	  DEPOT SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) LIMITED	  RISK
TRAIN	  DEPOT	  A9 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK

VARIANTS	  (OPTIMAL) PLANNING	  AREA STUDY	  AREA RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  2 NEUTRAL NEUTRAL NO	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  3 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  4 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  5 SLIGHT/MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1/-‐2) SLIGHT/MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1/-‐2) LIMITED	  TO	  CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  6 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  7 NEUTRAL/SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (0,-‐1) NEUTRAL NO	  RISK

COMBINATIONS	  (CUMULATION) PLANNING	  AREA STUDY	  AREA RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  2	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  2) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) LIMITED	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  3	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  3) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) CERTAIN	  TO	  CONSIDERABLE	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  4	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  4) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) CONSIDERABLE	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  5	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  5) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) CERTAIN	  TO	  CONSIDERABLE
ALTERNATIVE	  6	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  6) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) CONSIDERABLE	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  7	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  7) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) LIMITED	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  5	  +	  DEPOT	  A9	  (combination	  8) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) CONSIDERABLE	  RISK

VARIANTS	  (OPTIMAL) PLANNING	  AREA STUDY	  AREA RISK
TRAIN	  DEPOT SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) LIMITED	  RISK
TRAIN	  DEPOT	  A9 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK

VARIANTS	  (OPTIMAL) PLANNING	  AREA STUDY	  AREA RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  2 NEUTRAL NEUTRAL NO	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  3 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  4 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  5 SLIGHT/MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1/-‐2) SLIGHT/MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1/-‐2) LIMITED	  TO	  CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  6 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  7 NEUTRAL/SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (0,-‐1) NEUTRAL NO	  RISK

COMBINATIONS	  (CUMULATION) PLANNING	  AREA STUDY	  AREA RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  2	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  2) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) LIMITED	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  3	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  3) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) CERTAIN	  TO	  CONSIDERABLE	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  4	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  4) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) CONSIDERABLE	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  5	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  5) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) CERTAIN	  TO	  CONSIDERABLE
ALTERNATIVE	  6	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  6) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) CONSIDERABLE	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  7	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  7) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) LIMITED	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  5	  +	  DEPOT	  A9	  (combination	  8) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) CONSIDERABLE	  RISK
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Central to this is the question of whether there is a threat or risk to the 
World Heritage status. An estimate has therefore been made of the risks. 
Developments that do not have any effect on the World Heritage Site are consi-
dered acceptable. The expectation is that UNESCO will consider developments 
with a slight effect to be justifiable within the World Heritage Site subject to 
certain conditions. In the case of a moderate effect, the estimate is that there 
is a considerable risk of harm being done to the OUV. The estimate in this case 
is therefore that the developments within the World Heritage Site cannot be 
justified. It is only subject to very stringent conditions that the development 
can be discussed. This is only possible if there is a very compelling need and if 
a scrupulous procedure is followed, with maximum account being taken of pre-
servation of the OUV. Developments with a large to very large effect represent 
a considerable risk to the World Heritage Site.

The HIA includes an impact grading of the separate projects and of the combi-
nations (optimised variants). An overview is given below of the effect that the 
various combinations would have on the World Heritage Site and what needs 
to be taken into account as regards the follow-up.
Alternative 1 for the A8-A9 Link Road is the baseline variant and has been inclu-
ded in the study so as to allow the new situations to be related to the current 
situation. It is not an alternative that provides a solution to the A8-A9 Link Road 
issue.

Slight effect:
In combinations 2 and 7, the effects on the OUV are concentrated at the Train 
Depot. The optimised variant of the Train Depot has been included. All three of 
the alternatives for the Link Road have a neutral to very slight effect.

Moderate to large effect:
The combinations of the Train Depot with alternatives 5 and 3 have a modera-
te to large effect on the OUV. The most optimised variant of the projects was 
considered.

In the combination with alternative 5, the optimised variant does not differ 
much from the baseline situation in alternative 5. A tunnel is envisaged, howe-
ver, under the main defence line (Busch en Dam).

Alternative 3, in its most optimised variant, would involve restoring the inun-
dation landscape at the location of the golf course, thus achieving a beneficial 
effect on authenticity. The new road would also be taken under Groenedijk in 
a tunnel. In the optimised variant too, the road would be taken over the exis-
ting A9 on a fly-over because a tunnel is not technically feasible as regards the 
transport/traffic aspect. The adverse effect on Fort Veldhuis, with its associated 
prohibited area, would remain.

Large effect:
Combinations 4, 6 and, 8 have a large effect. Both projects are clearly visible 
from various viewpoints within the area. They are located in the same inunda-
tion polder but are separate from one another, meaning that the unity of the 
area would be fragmented.

In the optimised variant, alternative 4 for the road runs under both the main 
defence line (Busch en Dam) and the A9. The optimised variant of alternative 
6 is largely the same as the baseline situation. A tunnel is envisaged, however, 
under the main defence line (Busch en Dam).

In this HIA, the two projects have been assessed as regards the actual situation 
of the area. The HIA considers the effects of the two projects on the OUV purely 
as it exists at the present time. These two interventions within the Defence Line 
of Amsterdam do not exist in isolation, however. In the period from 1996 (the 
date of designation) to the present, there have also been other developments 
in the area, both in the direct vicinity of the planning area and in the DLA as a 
whole. The Netherlands is engaged in discussions with ICOMOS with a view to 
finding a solution.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
This is the Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) for the A8-A9 Link Road project. A 
planning study is being carried out in an area of the Defence Line of Amsterdam 
[Stelling van Amsterdam] (below: “DLA”) between Uitgeest-Heemskerk and 
Krommenie-Assendelft, in order to explore the options for a link road between 
the A8 and A9 motorways. In the same area, there is also a planning study for 
the Alkmaar–Amsterdam High-Frequency Rail Transport Programme (PHS) pro-
ject (Train Depot near Uitgeest). The latter is the subject of a separate study. 
The aim of the two projects is to improve the accessibility and quality of life on 
the northern outskirts of Amsterdam.

The 1972 Convention Concerning the Protection of the World’s Natural and 
Cultural Heritage (i.e. the “World Heritage Convention”) refers to heritage sites 
with “Outstanding Universal Value” that are part of the “common heritage of 
humanity” and that require “protection and transfer to future generations”. The 
Netherlands became a signatory to the Convention in 1992. It has consequently 
undertaken to preserve heritage sites of outstanding value and to contribute to 
the common heritage of humanity. This means that the Outstanding Universal 
Value of heritage sites must be preserved by protecting their attributes.

The Outstanding Universal Value of a site is established by the World Heritage 
Committee inscribing it on the World Heritage List. Since 2007, the importance 
of a site has been presented in a Statement of Outstanding Universal Value 
(SOUV). The Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) is expressed by a number of 
attributes. Maintaining that OUV requires that those attributes, specifically, 
must be protected. ICOMOS*, the organisation that advises UNESCO on cultu-
ral sites, has developed methods for applying the effects assessment of factors 
that have an impact on heritage sites to World Heritage Sites. The HIA is used to 
assess the effects on the attributes in a systematic and cohesive manner.
 
 

*ICOMOS: ICOMOS (The International Council on Monuments and Sites) is an internati-
onal NGO that concerns itself with the preservation of cultural monuments such as buil-
dings, historic towns, man-made landscapes, and archaeological sites. ICOMOS was set 
up in 1965 and is divided into national committees. It consists of a network of experts in 
such fields as history, archaeology, anthropology and urban planning. ICOMOS is most 
familiar as an adviser to UNESCO regarding cultural heritage sites that are already in-
cluded on the World Heritage List or that have been nominated for inclusion.
 
The HIA provides an assessment of the overall significance of the effects 
(i.e. the overall impact) of development or change proposals on the individual 
attributes, on the relationship between them, and on the World Heritage Site 
as a whole. The effects may be very varied: direct or indirect, temporary or 
permanent, reversible or irreversible, visual, physical, social, cultural or even 
economic.

The HIA also considers the cumulative effects if there are several proposals 
within a World Heritage Site. The projects for the Train Depot near Uitgeest 
and the A8-A9 Link Road are located in the same area of the DLA. Both projects 
may have effects, individually and together, on the Outstanding Universal Value 
of the DLA. In the present HIA, the effects and their potential consequences 
have been assessed for each project separately and for both of them together. 
A separate final report has been produced for each proposal, with a clear con-
nection being made in the contents with regard to the OUV/attributes and the 
joint effects.
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1.2.  Purpose
The HIA for the A8-A9 Link Road is intended to provide the material needed 
for clear and transparent decision-making regarding a preferred alternative. 
The results of the HIA provide a transparent, independent component of the 
final recommendations that can be presented for the purpose of decision-ma-
king. That document enables the Provincial Executive of the Province of Noord-
Holland to make a properly substantiated decision on whether or not the pro-
ject should be developed further and, if so, subject to what conditions. The HIA 
focuses primarily on the effects of the intervention on the World Heritage Site’s 
values; the assessment as regards other values takes place in the context of the 
regular planning process for the project.

The HIA is primarily intended to gain advice from ICOMOS, but the report also 
needs to be transparent for those affected, and it will in due time be made 
available for inspection. No given preferred variant will be submitted to 
ICOMOS, but “open” advice will be requested on all the alternatives in relation 
to the plans for the Train Depot. The EIA for the following phase will include an 
HIA for the preferred alternative.

Producing an EIA involves two phases. The current phase is intended to develop 
a preferred alternative. The EIA for the second phase works out the preferred 
alternative in detail. The process whereby seven alternatives need to be re-
duced to a single preferred alternative is described in the Scope and Detailing 
Memorandum [Notitie Reikwijdte en Detailniveau] (NRD, 2015) adopted by the 
Provincial Executive. The choice of the preferred alternative is preceded by a 
procedure in which promising alternatives are examined and assessed on the 
basis of the criteria set out in the NRD. One of those criteria is the impact that 
each alternative will have on the Defence Line of Amsterdam within the plan-
ning area.

The Provincial Executive submits the result of the HIA A8-A9 to ICOMOS with 
a request for its advice. That advice is taken into account when determining 
which will be the preferred alternative. The EIA for the following phase will 
include an HIA for the preferred alternative.

The HIA for the A8-A9 Link Road is a document that underlies the Environmental 
Impact Assessment (EIA) for the A8-A9. It will appear as an appendix to the 
Environmental Impact Assessment in order to substantiate the preferred 
alternative.
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1.3  Approach
The approach for the HIA is based on the ICOMOS document Guidance on 
Heritage Impact Assessments for Cultural World Heritage Properties (below: 
“Guidance document”). Use has also been made of other relevant policy do-
cuments and studies that were drawn up or carried out in the context of the 
plans. The report sets out clearly what the effects of the project would be on 
the OUV, and their significance. The key question is whether there would be a 
threat or risk to the World Heritage status.

The approach to preparing the HIA focuses on carefully analysing the extent to 
which the proposed measures would change the attributes, with the assess-
ment of this being made clear and comprehensible. There were four stages in 
drawing up the HIA:
Stage 1: Description of the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) and the attributes;
Stage 2: Assessment of the baseline situations;
Stage 3: Possible solutions; 
Stage 4: Cumulation.

Stage 1 involved describing and identifying the attributes that convey the OUV. 
Thoroughly investigating the full significance of the OUV of the World Heritage 
Site and its specific attributes is a crucial part of the HIA. This is the basic infor-
mation against which the effects must be compared.

The second stage involved describing the baseline situation for the project. The 
effects of the project on the attributes were then assessed, both on the attri-
butes individually and on the relationship between them. The impact of the 
project on the overall DLA World Heritage Site has also been considered.

The third stage explored possible solutions for minimising any adverse effects. 
There were two work sessions – one involving the project advisers and the 
other the interest groups – to list possible solutions. The result is a range of 
possible (realistic) solutions. The effect of these on the attributes was again as-
sessed. Based on that assessment, the optimum variant for the World Heritage 
Site was identified.

In stage 4, the cumulative effect of the A8-A9 Link Road and Train Depot pro-
jects on the attributes was assessed. This produced a conclusion describing the 
significance of the effect of the initiatives separately and of the combination 
of the two. An assessment was also made of whether the initiatives and com-
binations of initiatives represent a risk to the preservation of the OUV and a 
potential or actual threat to the heritage site.

After its adoption by the Provincial Executive of Noord-Holland, the Dutch go-
vernment sends the HIA to ICOMOS together with the State of Conservation 
(SoC), with a request for ICOMOS to provide its advice. The SoC comprises sub-
stantiation of the benefit and necessity of the project proposal, and the argu-
ments for having rejected any previous proposals for alternative sites. ICOMOS 
is requested to advise on the results. Partly based on the results of the HIA and 
the advice of ICOMOS, an administrative decision can then be taken on the fol-
low-up action regarding the A8-A9 Link Road project.
 
Supervisory Group 
The HIA for the project is supported by a Supervisory Group made up of re-
presentatives of the authorities and initiators concerned, namely Prorail, the 
Province of Noord-Holland, the ministries of Infrastructure and the Environment 
(I&E) and Education, Culture & Science (OCW), the Cultural Heritage Agency of 
the Netherlands [Rijksdienst voor het Cultureel Erfgoed, RCE], and the munici-
pality of Uitgeest.

Interest groups and liaison group
The HIA was drawn up after consultation with the A8-A9 Link Road liaison group 
and the interest groups concerned with the Train Depot. The organisations in-
volved are listed in Appendix 2. At the first joint session, they were given infor-
mation about the methodology for the HIA and the initial findings regarding 
the Outstanding Universal Value of the DLA. Between stages 2 and 3, they were 
requested to help find solutions. This took place during two separate sessions, 
one for the Train Depot and one for the A8-A9 Link Road. Once reporting was 
complete, the result of the two HIAs was shared with both groups.
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1.4  Reader’s guide
Section 1 (Introduction) deals with the background, purpose, approach, and 
decision-making for the present HIA. Section 2 (Methodology) explains the va-
rious features of an HIA (2.1), the relevant terms and definitions (2.2), and the 
general method of assessment (2.3).

Section 3 (Outstanding Universal Value of the study area and the planning area) 
begins with a brief description of the historical development of the Defence 
Line of Amsterdam (3.1). The following subsection (3.2) then discusses the 
Statement of Outstanding Universal Value and the particular Outstanding 
Universal Value of the Defence Line of Amsterdam to which it refers. The va-
rious attributes present are then discussed, both for the study area as a whole 
(3.3) – so as to clarify how the entire Defence Line of Amsterdam was intended 
to operate – and then in detail for the planning area (3.4). Subsection 3.5 dis-
cusses the military sightlines and experiential aspects of the DLA in the planning 
area. The spatial planning interventions within the planning area since 1996 are 
dealt with in subsection 3.6. Section 3 concludes with an explanation of how 
the assessment of the effects has been elaborated in the present HIA specifical-
ly for the study area and planning area, on the basis of the OUV.

Section 4 gives a description of the A8-A9 Link Road project and explains the 
principles applied in assessing the effects.

Section 5 presents the assessment of the effects that the project would have on 
the Outstanding Universal Value of the Defence Line of Amsterdam.

Section 6 deals with the solutions that have been identified for mitigating the 
effects on the OUV. Subsection 6.1 indicates the components of the project 
whose effects can be minimised. Subsection 6.2 elaborates the solutions iden-
tified in order to determine the optimum solution. The various solutions are 
assessed in Subsection 6.3.

Section 7 deals with the cumulation of effects of the Train Depot and A8-A9 
Link Road projects. Subsection 7.1 provides an explanation of how the cumu-
lation has been assessed what combinations were considered. Subsection 7.2 
assesses the effects of the various combinations, giving reasons. Subsection 7.3 
presents the conclusions of the cumulation, while Subsection 7.4 indicates the 
significance of the other projects that have been carried out within the World 
Heritage Site since 1996.

Section 8 comprises the conclusion of the HIA.
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2. Methodology
2.1 Features of Heritage Impact Assessment
An HIA is similar to a Cultural Heritage Evaluation Report (CHER) or the cultu-
ral heritage effects assessment in an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). 
The distinctive feature of an HIA is that it focusses entirely on assessing the ef-
fects on UNESCO World Heritage Sites. It is a system developed by ICOMOS, the 
International Council on Monuments and Sites. This investigation is based on 
the ICOMOS document Guidance on Heritage Impact Assessments for Cultural 
World Heritage Properties.

The HIA differs from other types of assessments in the following three ways:
• the HIA clarifies the effects of a proposal on the Outstanding Universal 

Value (OUV) of the UNESCO World Heritage Site.
• assessment of both the specific attributes and the relationship between 

them;
• the cumulation of effects.

2.2  Terms and definitions
A number of important terms applying to World Heritage Sites will be explained 
below:
• Statement of Outstanding Universal Value (SOUV);
• Integrity;
• Authenticity.
An explanation is also given of what is meant in the report by attributes, baseline 
situation, planning area, and study area. The terms OUV, integrity, and authen-
ticity have been clarified in the Operational Guidelines for the Implementation 
of the World Heritage Convention (OG). They are explained below.

Statement of Outstanding Universal Value
In the case of a World Heritage Site, it is only the effect of the developments on 
the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) that is concerned. That OUV is described 
in the Statement of Outstanding Universal Value (SOUV). The SOUV is adopted 
by UNESCO at the point when the site is inscribed on the World Heritage List, or 
retrospectively in the case of sites nominated after 2005.

This document summarises (briefly) the features that make the World Heritage 
Site unique, and what the criteria are for the site to be listed on UNESCO’s 
World Heritage List. Those criteria form part of the OUV. The integrity and au-
thenticity are then described in the SOUV.

Integrity
The integrity of a World Heritage Site is an indication of whether all its OUVs are 
still present, have not been impaired, and are not threatened. Integrity refers 
to the wholeness and intactness of the World Heritage Site. In the present HIA, 
the integrity (i.e. the wholeness and intactness) of the World Heritage Site is 
determined according to the following points:
• Wholeness: Are all the values and elements still present? Does the World 

Heritage Site comprise all the elements that are necessary to express the 
OUV? And is the World Heritage Site of a sufficient size to guarantee a com-
plete representation? In the case of the present HIA, this involves the com-
pleteness of the system, the combination of the rampart dike, the chain of 
inundation polders, and military elements.

• Intactness: Are the values and elements still intact? To what extent have 
there been adverse effects, for example due to development and/or ne-
glect? Are any (essential) components of elements missing, for example? 
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Authenticity
The term authenticity refers to the truthful and credible representation of the 
historical and cultural significance of the World Heritage Site. In the HIA, this 
is taken to mean a truthful and authentic expression of form and design, ma-
terials and substance, use and function, location and setting, and finally the 
experiential aspect:
• Form and design:  The actual form and design of the elements. The ele-

ments still have their original form and design, for example the asymmetric 
profile of the rampart dike (east–west), with a clear front and back. New 
additions to buildings are clearly new or different, and no attempt has been 
made to copy the original method of construction/design. The characteris-
tic features of the landscape and the inundation control mechanisms are 
still visible in the landscape.

• Materials and substance: The use of materials and substance for the repair/
renovation of the elements. Repairs and renovations have been made using 
original materials, such as concrete, bricks and timber, and not, for exam-
ple, plastics.

• Use and function: Former function versus new function. The reuse of buil-
dings complements and is subordinate to the original architecture. The 
OUV is still comprehensible despite the new use. If desired, elements can 
still perform their original function (attention must also be paid here to 
former/new civil use). The DLA can to a large extent still function if requi-
red; the facilities for inundation and defence are still intact.

• Location and positioning: Links/relationships between the structures and 
elements. Structures and elements are still in their original location. The 
system/context is still fully comprehensible because structures and ele-
ments have a visible, physical, and working relationship with the landscape 
and with one another.

• Experiential aspect: The heritage site can still be experienced and explain-
ed, both now and in the future. The system and the way it used to function 
are still distinguishable and understandable. The character and sense of 
place assist in experiencing the heritage site.

Criteria
The Operational Guidelines state that there is an OUV when a site complies 
with a number of criteria formulated by UNESCO. In the case of the DLA, it is 
criteria ii, iv, and v that apply:
• (ii) to exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of 

time or within a cultural area of the world, on developments in architecture 
or technology, monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design;

• (iv) to be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or 
technological ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a) significant sta-
ge(s) in human history;

• (v) to be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement, land-
use, or sea-use which is representative of a culture (or cultures), or human 
interaction with the environment especially when it has become vulnerable 
under the impact of irreversible change.

SOUV for the Defence Line of Amsterdam
Since 2005, the importance of a site has been presented in the Statement of 
Outstanding Universal Value (SOUV). That value forms the basis for inscripti-
on of the site in UNESCO’s World Heritage List and is the framework for as-
sessing the effects of the projects (interventions) on the World Heritage Site. 
World Heritage Sites from prior to 2005 do not include a formal SOUV in the 
Nomination Dossier. Since 2005, a (Retrospective) Statement of Outstanding 
Universal Value ((R)SOUV) has been drawn up and adopted for these World 
Heritage Sites. This also applies to the Defence Line of Amsterdam, for which 
an (R)SOUV was drawn up in 2013 (Appendix 1). This description is now awai-
ting adoption by UNESCO. The Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) is expressed 
in a number of attributes. The first stage in describing the World Heritage Site 
is to define these attributes. Although the SOUV constitutes the essential star-
ting point, it is often not detailed enough to be applied directly in assessing 
the effects. The OUV must therefore be defined more specifically in terms of 
attributes.
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In current Dutch national policy, Section 2.13 of the General Rules for Spatial 
Planning Decree (BARRO) sets out rules for heritage sites of Outstanding 
Universal Value. These include rules regarding the DLA. Schedule 8 to the 
BARRO outlines the attributes of the heritage sites of Outstanding Universal 
Value:

1. The unique, unified and well-preserved late-nineteenth and early 
twentieth-century hydrologic and military landscape consisting of:
• a continuous system of rampart dikes in a large ring around Amsterdam;
• sluices and back and front channels;
• forts, located at regular intervals, mainly along dikes;
• inundation areas;
• former fields of fire (visually open) and prohibited areas (largely land not 

built on);
• the incorporation into the landscape and camouflaging of the former mili-

tary structures;
2. a relatively large measure of openness;
3. a green and relatively quiet ring around Amsterdam.

These attributes are also included in provincial policy. For the purpose of the 
present HIA, the OUV has been made somewhat more specific. The description 
involves two levels, namely the attributes of the site and their significance for 
the specific planning area. This makes it clear to all parties for which attributes 
the effects are being assessed. The original Nomination Dossier and the attri-
butes already included in Dutch national policy constitute an important source 
for this. The analysis of the OUV and a factual description of the attributes are 
given in Section 3.

Baseline situation
Before an assessment of the effects can be made, it is important to provide a 
good description of the baseline situation. For an HIA, the baseline situation is 
the situation of the World Heritage Site at the point when it is inscribed as such 
in the World Heritage Register. For the Defence Line of Amsterdam, the baseli-
ne situation is that of the Defence Line in 1996. This HIA retains the boundary 
of the World Heritage Site as it was when the site was inscribed in 1996 and as 
indicated on the maps accompanying the Nomination Dossier.

Study area
The study area comprises the entire DLA World Heritage Site, as it was inscribed 
in 1996. The Defence Line of Amsterdam was constructed between 1880 and 
1920 and is an historic military defence system. It is a coherent system of forts, 
dikes, canals, and inundation polders. The main defence line is some 135 ki-
lometres long and comprises 45 forts (in addition to smaller structures). The 
Defence Line extends across two provinces (Noord-Holland and Utrecht) and 
twenty municipalities.

Planning area
The planning area is the part of the DLA where the proposed Train Depot (near 
Uitgeest) and A8/A9 Link Road projects are both located. The Defence Line of 
Amsterdam is distinguishable in and around the planning area in the form of 
Forts Veldhuis, De Ham and Krommeniedijk, a number of magazines and se-
condary batteries, and a double defence line. Much of the defence line here 
consists of the old sea dikes (St. Aagtendijk, Groenedijk, Hoogedijk) and other 
flood-defence dikes (for example “Busch en Dam”), but also a rampart dike con-
structed specifically for the DLA (see 3.4).
The planning area is located in the municipalities of Uitgeest, Heemskerk, and 
Zaanstad.  
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 2.3 Assessment criteria for HIA
The Guidance document states that the first step in assessment is to determine 
the value of the heritage site. Appendix 3A to the Guidance document descri-
bes a method for this.

The value is categorised as very high, high, medium, low, negligible, and un-
known. The DLA falls into two categories of heritage: built heritage or historic 
urban landscapes as well as historic landscapes.

Built heritage or historic urban landscapes of very high value means:
• sites or structures of acknowledged international importance inscribed as 

of universal importance as World Heritage property;
• individual attributes that convey OUV of the World Heritage Site;
• other buildings or urban landscapes of recognised international importance.

Historic urban landscapes of very high value means:
landscapes of acknowledged international importance inscribed as World 
Heritage property;
• individual attributes that convey OUV of the World Heritage Site;
• historic landscapes of international value, whether designated or not;
• extremely well preserved historic landscapes with exceptional coherence, 

time depth, or other critical factors.

In the present case, one is dealing with a site of international significance 
(World Heritage), national policy (the General Rules for Spatial Planning Decree, 
BARRO), and provincial protected heritage. The Defence Line of Amsterdam is 
consequently viewed as a heritage site of very high value.

Preservation of cultural heritage of very high value, or World Heritage Sites, 
involves the management of sustainable change. Basically, every effort must be 
made to avoid or minimise adverse impacts on significant locations.

Ultimately, however, it may still be necessary to balance the overall benefit 
of the proposed change against the severity of the impact on the OUV of the 
World Heritage Site. In the case of a World Heritage Site, this consideration is 
crucial.

It is important that the weight assigned to the cultural heritage value be pro-
portionate to the significance of the location and the effects of change on that 
location. World Heritage Sites are by definition of international value and, logi-
cally, are therefore more important than national or local heritage sites.

A number of principles apply in assessing the effects of developments on the 
heritage site. The most important of these is that the effects must be assessed 
in the light of preserving/safeguarding the OUV. For each of the various attri-
butes, an assessment is made of what the effect would be on its integrity and 
authenticity. The Outstanding Universal Value of the study and planning areas 
is dealt with in detail in Section 3. The extent to which the developments affect 
the attributes is assessed for the heritage site as a whole (study area) and for 
the location itself (planning area). More details of the method of assessment 
are given in subsection 3.7.

The effects of developments or other changes on the attributes of the World 
Heritage Site may be adverse or beneficial. First of all, it is important to identify 
all changes with respect to the attributes. The scale or severity of a particular 
change or impact on the attributes is then defined. In the Guidance document, 
the scale and severity of an effect is categorised as no change, negligible, minor, 
moderate, and major change.

The assessment of the scale and severity of the change is operationalised as 
follows in the Guidance document for features of (1) built heritage and historic 
urban landscapes and (2) historic landscape features. These both apply to the 
DLA:
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Major change:
1. Change in important historic building elements that contribute to the OUV, 

leading to the richness of the heritage being completely altered. Drastic 
change in the setting.

2. Change in most or all important historic landscape elements or structu-
res; extreme visual effects; large change in noise or acoustic quality; funda-
mental changes in use or accessibility. This completely changes the historic 
landscape character and the OUV is lost.

Moderate change:
1. Changes in numerous important historic building elements, leading to the 

richness of the heritage being significantly altered. Changes in the setting 
of an historic building, leading to the richness of the heritage being signifi-
cantly altered.

2. Changes in numerous important historic landscape elements or structures; 
visual changes in numerous important aspects of the historic landscape; 
noticeable changes as regards noise or acoustic quality; significant changes 
in use or accessibility; moderate impact on historic landscape character.

Minor change:
1. Changes in important historic building elements, leading to the richness of 

the heritage being somewhat altered. Change in the setting of an historic 
building, leading to the richness of the heritage being noticeably altered.

2. Change in a few important historic landscape elements or structures; slight 
visual changes in a few important aspects of the historic landscape; limited 
changes as regards noise or acoustic quality; slight changes in use or acces-
sibility; limited impact on historic landscape character.

Negligible change:
1. Slight changes in historic building elements or in the setting, leading to 

hardly any change in the richness of the heritage.
2. Very slight changes in important historic landscape elements or structures; 

hardly any visual changes; very slight changes as regards noise or acoustic 
quality; very slight changes in use or accessibility; very slight impact on his-
toric landscape character.

No change:
1. No change in cohesion or setting;
2. No change in elements or structures; no visual or acoustic changes; no 

changes in experiential value.
 
This is followed by assessment of the significance of the effect, also adverse or 
beneficial. The Guidance document categorises the significance of the effect 
as neutral, slight, moderate/large, large/very large, and very large. The table 
below from the Guidance document shows the connection between the scale 
of the change and the significance of the effect.
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This table has been converted into an assessment table utilising a nine-point 
scale for assessment of the effects on the attributes.

With a view to making the report more easily readable, this HIA does 
not use the combined terms. For moderate/large, we use the term mo-
derate, and for large/very large only the term large. The colours in the 
Guidance document do not indicate any distinction between large and 
very large. To ensure that the tables are readable, this HIA makes use of 
a particular colour for each effect. The table used in the HIA is as follows: 

The assessment method used can be illustrated by the following example: if the 
scale and significance of the effect show that there is no change in the attri-
butes, the assessment is: neutral effect. In the case of a moderate change, the 
affect is assessed as being large.

When identifying effects, it is also necessary to consider effects that do not 
impinge on the World Heritage Site physically. These effects can be equally ad-
verse for a single cultural-historical aspect, a pattern, a whole, the setting, the 
sense of place, etc. Assessment of the effects on the setting involves the visual 
and aural (acoustic) effects that can be observed at any given time.

Assessment	  of	  the	  intervention 4	  Very	  large

3	  Large	  

2	  M
oderate	  

1	  Slight

0	  N
eutral

1	  Slight

2	  M
oderate	  

3	  Large	  

4	  Very	  large

Integrity
attribute
attribute
attribute
Authenticity
attribute
attribute
attribute

beneficial	  effect adverse	  effect

Changes resulting from developments must be assessed for their effects as re-
gards integrity and authenticity. Authenticity has to do with the way the attri-
butes convey the OUV, while integrity has to do with whether all the attributes 
are still present in the heritage site and have not been impaired or are not 
threatened (see the explanation in 2.2). The relationship between attributes, 
integrity, and authenticity needs to be made clear. How that is done in this HIA 
is described in subsection 3.7.

In addition to the effects on the individual attributes and the relationship bet-
ween those attributes, assessment also involves the cumulative effects of the 
developments taken together.
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Risk estimate
Central to this is the question of whether there is a threat or risk to the World 
Heritage status. Where assessment of the effects on the OUV is concerned, re-
ference is made to such concepts as “limits of acceptable change” and absorpti-
on capacity. How these should be operationalised is not elaborated on in the 
Guidance document. The risk assessment for these HIAs has been operationa-
lised based on experience and knowledge of the assessment of developments 
in the case of other World Heritage Sites. An indication is given below of how 
the risk estimate for the World Heritage Site has been assessed in this HIA in 
relation to the assessment of the effects.

Neutral effect: Developments that have a neutral (or beneficial effect) are no 
risk to preservation of the OUV. The World Heritage Site is not endangered.

Slight effect: The estimate is that the developments with a slight effect repre-
sent a limited risk to preservation of the OUV and the likelihood that the World 
Heritage Site will be potentially or actually endangered.

Moderate effect: The estimate is that the developments with a moderate effect 
will represent a certain risk to preservation of the OUV. There is the risk that the 
World Heritage Site will in fact be endangered.

Large effect: The estimate is that the developments with a large effect will re-
present a considerable risk to preservation of the OUV. The World Heritage Site 
will in fact be endangered.

Very large effect: The estimate is that the developments with a very large 
effect will represent a fundamental risk to preservation of the OUV. The World 
Heritage Site will in fact be endangered.

Developments that do not have any effect on the World Heritage Site are con-
sidered acceptable.

The expectation is that UNESCO will consider developments with a slight effect 
to be justifiable within the World Heritage Site, subject to certain conditions. 
Those conditions are:
• The benefit and necessity of the proposed intervention must be 

demonstrated;
• Other alternative options must be excluded, with arguments being given 

(compelling need);
• Coordination with ICOMOS to achieve integration that takes maximum ac-

count of the preservation of the OUV.

In the case of a moderate effect, the estimate is that there is a considerable 
risk to preservation of the OUV. The estimate is that the developments within 
the World Heritage Site cannot basically be justified. It is only subject to very 
stringent conditions that the development can be discussed. The seriousness of 
the effect determines to a large degree the weight assigned to the conditions. 
There must, emphatically, be a very compelling need that outweighs the inter-
national importance of the World Heritage Site. It must also be demonstrated 
that no alternative options are available that do not impair the World Heritage 
Site and a scrupulous procedure must be followed, with maximum account 
being taken of preservation of the OUV.

Developments with a large to very large effect represent a considerable/funda-
mental risk to the World Heritage Site. The estimate is that UNESCO will consi-
der that these developments can essentially not be justified within the World 
Heritage Site, especially when other options are available.
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3. Outstanding Universal Values 
3.1 Historical development of DLA
This subsection provides a brief introduction to the historical development of 
the DLA. The section that follows deals in greater detail with the Outstanding 
Universal Value on the basis of which the DLA was inscribed in the World 
Heritage List, defined in terms of attributes.

The history of almost the entire territory the Netherlands has been determined 
by the inhabitants’ relationship to water and their struggle against it. Dikes, 
polders, and sluices bear witness to man’s control of water. Over the course of 
time, the country has also used water as an ally.

One aspect of that alliance, which is without equal anywhere in the world, is 
the military defence of the nation with the aid of water. The Defence Line of 
Amsterdam is the former ring of defence works around Amsterdam, the coun-
try’s most important city. The Defence Line is approximately circular and could 
hermetically seal off the area inside from the world outside, as the final re-
doubt in the country’s defence. All the facilities were present to withstand a 
siege lasting months.

The Defence Line was constructed after the introduction of the Fortifications 
Act [Vestingwet] in 1874, which stipulated a new system of defences for the 
Netherlands. The basic principle of the Defence Line was inundation of the land 
directly outside the main defence line. It was the area of water thus created 
that gave the system its strength. Along the main defence line, i.e. the actual 
defensive ring, the water was managed with a series of structures including 
dikes and sluices, and an interconnected system of fortifications was construc-
ted, made up of forts, deployment areas, magazines, and buildings with various 
other functions.

The Defence Line was constructed between about 1880 and 1920, and its com-
ponents have been preserved exceptionally intact until the present day. The 
effects of this structure on spatial planning in the area within and around the 
defensive ring have remained clearly visible.

Inundation required making use of the existing water management and polder 
structure with dikes that would hold back the inundation water.

For transport and communication reasons, it was also important that the dis-
tance to Amsterdam should be neither too long nor too short. A radius of 15 ki-
lometres from the city centre was taken as the average. Where the existing 
dikes were unsuitable, military ramparts or dikes were constructed.

Besides the ingenious inundation system, the defensive ring comprises 45 forts 
and smaller military structures. Higher parts of the landscape that could not 
be inundated, including dikes and the infrastructure located on them, formed 
vulnerable places in the defence system. The same was true of other roads, 
railways, and waterways that crossed the DLA. These “openings” in the defence 
system are referred to as “accesses”. The locations of the forts therefore have 
a direct relationship to these accesses: the roads and railways that cross it at 
right angles and connect either side of the line in peacetime, the waterways for 
transport or to supply inundation water, the dikes to hold back the water for 
the various inundation polders, the sluices, and the villages immediately within 
the Defence Line.

3.2 Statement of Outstanding Universal Value
This subsection analyses the OUV and identifies the attributes that convey the 
OUV for both the study and the planning area. The OUV is the Outstanding 
Universal Value that led to recognition of the site by UNESCO as a World 
Heritage Site. The (R)SOUV for the Defence Line of Amsterdam is given below 
and in Appendix 1. It consists of a summary, with the criteria for designation, 
and a description of its integrity and authenticity. We then indicate how this 
universal value for the HIA is conveyed by attributes. The word cloud on the 
next page illustrates the attributes referred to in the OUV.
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Summary
The Stelling van Amsterdam (Defence Line of Amsterdam, DLA) is a complete 
ring of fortifications extending more than 135 km around the city of Amsterdam. 
Built between 1883 and 1920, the ring consists of an ingenious network of 45 
forts, acting in concert with an intricate system of dikes, sluices, canals and 
inundation polders and is a major example of a fortification based on the prin-
ciple of temporary flooding of the land.

Since the 16th century, the people of the Netherlands have used their special 
knowledge of hydraulic engineering for defence purposes. The area around the 
fortifications is divided into polders, each at a different level and surrounded by 
dikes. Each has its own flooding facilities.

The depth of flooding was a critical factor in the DLA’s success; the water had to 
be too deep to wade and too shallow for boats to sail over. Water levels were 
maintained by means of inlet sluices and barrage sluices. Forts were built at 
strategic locations where roads or railways cut through the defence line (“ac-
cesses”). They were carefully situated at intervals of no more than 3500 metres, 
the spacing being determined by the range of the artillery in the forts. The ear-
lier forts were built of brick, the later of concrete.

The land forts have an important place in the development of military enginee-
ring worldwide. They mark the shift from the conspicuous brick/stone case-
mated forts of the Montalembert tradition, in favour of the steel and concrete 
structures that were to be brought to their highest level of sophistication in the 
Maginot Line and Atlantic Wall fortifications. The combination of fixed positi-
ons with the deployment of mobile artillery to the intervals between the forts 
was also advanced in its application.

Criteria:
The criteria for inscription of the DLA as a World Heritage Site are explained 
below:
• Criterion (ii): The DLA is an exceptional example of an extensive integrated 

European defence system of the modern period which has survived intact 
and well conserved since it was created in the late 19th century. It is part of 
a continuum of defensive measures that both anticipated its construction 
and were later to influence some portions of it immediately before and 
after World War II.

• Criterion (iv): The forts of the DLA are outstanding examples of an exten-
sive integrated defence system of the modern period which has survived 
intact and well conserved since it was created in the later 19th century. It 
illustrates the transition from brick construction in the 19th century to the 
use of reinforced concrete in the 20th century. This transition, with its ex-
periments in the use of concrete and emphasis on the use of unreinforced 
concrete, is an episode in the history of European architecture of which 
material remains are only rarely preserved.

• Criterion (v): It is also notable for the unique way in which the Dutch genius 
for hydraulic engineering has been incorporated into the defences of the 
nation’s capital city.

The core of the summary of the OUV and criteria consists of:
• An extensive, integrated defence system with a complete ring of fortifications;
• Unique interplay with the system of dikes, sluices, canals, and inundation 

polders;
• Fortification based on the principle of temporary inundation;
• Ingenuity and skill of Dutch water management and its military application;
• Polders enclosed by dikes, each at a different level and with its own flooding 

facilities;
• Forts at strategic locations (at accesses and at regular intervals);
• Continuous development of defence works; transition from brick to concrete.
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Integrity
The DLA and its individual features are a complete, integrated defence system. 
The defence works have not been used for military purposes for the past four 
decades. As the surrounding area was a restricted military zone*, its setting 
has been preserved through planning development control, although it could 
in the future be vulnerable to development pressures. The ring of forts make 
up a group of connected buildings and other structures whose homogeneity 
and position in the landscape have remained unchanged and distinguishable in 
all its parts. They form the main defence line together with the dikes, rampart 
dikes, hydraulic properties, forts, batteries and other military buildings, and the 
structure of the landscape.

 
* Until the repeal of the Prohibited Areas Act [Kringenwet] and the loss of the 
area’s military status in 1963.

The core of the integrity described consists of:
• A complete and integrated defence system;
• Military restrictions in parts of the Line area (in particular fields of fire of the 

forts and the main defensive line, the inundation area) meant that in many 
places the original landscape context of the DLA has been well preserved;

• Its homogeneity and position in the landscape has remained unchanged 
and distinguishable;

• The ring of forts, the dikes, hydrological elements, batteries and other mi-
litary structures, and the structure of the landscape together make up the 
main line of defence.

 

Authenticity
The fortifications have been preserved as they were designed and specified. 
The materials and constructions used have also remained unchanged. Repairs 
are in arrears in some cases. No parts of the DLA have been reconstructed. 
The Outstanding Universal Value is expressed in the authenticity of the design 
(the typology of forts, sluices, batteries, rampart dikes), of the specific use of 
building materials (brick, unreinforced concrete, reinforced concrete), of the 
workmanship (meticulous construction apparent in its constructional conditi-
on and flawlessness), and of the structure in its setting (as an interconnected 
military functional system in the man-made landscape of the polders and the 
urbanised landscape). 

The OUV is expressed in the authenticity of:
• The fortifications that have been preserved as they were designed and 

specified;
• The design (the typology of the forts, sluices, batteries, and rampart dike);
• The specific use of materials (brick and concrete);
• The workmanship (meticulous construction visible in the constructional 

condition and intactness);
• The structure in its setting (as an interconnected military functional system 

within the man-made landscape);
• It is a man-made system of structures, created within a clearly defined 

landscape.
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The features of the main defence line are:
• The main defence line as the backbone of the line;
• Military boundary between city and the surroun-

ding area;
• The contrast between inside-outside, secure-unse-

cure, wet-dry;
• Consists largely of dikes and rampart dikes (supple-

menting the existing dikes).

The features of the water management system are:
• Low-lying open polders, serving as inundation 

areas;
• Hydraulic structures such as inundation sluices, 

embankment sluices, inundation and feeder chan-
nels, facilities on embankments such as pipelines, 
siphons, revetments, basins.

The features of the military system are:
• Fort complexes, consisting of the actual fort on an 

island, the fort watchman’s house, the engineer depot, 
and perhaps other outbuildings;

• Prohibited areas, distinguishable because of their 
openness and the clear field of view from the forts;

• Batteries: secondary batteries, gun emplacements and 
earthen or concrete deployment areas; 
concrete bunkers in the field; 
sector grounds with ammunition magazines and other 
magazines for storage and provisioning;

• Non-military elements that were determined by the 
Defence Line, such as wooden houses within the prohi-
bited areas, accesses, fences, etc.

The system of military elements 
(military system)

The rampart dike (main defence line) System of inundation polders and flooding facilities 
(water management system)
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3.3 The elements within the study area (overall description)
Subsections 3.3 and 3.4 define the OUV more specifically, for both the overall 
DLA (study area) and the site itself (planning area). The OUV for the DLA essen-
tially describes a system consisting of three main structures:
• the line dike (main defence line);
• the chain of inundation polders and flooding; facilities (water management 

system;
• The system of military elements (military system).
The OUV is based on an interconnected system, in which the main defence 
line, the water management system, and the military system together form the 
military defence line.

The rampart dike (main defence line)
The defence system was based on an internal area to be defended (secure and 
“dry”), outside of which there was a sufficiently large inundation area (inun-
dation of polders) (“wet” during times of danger). In order to achieve this, it 
was necessary to create a continuous, defensible line: the inundation barrier/
main defence line (“boundary between dry and wet”). This was the line that the 
enemy could not be allowed to pass. Over most of its length, this can be traced 
on the basis of the formerly existing landscape and consists of dikes and em-
bankments. The setting is not accidental but is determined by the underlying 
landscape; from there the inundation could be managed and maintained.

The features of the main defence line are:
• the main defence line as the backbone of the line, with the restricted mili-

tary zone outside it;
• the military boundary between the city and the surrounding area (food 

supply) and the wider hinterland;
• the contrast between inside-outside, secure-unsecure, wet-dry;
• consists largely of pre-existing dikes and specially constructed rampart 

dikes (supplementing the existing dikes).

 
Water management system
Various structures were needed for the defence system. When in use, the in-
undated area formed a shallowly flooded zone to hold back the enemy. The 
system for inundation utilised the existing low-lying, wet polder landscape, 
with grateful use being made of the existing water management system, consis-
ting of polders with ditches, sluices, and other hydraulic structures. The polders 
formed the areas that could be inundated by means of an ingenious system of 
such structures. Large parts of the DLA could be flooded easily; in three days 
enough water would have entered to complete the inundation. In other places, 
additional hydraulic structures were needed to allow the water to flow into the 
polders quickly enough. Additional sluices were also constructed so as to allow 
for the differences in height between the polders.

The features of the water management system are:
• low-lying open polders, serving as inundation areas;
• hydraulic structures such as inundation sluices, embankment sluices, inun-

dation and feeder channels, facilities on embankments such as pipelines, 
siphons, revetments, basins.

Military system
The strips of land that could not be inundated – such as certain polder edges, 
dikes, elevated roads and railway lines, but also easily navigated waterways – 
were weaknesses in the Defence Line; they are referred to as ”accesses”. These 
points needed to be defended actively, so that forts, batteries, and bunkers 
were constructed there. The distance between the forts was precisely deter-
mined and could not be any greater than the range of the artillery in the forts. 
There was therefore an overlapping area within the range that they could 
defend, and there were sightlines between the forts. Further towards the 
centre of the Defence Line were the provisioning locations (sector grounds) 
and other facilities.
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Component areas of the Defence Line of Amsterdam

< northwestern segment
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The forts served to defend the weak points in the inundation system. Virtually 
all the forts of the DLA are constructed of concrete, and according to three stan-
dard designs. Most of the forts are surrounded by a moat and there is a house 
for the watchman, whose task it was to guard the fort. Most of the forts were 
not permanently manned. Each fort also had an engineer depot just outside the 
moat for storing equipment. These depots were usually of timber construction 
with a tiled roof. They could be burnt down in time of war so as to create a free 
field of fire.

Construction of the Defence Line also had consequences for non-military buil-
ding in the direct surroundings, and the forts were surrounded by prohibited 
areas. There needed to be a clear field of view around each fort, otherwise it 
would not be possible to see the enemy advancing. A free field of fire was also 
essential. The prohibited areas meant that the land to the front of the forts – 
i.e. outside the main defence line – was subject to various rules. These areas 
were subdivided into three further zones, namely of 300, 600, and 1000 metres. 
These were subject to a whole range of building and planting regulations. If 
war threatened, all these buildings could be removed without further ado, with 
wooden houses being burned down. The Prohibited Areas Act [Kringenwet] re-
mained in force until 1951 and was only finally repealed in 1963. It is remarka-
ble that precisely due to the route of the DLA the open polder landscape in the 
densely populated area around Amsterdam – the country’s largest city – has 
remained relatively unchanged.

What is exceptional is how the defence works were incorporated into the lands-
cape. On the one hand, the defenders benefited from a good view from the 
forts and a broad field of fire; on the other, it was necessary for the Defence 
Line to be invisible within the landscape for the approaching enemy. It was the-
refore also important for the forts to be camouflaged, which was achieved by 
means of the planned planting of trees.

The features of the military system are:
• Fort complexes, consisting of the actual fort on an island, the fort watch-

man’s house, the engineer depot, and perhaps other outbuildings;
• Prohibited areas, distinguishable because of their openness and the clear 

field of view from the forts;
• Batteries: secondary batteries, gun emplacements, and earthen or concre-

te deployment areas; concrete bunkers in the field; sector grounds, storage 
areas with one or more storage sheds and garages for vehicles, and ammu-
nition stores;

• Non-military elements that were determined by the Defence Line, such as 
wooden houses within the prohibited areas, accesses, fences, etc.

The specific features of the landscape determined the nature of the structures 
that were constructed. In that respect the DLA can be broadly divided into six 
segments. The planning area is located in the northwest segment. This part 
has a somewhat erratic course via existing dikes that were in part adapted with 
various facilities to convert them into military structures. In the south, an addi-
tional rampart dike was necessary. At IJmuiden, the North Sea Canal required 
particularly strong defences.
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The system of military elements 
(military system)

The rampart dike (main defence line) Chain of inundation polders and flooding facilities 
(water management system)

The features of the main defence line are:
• Northern stretch of main defence line along existing 

dike, with the traditional tripartite division into 
internal area, main defence line, and inundation 
area;

• To the south of Fort Veldhuis, there is a unique si-
tuation within the DLA because the defence system 
here consists of a double line;

• The elements consist of dikes and ramparts.

The features of the water management system are:
• To the north of the fort at Krommeniedijk, an open, 

distinguishable, wetland inundation area;
• Between the fort at Krommeniedijk and Fort 

Veldhuis, an open inundation area;
• The inundation area becomes narrower to the south 

and has largely been built over;
• Strategic open landscape between the double line;
• Various hydraulic structures such as culverts and 

sluices.

The features of the military system are:
• The fort complexes: Fort at Krommeniedijk, Fort Den 

Ham, Fort Veldhuis, Fort St. Aagtendijk, Fort Velsen, 
and Fort Zuidwijkermeer. 
In many cases linked to the accesses in the inundation 
areas;

• Prohibited areas, distinguishable because of their 
openness and the clear field of view from the forts;

• Various military and non-military elements, including 
elements situated along the second rampart dike.
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3.4 The elements within the planning area (detailed description)
Along most of the length of the Defence Line, the tripartite landscape division – 
comprising the area to be defended, the inundation area, and the main defence 
line – is present and more or less clearly distinguishable. In a number of places, 
however, there are differences or alterations due to specific landscape conditi-
ons. This also applies to the planning area.

A description is given below of the tripartite division of the system of the DLA, 
i.e. the main defence line, the water management system, and the military 
system. An overview is also given of the elements that make up the site and that 
are explicitly referred to in the (R)SOUV and the Nomination Dossier (Section 
3.2, Inventory). The structures are identified that were constructed within the 
DLA specifically for military purposes. The connecting dike routes between the 
structures are also listed. Not included are the pre-existing older structures, 
such as sluices, roads and waterways, that were adapted for the DLA for mili-
tary use, but which had a different primary function in peacetime.

Main defence line
From the fort at Krommeniedijk via Fort Den Ham to Fort Veldhuis, the main 
defence line runs along the pre-existing Hoogedijk, and is located on the di-
viding line between the Noorderpolder to the east and the Uitgeest and 
Heemskerkerbroek polder to the west. This stretch of the line has the traditio-
nal tripartite division into internal area, main defence line, and inundation area.

From Fort Veldhuis via Fort St. Aagtendijk up to the forts at Velsen and 
Zuidwijkermeer, there is a unique situation within the DLA because the defence 
system here consists of a double line. This special situation is due to specific 
circumstances. The higher position of the dune land in the west means that 
the inundation area there was very narrow. Defensive and strategic conside-
rations meant that it was not desirable to compensate for this to the east. A 
rampart dike, the Firing Line [Vuurlinie], was therefore constructed right across 
the Wijkermeer polder, serving as the main defence line.

To reinforce the defence system, the medieval Assendelver sea dike to the east 
of it functioned as a secondary rampart dike. Three shell-proof ammunition 
magazines were constructed along this dike.
 
Nomination Dossier
The following structures in the main defence line within or close to the planning 
area are included in the Nomination Dossier:
• The dike between the fort at Krommeniedijk and Fort St. Aagtendijk;
• The rampart dike to the east of Fort Veldhuis;
• The rampart dike between Aagtendijk-Zuidwijkermeer.
 
Water management system
To the north of the fort at Krommeniedijk, there is a distinguishable, wetland in-
undation area, which is still farmed.  The rural character of the inundation area 
has also been preserved and is still clearly distinguishable between the fort at 
Krommeniedijk, Fort Den Ham, and Fort Veldhuis. To the south, the inundation 
area is narrower because of urban expansion in the past on the west side of the 
inundation area.

Between Fort Veldhuis, Fort St. Aagtendijk, and Fort Velsen, the inundation area 
to the west of the A9 has largely been built over. When the DLA was designated 
as a World Heritage Site in 1996, the A9 had just been completed. It cuts through 
the inundation area at Beverwijk and has a major impact on Fort St. Aagtendijk 
because it is located so close by. To the north of Fort St. Aagtendijk, the origi-
nal inundation area is also less distinguishable because of a landfill site (now 
disused).

The area between the A9 and the second easterly rampart dike (from Fort 
Veldhuis to Fort Zuidwijkermeer) was strategically important in order to secure 
the relationship with the westerly rampart dike. The visual and functional 
connection is still distinguishable because the area is still largely rural and 
agricultural.
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Elements of the Defence Line of Amsterdam
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Nomination Dossier
The following structures in the water management system within or close to the  

planning area are included in the Nomination Dossier:
• Cast-iron pipe at Krommeniedijk;
• Passage revetment at Overtoomsloot;
• Water level indicator near Fort Veldhuis;
• Inundation conduit in the inundation barrier to the west of Fort Veldhuis;
• Culverts in the inundation barrier to the west of Fort Veldhuis, at 

Zuidermaatweg;
• Masonry barrier at the inundation sluice in Aagtendijk;
• Inundation canal from Pijp to the inundation sluice in St. Aagtendijk;
• Dam sluice in Wijkertocht;
• Dam sluice in Molentocht;
• Dam sluice in Assendelvertocht (Meerweidertocht).
 
Military system
The fort on the Krommeniedijk is situated in the Uitgeest and Heemskerkerbroek 
polder, to close off and defend the road between Uitgeest and Krommenie and 
the Krommenie watercourse. The original situation around the fort site has 
been preserved: the open, wetland polder landscape around the main defence 
line and the route of the Lagendijk.
Fort Den Ham is also situated in the Uitgeest and Heemskerkerbroek polder, 
to close off and defend the railway line between Uitgeest and Krommenie. The 
original situation around the fort site has been preserved: the open polder 
landscape around the main defence line and the route of the Lagendijk and the 
railway line.

In the planning area, there is a clear relationship between the fort and the 
access at Fort Den Ham. The same applies at other forts in and around the 
planning area: Fort Velsen and Fort Zuidwijkermeer (both North Sea Canal), 
Fort Veldhuis (Communicatieweg road), and Fort Marken Binnen (Markervaart 
canal). But it is precisely this access in the form of a railway line, as at Fort Den 
Ham, that is exceptional, occurring only a few times within the entire Defence 
Line of Amsterdam.

Besides Fort Den Ham, the following forts are clearly related to the railway 
access: the fort at Kwadijk (railway line towards Hoorn) which has largely disap-
peared, Fort Liebrug (railway line towards Haarlem), Fort Abcoude (railway line 
towards Utrecht), and Fort Uitermeer (railway line towards Hilversum).
As regards their visibility and location directly next to the railway line, Fort 
Abcoude, Fort Liebrug, and Fort Den Ham are equivalent. If we consider the 
relationship between the fort and the main defence line, then this is most dis-
tinct at Fort Den Ham. At Fort Abcoude, the line runs through the village and 
is therefore less distinguishable. At Liebrug, the railway access is dominated by 
the higher, planted A200 motorway that cuts across it, meaning that the access 
is less distinguishable than at Fort Den Ham.

In conclusion, the exceptional nature of the situation around Fort Den Ham 
lies in a combination of common aspects (reserved field of fire, distinguishable 
relationship between fort and access) and an unusual aspect, namely the very 
close relationship with the railway access. One can also add that the openness, 
especially on the western side of the railway/road, still displays the landscape 
context of the inner area and surrounding area of Amsterdam on the one hand 
and the open inundateable area outside the main defence line.

Fort Veldhuis is situated in the Uitgeest and Heemskerkerbroek polder at the 
dividing line between two inundation polders, to close off and defend the 
Communicatieweg road and the inundation barrier that runs up to the fort. 
The original situation around the fort site has been partly preserved: the open 
polder landscape around the main defence line, the inundation embankment, 
and the route of the Genieweg road. To the west of the fort, the A9 and the 
housing in the Broekpolder have been constructed within the field of fire, which 
has consequently become entirely indistinguishable.

Fort St. Aagtendijk is situated in the Wijkerbroek polder, to close off and defend 
the St. Aagtendijk and the western embankment of the Zuidwijkermeer polder. 
The original situation has only been preserved in the immediate vicinity of the 
fort site: the main defence line, the inundation canal, and the land within the 
Defence Line.
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Military sightlines and experiential aspects

Fort Velsen is an advance post situated at the point where Side Canal A meets 
the North Sea Canal, to close off and defend the North Sea Canal. The fort has 
been partly demolished. The original situation around the fort site has been 
largely built over.

Fort Zuidwijkermeer is situated in the Wijkermeer polder and served to defend 
the North Sea Canal and the dikes on either side. The original situation around 
the fort site has been preserved: the open polder landscape, the rampart dike, 
and the canal.
 

Nomination Dossier
The following structures in the military system within or close to the planning 
area are included in the Nomination Dossier:
• Fort Krommeniedijk
• Fort Den Ham
• Secondary battery of Fort Den Ham
• Ammunition magazine at Dam
• Earthen battery at Dam and boundary markers
• Fort Veldhuis
• Boundary markers at Zuidermaatweg
• Secondary battery of Fort Veldhuis
• Facilities at St. Aagtendijk
• Cutting in the St. Aagtendijk for the railway line from Beverwijk to Uitgeest
• Fort St. Aagtendijk
• Fort Zuidwijkermeer
• Prohibited Areas Act farm “De Eersteling”
• Fort Velsen
• Ammunition magazine at Nieuwendijk
• Ammunition magazine at Stenen Paal
• Site of the former ammunition magazine at distance marker 66
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3.5 Military sightlines and experiential aspects of the DLA
Within the planning area, various sightlines had military purposes. The view of 
the surrounding countryside from the forts and from the main defence line was 
vital so that the troops manning them could see the advancing enemy.

The same applied to the sightlines between the forts, so that the area between 
them could be defended effectively. Both Fort Den Ham and Fort Veldhuis of-
fered a view of the surrounding inundation area and of the access along the 
railway. The view of the access from Fort Den Ham was particularly important 
militarily.

This fort was not included in the original plans but building it became neces-
sary because of construction of the railway line from Amsterdam to Alkmaar. 
Because this line was located on an embankment lying precisely between Fort 
Veldhuis and Krommeniedijk, Fort Den Ham was constructed so as to control 
the embankment.

The military sightlines in the area are still clearly distinguishable, except that 
the planting around Fort Den Ham has made the access less apparent from the 
fort.
The way that the open landscape has been preserved means that the system of 
the DLA is clearly distinguishable in this area. The DLA can be experienced pri-
marily from the existing roads and the recreational routes within the area. The 
story of the DLA is narrated at Fort Den Ham and Fort Veldhuis, both of which 
are now museums.

3.6 Spatial planning interventions since 1996
The actual spatial situation when the DLA was designated as a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site (1996) has not remained “frozen” since then. The planning area 
has been affected by a number of spatial planning developments, some of which 
had already been set in motion when it was nominated. These are described 
below, and the various developments are shown on the map on the next page.

The A9 cuts through the inundation area near Beverwijk and therefore affects 
the openness and experiential aspects of the Defence Line of Amsterdam, but 
it has also led to other spatial developments, such as construction of motor-
way service areas (Twaalfmaat, Akermaat) and the expansion of urban areas. 
The A8-A9 formed part of the Second Structure Plan for Traffic and Transport 
[Tweede Structuurschema Verkeer en Vervoer, “SVV-II”] (1988), which was the 
Dutch national policy in force in 1996. At the time of nomination in 1996, the 
proposal for the A8-A9 Link Road was mentioned in the Strategic Structural 
Agenda [structuurvisie] for the Province of Noord-Holland. The project was in-
cluded as a missing link that was necessary at the end of the planning period 
for the SVV-II. The section of the A9 between the Beverwijk and Velsen inter-
sections, including the Wijk tunnel, was opened on 11 July 1996. The fact that 
the road was already a known given when nomination took place is made clear 
by the topographical maps in the Nomination Dossier; these show the route of 
the road with dotted lines.

A residential district (Broekpolder) has been built in the original inundation 
area between Fort Veldhuis and fort St. Aagtendijk to the west of the main 
defence line. The polder landscape, which served as an inundation area, has 
been completely built over to the west of the A9. After consultation with the 
municipalities of Beverwijk and Heemskerk, the Dutch government designated 
the Broekpolder as an area for housing development in 1993. At the time of no-
mination, the area was included as a “Vinex” site in the Fourth Memorandum 
on Spatial Planning [Vierde Nota Ruimtelijke Ordening Extra, “Vinex”]. This re-
servation for planning purposes was not referred to in the Nomination Dossier, 
meaning that this section has been mistakenly included in the World Heritage 
Site. The Broekpolder was built up from 2000 on.
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Spatial planning interventions since 1996

A golf course has been laid out along Communicatieweg and Groenedijk to the 
east of the main defence line at Fort Veldhuis. This is located within the inunda-
tion area, meaning that the original openness of the landscape has been lost.

Construction of the golf course began in 1995. It was not, however, included 
on the topographical base map (1994) accompanying the Nomination Dossier, 
but it was already present when the DLA was designated as a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site in 1996. It was enlarged in 2010. The golf course is located in the 
Noorderbuitendijken polder.

An industrial estate has been built in the area between Fort Veldhuis and Fort 
St. Aagtendijk to the west of the A9 in the Wijkermeerpolder. It was developed 
on the basis of the “Industrial Plan for Pijp” [Industrieplan de Pijp] of 1964. It 
was adopted in the development plans in 1996 and constructed after 1996.

In 2005, a wind turbine was constructed in the Trompet industrial estate 
(Heemskerk) next to the junction with the A9. It is located at the boundary of 
the UNESCO-designated area of the Defence Line of Amsterdam and just outsi-
de the prohibited area around Fort Veldhuis.

It is striking that at Beverwijk the above-mentioned spatial developments have 
created a reversed situation: the built-up area is in fact located outside the 
main line of defence, while the open landscape is located on the inside (the 
protected area). The way the line operated is therefore hardly perceptible at 
this point. The openness on the inside of the main defence line means that the 
landscape there is still distinguishable as the strategic agricultural hinterland of 
Amsterdam.

The Saendelft residential district will be finished in the near future on the wes-
tern side, where housing (Kreekrijk) will be constructed within the “secure” (i.e. 
protected) side of the prohibited area around Fort Den Ham.
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1. Construction A9
2. Housing development Wijkerbroek
3. Industrial estate Wijkermeer
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6. Future housing development Krommenie
7. Future housing development Saendelft
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Conclusion
One can conclude that there have been developments within the boundaries 
of the World Heritage Site. The inundation areas and fields of fire of the DLA in 
the planning area are no longer as extensive as when they were included in the 
Nomination Dossier at the time of designation. The Netherlands is engaged in 
discussions with UNESCO with a view to finding a solution.

3.7 Approach to effects assessment
Subsection 2.3 described the general assessment method for an HIA. The pre-
sent subsection will deal in detail with the assessment for the study and plan-
ning areas.

In assessing the effects on the World Heritage Site, consideration is given to the 
scale, the severity of the effects on the heritage site as a whole, and the signi-
ficance of those effects on the Outstanding Universal Value. In order to do so, 
the overall impact is considered on a (specific) quality (outstanding value). All 
the changes influencing each Outstanding Universal Value are identified and an 
assessment of the effects on both authenticity and integrity is given for each.

As explained in the previous subsection, there have been changes in the area.
As a result, the current situation is different to the baseline situation in 1996. 
In the years prior to inscription, planning reservations were made and deve-
lopments set in motion, and there have also been actual new initiatives bet-
ween 1996 and the present. There have therefore been developments in this 
area within the boundaries of the World Heritage Site as inscribed in 1996. 
Assessment of the project, i.e. the A8-A9 Link Road, is based on the situation 
as it now stands.

The earlier developments as described above are not taken into account in as-
sessing the proposal itself, so as to be able to perform a methodologically pure 
identification of the effects of (only) the project. However, the description of 
the cumulation (Stage 4) includes an examination of the significance of the ear-
lier developments for the integrity and authenticity of the DLA in this area.

The universal value forms the basis for evaluating an intervention. The universal 
value of the DLA is assessed based on the integrity and authenticity of the three 
main attributes referred to:
• main defence line;
• water management system;
• military system.
In the context of this HIA, these attributes have been assigned equal weight.

The effects on the study area (the DLA as a whole) are described. For the plan-
ning area, the nine-point scale was used to assess the effects of the intended 
intervention. The assessment table is as follows:

Assessment	  of	  the	  intervention

Train	  depot

4	  Very	  large

3	  Large	  

2	  M
oderate	  

1	  Slight

0	  N
eutral

1	  Slight

2	  M
oderate	  

3	  Large	  

4	  Very	  large

Integrity
Main	  defence	  line
Water	  management	  system
Military	  system
Authenticity
Main	  defence	  line
Water	  management	  system
Military	  system

beneficial	  effect adverse	  effect
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4.1 Explanation of project
The area to the north of Amsterdam is without a good east-west connection. 
The connection via the N246 and N203 roads, as it currently exists, is unable 
to cope with the pressure of traffic. This leads not only to access problems but 
also has an adverse effect on the quality of life in the towns of Krommenie and 
Assendelft.

The province of Noord-Holland, the Amsterdam Urban Region, and the muni-
cipalities of Zaanstad, Uitgeest, Heemskerk, Beverwijk, and Velsen are jointly 
conducting a study to identify promising long-term structural solutions to this 
problem.

In January 2014, they signed a collaboration agreement for a planning study. 
The study is intended to lead to a preferred alternative, which will serve as the 
starting point for the elaboration phase, during which the preferred alternative 
will be worked out in a Provincial Integration Plan. In agreement with the regio-
nal partners, the Provincial Executive of Noord-Holland has been designated as 
the competent authority for the planning study for the A8-A9 Link Road.

In March 2015, the Provincial Executive of Noord-Holland adopted the Scope 
and Detailing Memorandum (NRD) [Notitie Reikwijdte en Detailniveau] and 
the Answers Memorandum [Nota van Beantwoording] for the planning study 
for the A8-A9 Link Road. In the NRD, the parties concerned stated, inter alia, 
that they recognised the importance of the Defence Line of Amsterdam as a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site. The fact that the alternatives are located within 
the area of the World Heritage Site led to an HIA being carried out. The results 
of the HIA will be used in deciding on a preferred alternative.

4. A8-A9 Link Road project

Scope and Detailing Memorandum on A8-A9 Link Road (2014)
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Alternatives: Planning study A8-A9 Link Road | Scope and Detailing Memorandum
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• In the eastern section, between the A8 and the sport complex, the carria-
geways will be separated by a guide rail; in the open area between the A9 
and the village, there will be a central reservation instead of a guide rail to 
avoid impairing the open character of the area.

• The main links (including by bicycle) and the main waterways in the area 
will be preserved.

• The “golf course landscape” is preserved in all the alternatives (including 
alternative 3).

• In this phase, no account has been taken of noise barriers in the rural area.

Alternatives 3 to 7:
• In alternatives 3 to 7, the eastern section of the route and the design will be 

the same. The intended interventions are described below:
• The eastern stretch of the A8-A9 Link Road from the junction with the pre-

sent A8 up to the Omzoom sport complex is the same in all the alternatives. 
To the south of the sport complex, the different routes fan out.

• The present junction of the N246 with the A8 remains at the same site but 
is altered as a result of the new link, creating a full interchange with open 
entrances and exits in both an easterly and westerly direction.

• A new bridge will be constructed for the new link immediately to the 
south of the present bridge over the Nauernasche Vaart canal. This 
means that access will remain possible to Assendelft and Saendelft via the 
Noorderveenweg road while the work is going on. Account has been taken 
of the necessary additional width for the entrances and exits.

• Using the existing bridge as part of the new link does not appear to be feasi-
ble, from the perspective of construction and also “engineering” (imple-
mentation phase). It may be possible to use the existing bridge for bicycles 
or for slow traffic.

• The Link Road crosses the N246 on a viaduct and the Nauernasche Vaart 
canal by means of a movable bridge (the Nauernasche Vaart is a route for 
vessels with their mast up, so it must be possible to open the bridge).

4.2  Alternatives (baseline situations)
In the Scope and Detailing Memorandum for the planning study for the A8-A9 
Link Road, seven different, realistic alternatives were selected for inclusion in 
the planning study for the A8-A9 Link Road: six alternative solutions and the 
baseline alternative (reference). These alternatives are also considered in the 
present HIA study. The alternatives are explained briefly below, with a descrip-
tion being given of the proposed spatial planning implementation. The project 
is in the planning study phase; the alternatives specify the possible locations for 
the Link Road but no details have yet been worked out.

For the alternatives included in the HIA for the A8-A9 Link Road, a number of 
assumptions have been made regarding the way certain components will be 
incorporated. The aim is for the various alternatives to be made comparable 
without designing the measures in detail. The assumptions and basic principles 
have been arrived at mainly for this phase, stage 1 of the planning study. The in-
corporation and compensation will be determined in the next phase of the EIA, 
after the preferred alternative has been determined. In selecting an alternative, 
there is scope for further optimisation of the intervention and for further de-
tailing. It is therefore not yet certain that incorporation will take place precisely 
according to the following points.

The following assumptions have been made:
• The new road will be at ground level. In connection with the drainage and 

construction of the road, it will in fact be about 1 metre above the surroun-
ding landscape; in the report, this will be referred to as “ground level”.

• The intersecting roads will as far as possible run under the new road, so 
that the open landscape will be disrupted as little as possible. The excep-
tion to this is the village street [Dorpsstraat]; the new Link Road will run 
under this in a tunnel. The new road will also pass under the railway line 
and the N203 at the junction with the N203. In the case of the junction with 
the A9, the new road will unavoidably be elevated.

• The road will be constructed as a dual carriageway with a speed limit of 
100 kph.
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• After crossing the Nauernasche Vaart, the road descends to ground level. 
At the crossing with the Binnendelft watercourse, account has been taken 
of the clearance required for canoes.

• The Link Road crosses Dorpsstraat by means of an underpass. Of this, 
100 metres is enclosed (50 metres on each side of Dorpsstraat) and will 
have a profile with two lanes in each direction. No future widening to three 
lanes in each direction is expected.

• In determining the depth of the underpass for the A8-A9 Link Road, it has 
been assumed that the level of Dorpsstraat will remain as it is now. No 
deeper position has been assumed in order to lay topsoil and/or planting 
on the tunnel roof.

• One point to be considered is the crossing between the new road and the 
Kaaik watercourse to the west of Dorpsstraat, and in combination with this 
the plans for a new cycle route there.

• The Link Road will run past the south of the new Omzoom sport complex 
and cross the Noorderweg road there. From that point on, the various al-
ternatives follow different routes.

The rest of the route is explained below for each alternative. 

Alternative 1 (baseline variant)
The baseline variant describes the situation in 2030 if no measures are imple-
mented in the framework of the project to improve the accessibility and quality 
of life. The basic assumption for the baseline alternative is that all the spatial 
planning and economic developments on which there are already decisions/
draft decisions will have been implemented, for example construction of the 
Kreekrijk and De Overhoeken residential districts. The baseline alternative in-
dicates what the effects will be if no action is taken to improve traffic flow or 
quality of life. The baseline alternative is important so as to demonstrate the 
benefit and necessity of the proposed measures. The situation in 2030 without 
implementation of the A8-A9 Link Road project is the reference situation for the 
planning study against which to compare the effects of the other alternatives.

Alternative 2 (baseline plus variant)
The baseline plus alternative comprises various measures to improve accessibi-
lity and quality of life without constructing a new link road. The NRD included 
the first version of the baseline plus alternative. After initial calculations had 
been carried out with the traffic model, it became apparent that a number of 
these measures would not contribute to solving the problem of accessibility. 
Associated with this is the expectation that the alternative would also not meet 
the target for quality of life. Based on input from the Liaison Group, experts, 
and the cooperating authorities, an optimised composition has been chosen for 
the baseline plus alternative, which has been included in the remainder of the 
planning study. The N203 would continue to be the through route between the 
A8 and the A9. The road profile with two lanes in each direction (2x2) would be 
retained. Measures would be taken, in particular, to reduce noise and to impro-
ve air quality. Incorporation of the road at Krommenie would also be improved. 
The following measures are envisaged:
• Relocate the N203 at Krommenie towards the railway line so that it is fu-

rther away from housing and the infrastructure (road and rail) in the built-
up area is concentrated more effectively.

• Construct noise barriers and/or a noise protection embankment.
• Make it easier to cross the road and redevelop the immediate vicinity of 

the road.
• Improve the functioning of the crossings in Krommenie (merging lanes and 

traffic management).
• Increase the capacity of the bridge across the Nauernasche Vaart canal so 

as to improve the traffic flow towards the N246 and increase the capacity 
of the Kogerpolder Bridge.

• If necessary: peak-period closure of roads in the rural area, for example 
Communicatieweg and Genieweg.
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Alternative 3 (Golf course variant)
This alternative crosses the Defence Line of Amsterdam and the golf course 
of the Heemskerk golf club. It is the shortest link between the A8 and the A9 
and traffic can drive onto the A9 without traffic lights. From the Omzoom sport 
complex, the road runs in a straight line towards the A9. The Communicatieweg 
road crosses under the new A8-A9 Link Road.
The road crosses the Groenedijk and adjoining watercourse at ground level. It 
would be possible for the Groenedijk to continue over the A8-A9 Link Road. At 
the golf course, the road would rise so as to cross the Genieweg road south of 
Fort Veldhuis. After crossing the Genieweg road, the road would rise further so 
as to connect to the viaduct over the A9. The junction with the A9 has been de-
signed so as to take up as little space as possible. Entrances and exits and have 
been combined as far as possible, and the fort and its field of fire have been 
spared as much as possible. The road can be incorporated within the available 
space on the west side of the A9 also. As regards traffic management, conside-
ration needs to be given to the junctions of the open entrances and exits to the 
A9.

Alternative 4 (“Around the golf course” variant)
The Noorderweg road runs under the new road, then joining the 
Communicatieweg road. The A8-A9 Link Road crosses the line dike (Busch 
en Dam) at the level of the crossing of the Hoogedijk and Busch en Dam. The 
road crosses at ground level and the local road goes over the A8-A9 Link Road. 
Alternative 4 follows a wide curve around the golf course towards the A9, and 
in doing so cuts through the field of fire of the fort. The crossing between the 
A8-A9 Link Road and the Communicatieweg road is a point that must be con-
sidered further. This is because the viaduct over the A9 means that the A8-A9 
Link Road would need to rise at a point where the Communicatieweg road is 
descending. The Link Road would need to cross the Communicatieweg road 
and in doing so would be elevated where it crosses the field of fire of the fort. 
After the crossing with the Communicatieweg road, the Link Road would also 
be elevated where it crosses the A9 diagonally. The junction with the A9 has a 
slim design and fits within the available space.

Alternative 5 (Heemskerk)
Alternative 5 curves along the edge of the field of fire of Fort Veldhuis and links 
up with the existing Heemskerk junction with the A9. The Noorderweg road 
runs under the new road, then joining the Communicatieweg road. The A8-A9 
Link Road crosses the line dike (Busch en Dam) at the crossing of the Hoogedijk 
and Busch en Dam. The road crosses at ground level and the local road goes 
over the A8-A9 Link Road. The route is designed in such a way that it spares 
the setting of the Wijde Laan (original watercourse). To facilitate the required 
number of lanes and merging lanes, an additional viaduct would need to be 
constructed immediately to the north of the existing viaduct, at the junction 
with the A9. The traffic here would be regulated by crossings with a traffic con-
trol system (VRI). The road to Heemskerk would be widened with a second lane 
and linked to the existing roundabout.

Alternative 6 (N203 West)
Alternative 6 connects with the N203, which in turn connects with the A9 
(Castricum junction). The Noorderweg road runs under the new road, then joi-
ning the Communicatieweg road. The A8-A9 Link Road crosses the line dike 
(Busch en Dam) at the crossing of the Hoogedijk and Busch en Dam. The road 
crosses at ground level and the local road goes over the A8-A9 Link Road. The 
route runs precisely along the edge of the field of fire of Fort Den Ham. It cros-
ses a number of watercourses, the Oer-IJ, and the open landscape. The A8-A9 
Link Road crosses under the railway line and the N203, turning back to the 
N203 on the north side. The southern carriageway of the N203 (west-east di-
rection), which connects the A9 to Krommenie, would be taken over the under-
pass. The northern carriageway (east-west direction) would be taken around 
the new junction and then join the new Link Road. This junction would imme-
diately become the merging lanes for the A9. The underpass leaves sufficient 
space for construction of the ProRail Train Depot.
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Alternative 7 (N203 East/Kreekrijk)
This alternative does not run through the Defence Line of Amsterdam by means 
of a new road but partly makes use of the existing N203. The new junction of 
the road with the N203 does, however, impinge on parts of the Defence Line 
of Amsterdam. The Communicatieweg road would not need to be rerouted. 
The road has been designed along the contours of the new Kreekrijk district. 
The A8-A9 Link Road crosses under the railway line and the N203, turning back 
to the N203 on the north side. This would be at the cost of a restaurant (De 
Krokodil), a number of houses, a petrol station, and part of the Zuiderham pond. 
The southern carriageway of the N203 (west-east direction), which connects 
the A9 to Krommenie, would be taken over the underpass. The northern carria-
geway (east-west direction) would be taken around the new junction and then 
join the new Link Road. At the junction with the N203, the Link Road crosses a 
number of important watercourses (at a lower level). The alteration means that 
two existing crossings (Busch en Dam) would be abandoned; local traffic would 
not have direct access to the main carriageway. As roads parallel to the route of 
the existing N203, the southern roads would curve away to the east (or would 
be linked directly to the N203). The northern roads would also curve away to 
the east via a parallel road. The roads would join at the point where the N203 
enters the built-up area.
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5. Assessment of alternatives
This section discusses the effect that the alternatives would have on the 
Outstanding Universal Value of the Defence Line of Amsterdam. This is done 
both for the part of the DLA where the Train Depot and A8-A9 Link Road pro-
jects are envisaged to be located (the planning area) and for the significance of 
the proposed intervention for the entire Defence Line of Amsterdam (the study 
area). For the study area, no specific distinction is made between the three 
attributes because the assessment of the effects on the study area considers 
the uniqueness of the planning area in total and the scale of the impairment 
of the integrity and authenticity of the entire ring that the DLA forms around 
Amsterdam.

5.1  Alternative 1 (baseline variant) 
 
Planning area Integrity:
 
Main defence line
There would be no change in the main defence line; the effect would be neutral 
(0).

Water management system
There would be no change in the water management system; the effect would 
be neutral (0).

Military system
There would be no change in the military system; the effect would be neutral 
(0).

Planning area Authenticity:

Main defence line
There would be no change in the main defence line; the effect would be neutral 
(0).

Water management system
There would be no change in the water management system; the effect would 
be neutral (0).

Military system
There would be no change in the military system; the effect would be neutral 
(0).

Conclusion
Alternative 1 (baseline variant) would have a neutral effect (0) on the universal 
values within the planning area.

Study area Integrity:
There would be no changes in the main defence line, the water management 
system, or the military system. The proposal has no effect on the World Heritage 
Site.

Study area Authenticity:
There would be no changes in the main defence line, the water management 
system, or the military system. Any traffic jams would not affect the authenti-
city because they would be either outside the setting of the Defence Line of 
Amsterdam or located within an already highly urbanised area. The proposal 
has no effect on the World Heritage Site.
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5.2  Alternative 2 (baseline plus variant)
 
Planning area Integrity:

Main defence line
There would be no change in the main defence line; the effect would be neutral 
(0).

Water management system
There would be no change in the water management system; the effect would 
be neutral (0).

Military system
There would be no change in the military system; the effect would be neutral 
(0).
 
Planning area Authenticity:
 
Main defence line
The alternative does not include any additional cuts through the main defen-
ce line compared to the current situation. In assessing this variant, it has also 
been assumed that no noise barriers would be installed in the rural area along 
the N203 and that the N203 would not be widened. The main defence line is 
already transected at the N203. There would not be any changes; the effect 
would be neutral (0).

Water management system
In this alternative, there would not be any changes in the water management 
system, assuming that no noise barriers are constructed. The design, the sightli-
nes, the use, and the function would be preserved. The effect would be neutral 
(0).

Military system
In this alternative, there would not be any changes in the military system, assu-
ming that no noise barriers are constructed. The design, the sightlines, the use, 
and the function would be preserved. The relationship between the fort and 
the access would not be affected any further. The effect would be neutral (0).

Conclusion
Constructing alternative 2 (baseline plus variant) would have a neutral effect (0) 
on the universal values within the planning area.

Study area Integrity:
There would be no significant changes in the main defence line, the water ma-
nagement system, or the military system. The proposal has no effect on the 
World Heritage Site.

Study area Authenticity:
There would be no significant changes in the main defence line, the water ma-
nagement system, or the military system. The effect of this proposal would be 
neutral.
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5.3  Alternative 3 (Golf course variant)
 
Planning area Integrity:

Main defence line
Alternative 3 would lead to a change in some important historic landscape 
structures of the World Heritage Site. The road would pass the main defence 
line in two places: as a fly-over over the main defence line (St. Aagtendijk) and 
in a cutting through the second line rampart (Groenedijk). This double rampart 
located here is unique anywhere in the DLA. Constructing a fly-over would allow 
the St. Aagtendijk to remain intact as an element. However, the cutting through 
the second line rampart (Groenedijk) would mean that part of this dike would 
no longer be intact. There would therefore be a moderate adverse effect (2).

Water management system
Construction of the road would lead to a change in the current golf course 
landscape. That landscape is green and the intervention is to a certain extent 
irreversible. With the road, a permanent infrastructural function would be as-
signed to the area. That means a slight change in the attributes of the DLA. The 
presence of the golf course means that the characteristic open polder lands-
cape of the inundation area has already been transformed into a more enclosed 
landscape without the characteristic polder ditches. Construction of the road 
would therefore have a slight adverse effect (1).

Military system
The physical structures of the military system would remain unaffected, but the 
originally open field of fire of Fort Veldhuis would be affected by the fly-over 
and the Link Road. The view from the fort, which is currently still partly open, 
would be obstructed by the intervention because of the new fly-over. Part of 
the open field of fire would be lost. There would be a moderate adverse effect 
(-2).

Planning area Authenticity:

Main defence line
The St. Aagtendijk would be passed by means of a fly-over (with the motorway 
running on columns). The St. Aagtendijk would therefore remain intact as an 
element, but the physical passage would disappear because of the restricted 
height of the fly-over where it crosses the St. Aagtendijk. The sense of place, in 
particular, would be affected by the construction of the fly-over, which would 
further urbanise the landscape. The continuous line of the main defence line 
would be less perceptible. The main defence line would become less distin-
guishable. The second line rampart, which is currently continuous, would be 
divided up. The fact that the second line rampart would be transected would 
also affect the sense of place, distinguishability, and accessibility.
There would be a large adverse effect (-3) on the main defence line.

Water management system
Construction of the road would lead to a negligible change in the water ma-
nagement system. The presence of the golf course means that the characteristic 
open polder landscape of the inundation area has already been transformed. 
However, construction of the road would lead to the green character of the site 
being lost. The area would be further urbanised. Specifically, there would be a 
further impairment in the experiential dimension of the open polder landscape 
belonging to the inundation area. There would be a slight adverse effect (-1).

Military system
Construction of the road would lead to a minor change. Openness and lines 
of sight were important aspects in the design of the military system and the 
function of the forts: defence required a free field of fire. Construction of the 
Link Road and the fly-over would lead to the openness and visibility (open field 
of fire) being lost. However, the sense of place and understanding of the rela-
tionship between the St. Aagtendijk, Fort Veldhuis, the associated secondary 
battery, and the free field of fire would also be affected.
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Both the design and the function would be affected by the Link Road and the 
fly-over, which would be clearly visible from the fort. There would be a mode-
rate adverse effect (-2).

Conclusion
Construction of alternative 3 (golf course variant) would have a moderate ad-
verse effect (-2) on the universal values within the planning area.

Study area Integrity:
The main defence line, the water management system, and the military system 
would be transected. The existing golf course together with alternative 3 means 
a further relative urbanisation of this location in the system. This means that 
the virtually complete DLA zone would be less distinguishable. The Link Road 
itself would have a slight adverse effect on the water management system due 
to the presence of the golf course, which has already led to the original open 
polder landscape being lost. This part of the DLA is special because of the double 
line here. This intervention would impair that double line. Transection of the 
double defence line (main line of defence) and the prohibited area around Fort 
Veldhuis (military system) would have a moderate adverse effect on the entire 
DLA.

Study area Authenticity:
This variant would mean a slight to moderate adverse effect on the entire DLA 
because the double defence line would be transected (main line of defence and 
second line rampart). This double rampart is unique in the DLA. In this variant, 
both line ramparts would be affected. The ability to experience the field of fire 
from Fort Veldhuis would also be impaired because of the fly-over, which would 
obstruct the open view.
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5.4  Alternative 4 (“Around the golf course” variant)
 
Planning area Integrity:

Main defence line
There would be a minor change because part of the main defence line would 
no longer be intact at the place where it is transected by the new Link Road in 
a cutting. There would be a moderate adverse effect (-2).

Water management system
There would be a minor change in the water management system. Part of the 
polder landscape that is characteristic of the inundation areas would be affec-
ted. As a result, for example, the land subdivision and ditches structure would 
no longer be intact. There would be a moderate adverse effect (-2).

Military system
The structures making up the military system would be unaffected. There 
would be a moderate change, however, because the Link Road would transect 
the field of fire of Fort Veldhuis. Locating the Link Road here would lead to the 
final part of the fort’s free field of fire being lost. There would also be a further 
deterioration in the relationship between Fort Veldhuis and Fort Den Ham and 
the surrounding (open) landscape: the fort would find itself isolated between 
the A9, the golf course, and the new Link Road. This alternative therefore has a 
large adverse score (-3).

Planning area Authenticity:

Main defence line
There would be a moderate change in the military system. The form and design 
of the main defence line would be affected because the sheltered road would 
be relocated from the foot of the dike to the crown of the dike at the location 
of the Link Road. The original function as a sheltered road would therefore be 
lost. The same applies to the flood defence function of the dike: the fact that 
the dike would no longer be intact means that this would be lost. Finally, the 
sense of place and understanding of the DLA would be seriously affected be-
cause it would be transected at a unique and crucial place, namely where the 
single main defence line forks into a double line.  Constructing the road at this 
crucial location would affect understanding of this forking of the main defence 
line. There would therefore also be a large adverse effect (-3).

Water management system
The structures making up the water management system would be unaffected. 
There would be a minor change, however, because the road would transect 
the inundation area. The latter is characterised by the open polder landscape, 
where there has been no urbanisation. These characteristics would be affected 
by the urban appearance of the road. There would therefore be a moderate 
adverse effect (-2).

Military system
Openness and visibility were important aspects in the design of the military 
system and the forts. Defence required a free field of fire. This alternative would 
involve a moderate change in the military system: both the design and the func-
tion would be affected because the Link Road would be located within the field 
of fire of Fort Veldhuis. The same applies to the experiential aspect: the Link 
Road would be dominantly visible from the various structures of the Defence 
Line of Amsterdam (forts, secondary batteries). This alternative therefore has a 
large adverse score as regards authenticity (-3).
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Conclusion
Construction of alternative 4 (the “Around the golf course” variant) would have 
a large adverse effect (-3) on the universal values within the planning area.

Study area Integrity:
Construction of the road, together with the presence of the golf course, would 
impair the integrity of this part of the DLA. The inundation area would be divi-
ded up by the road, the main defence line would be transected, and the prohi-
bited area would be impaired. This would have a moderate adverse effect.

Study area Authenticity:
Development would further divide up the zone of the Defence Line of 
Amsterdam. The way the system is understood and experienced would the-
refore be affected. Moreover, the main defence line would be transected at a 
unique and crucial place in the Defence Line, namely where the single line forks 
into a double line. This would have a moderate to large adverse effect on the 
Defence Line of Amsterdam as a whole.
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5.5  Alternative 5 (Heemskerk variant)
 
Planning area Integrity:

Main defence line
There would be a minor change because part of the main defence line would 
no longer be intact at the place where it is cut through by the new Link Road in 
a cutting. There would be a moderate adverse effect (-2).

Water management system
In the water management system, there would be a change in the important 
historic landscape structure of the DLA. Part of the polder landscape that is 
characteristic of the inundation areas would be affected. As a result, for exam-
ple, the land subdivision and ditches structure would no longer be intact. There 
would be a moderate adverse effect (-2).

Military system
The structures making up the military system would be unaffected. The tran-
section would be between Fort Veldhuis and Fort Den Ham, on the edge of the 
field of fire around Fort Veldhuis. This transection between the two forts would 
have a slight impact on the (sight) relationship between the forts. This alterna-
tive therefore has a score of slightly adverse (-1).

Planning area Authenticity:

Main defence line
There would be a moderate change as regards the authenticity of the main 
defence line. The form and design of the main defence line would be affected 
because the sheltered road would be relocated from the foot of the dike to the 
crown of the dike at the location of the Link Road. The original function as a 
sheltered road would therefore be lost. The same applies to the flood defence 
function: the fact that the dike would no longer be intact means that this would 
be lost.

Finally, perception and understanding of the DLA would be seriously affected 
because it would be transected at a unique and crucial place: namely where the 
single line forks into a double line. Constructing the road at this crucial locati-
on would affect understanding of this forking of the main defence line. There 
would therefore also be a large adverse effect (-3).

Water management system
The structures making up the water management system would be unaffected. 
There would, however, be a minor change because the road would transect the 
inundation polder. The latter is characterised by the open polder landscape that 
was used for inundation. These characteristics would be affected by the urban 
appearance of the road. There would therefore also be a moderate adverse 
effect (-2).

Military system
Because the Link Road would be located (almost entirely) outside the fields of 
fire, the design and form would be unaffected. The use and function would also 
remain intact. The sense of place would be affected, however: the Link Road 
would be visible from the various structures of the Defence Line of Amsterdam 
(Fort Veldhuis, Fort Den Ham, and the associated secondary batteries and ma-
gazines). This alternative therefore has a score of slightly adverse (-1).

Conclusion
Construction of alternative 5 (Heemskerk variant) would have a moderate 
adverse effect (-2) on the universal values within the planning area. 
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Study area Integrity:
A small portion of the main defence line and the inundation area would be 
transected and these would consequently no longer be intact. The Link Road 
runs in between two fields of fire, meaning that the view between the forts 
would be somewhat impaired visually. The impairment of the Defence Line of 
Amsterdam as a whole is slight to moderate.

Study area Authenticity:
Alternative 5 cuts through the main defence line at a unique and crucial place 
in the DLA, namely where the single line forks into a double line. This would 
have an adverse effect on the Defence Line of Amsterdam as a whole. As for the 
other aspects associated with the water management system and the military 
system, the effect on the entire defence line would be negligible. There is a 
slight adverse effect.
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5.6  Alternative 6
 
Planning area Integrity:

Main defence line
There would be a minor change because part of the main defence line would 
no longer be intact at the place where it is transected by the new Link Road in 
a cutting. There would be a moderate adverse effect (-2).

Water management system
There would be a minor change in the water management system. Part of the 
polder landscape that is characteristic of the inundation areas would be affec-
ted. As a result, for example, the land subdivision and ditches structure would 
no longer be intact. There would be a moderate adverse effect (-2).

Military system
The structures making up the military system would be unaffected. There would 
be a moderate change as regards integrity, however, because the Link Road 
would transect the field of fire of Fort Den Ham. This variant would therefore 
have a moderate adverse effect (2).

Planning area Authenticity:

Main defence line
There would be a moderate change as regards the authenticity of the main 
defence line. The form and design would be affected because the sheltered 
road would be relocated from the foot of the dike to the crown of the dike at 
the location of the Link Road. The original function as a sheltered road would 
therefore be lost. The same applies to the flood defence function: the fact that 
the dike would no longer be intact means that this would be lost.

Finally, perception and understanding of the DLA would be impaired because 
it would be transected at a unique and crucial place: namely where the single 
line forks into a double line. Constructing the road at this crucial location would 
affect understanding of this forking of the main defence line. There would the-
refore also be a large adverse effect (-3).

Water management system
The structures making up the water management system would be unaffected. 
There would, however, be a moderate change because the road would transect 
the inundation polder. The junction with the N203 would also have a negative 
impact on the inundation polder. The latter is characterised by the open polder 
landscape that was the basis for inundation. These characteristics would be 
affected by the urban appearance of the road. There would therefore be a large 
adverse effect (-3).

Military system
There would be a moderate change as regards the authenticity of the military 
system, with a negative impact on both the design and form and the use and 
function of the fort and the open fields of fire. In particular, the area to the west 
of Fort Den Ham is still an open polder landscape. Locating the Link Road here 
would have a serious impact on the way this area is perceived. Perception of 
the railway access as a narrow line in the landscape would also be affected by 
the junction of the Link Road with the N203. The linear structure of the access 
would be less distinguishable due to the construction of a tunnel and the ne-
cessary junctions. There would therefore also be a large adverse effect (-3).

Conclusion:
Construction of alternative 6 would have a large adverse effect (-3) on the 
universal values within the planning area. 
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Study area Integrity:
A small portion of the main defence line and the inundation area would be 
transected and these would consequently no longer be intact. The field of fire 
and the view from the fort would also be impaired to a limited extent by the 
infrastructural intervention. The impact on the Defence Line of Amsterdam as a 
whole is moderate to large.

Study area Authenticity:
Alternative 6 cuts through the main defence line at a unique and crucial place in 
the DLA, namely where the single line forks into a double line. This would have 
an adverse effect on the Defence Line of Amsterdam as a whole. In addition, 
one of the three railway accesses to the Defence Line of Amsterdam would be 
affected by the junction between the Link Road and the N203. There would be 
a moderate to large effect.
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5.7  Alternative 7
 
Planning area Integrity:

Main defence line
There would be a minor change because part of the main defence line would 
no longer be intact at the place where it is transected by the new Link Road in 
a cutting. There would be a moderate adverse effect (-2).

Water management system
It is only at the junction with the N203 that the characteristic landscape of the 
inundation polder would be affected (to a limited extent). There would be a 
negligible change, meaning that this variant has a slight adverse score (-1).

Military system
The structures making up the military system would be unaffected. There would 
be a moderate change as regards integrity, however, because the Link Road 
would transect the field of fire of Fort Den Ham. It should be noted that one is 
dealing here partly with the rear of the field of fire. This alternative has a score 
of moderately adverse (-2) for integrity.

Planning area Authenticity:

Main defence line
The junction of the Link Road with the N203 would have an impact on the au-
thenticity of the main defence line. The tunnel and the necessary junctions 
would further affect both the spatial and physical relationships between the 
two parts of the defence line to the north and south of the present N203. There 
would be a large adverse effect (-3).

Water management system
In this alternative, the Link Road is only located in the inundation polder at the 
junction with the existing N203. This means that there would only be a negligi-
ble change. There would therefore also be a slight adverse effect (-1).

Military system
The Link Road would transect the field of fire of Fort Den Ham on the east side 
of the fort, mainly on the protected side. Besides the (limited) impairment of 
the field of fire, the sense of the railway access as a narrow line in the landscape 
would also be affected by the junction of the Link Road with the N203. The 
access would be less comprehensible due to the construction of a tunnel and 
the necessary junctions.
There would be a moderate adverse effect (-2).

Conclusion:
Construction of alternative 7 would have a moderately adverse effect (-2) on 
the Outstanding Universal Values within the planning area.
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Study area Integrity:
Alternative 7 is located almost entirely outside the Defence Line of Amsterdam. 
It cuts through only a small part of the main defence line and the inundation 
polder. The effect on the Defence Line of Amsterdam as a whole is slight.

Study area Authenticity:
There are only three rail access points in the entire Defence Line of Amsterdam. 
The experiential dimension of the railway access at Fort Den Ham as a narrow 
line in the landscape would be impaired, meaning that alternative 7 scores as 
slightly adverse (-1).

Conclusion:
Constructing alternative 7 would have a slight adverse effect on the universal 
values within the study area.

5.8  Conclusion
The various alternatives have scores ranging from neutral (0) to large adverse 
(-3). There would be more or less risk to the status of World Heritage Site de-
pending on the alternative that is chosen. The table below shows the combined 
effects on the planning area and the study area. The overview of the assess-
ment of the effects of the various alternatives is as follows:
Alternatives 1 and 2 have a score of “neutral”;
Alternatives 3, 5, and 7 would have a moderate adverse impact;
Alternatives 4 and 6 would have a large adverse impact.

A subtle distinction can also be made between the different scores. A grading 
of the various alternatives is shown diagrammatically below. Alternative 5 in 
fact scores slightly better than alternative 3. Construction of alternatives 3 
to 7 would result, to a greater or lesser extent, in an adverse effect on the 
Outstanding Universal Value within the planning area. The outcome of the 
impact assessment means that it makes sense to look for solutions that prevent 
or minimise the effects of the intervention.
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6. Solutions
6.1  Introduction
The previous section made clear that construction of alternatives 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7 
would lead to an adverse effect on the Outstanding Universal Values within the 
planning area. The present section considers how the adverse effects of these 
alternatives can be minimised.

The Guidance document states that every effort must be made to avoid, eli-
minate, or minimise adverse impacts on the OUV and attributes. This section 
examines whether the adverse effects can be avoided, reduced, rehabilitated, 
or compensated by means of possible solutions. UNESCO applies an impact gra-
ding system for the nature of the measures:
• Prevent adverse effects during planning and design;
• Minimise the impact by means of planning, design, conditions, or 

agreements;
• Mitigate the effects on the site;
• Repair or rectify the future effect;
• Compensate for the damage by means of other major benefits/advantages.

The available “variables” for creating the optimal situation and perhaps redu-
cing the adverse impact are:
• the location of the road;
• the form of the road;
• the profile of the road;
• the constructional measures;
• compensation.

Details of the solutions are given for each alternative, with an assessment of 
the effect on the OUV. The optimum solution has also been assessed for each 
alternative. This is the variant in which all the solutions listed are implemented. 
The effects have then been scored in the assessment table. A cross is used to 
indicate whether there is an improvement compared to the current proposal.

6.2 Details of the various solutions
In order to arrive at the optimum solutions, the “variables” referred to above 
were carefully examined. Those with the greatest potential effect were first in-
vestigated and assessed, for example location and design. Consideration was 
then given to the extent to which smaller variables, such as construction, could 
further reduce the adverse effect.

Alternative 1 has been included in this HIA as the reference situation. That al-
ternative assumes the current situation and therefore has no effect on the at-
tributes of the DLA. It has not been included when working out the solutions. 
Because alternative 2 already has a neutral score (because that alternative has 
no adverse effect on the World Heritage Site) no solutions for it have been 
investigated.

General measures
A number of general measures need to be mentioned, as regards incorporating 
the alternatives for the A8-A9 Link Road, that can contribute to an improved 
solution. Elaboration of the following points has been taken into account in 
further planning, and they have also been included in the assessment of the 
alternatives:
• An understated design for the road with minimal use of street furniture and 

other upright elements.
• Minimised use of signs and the placement of signs at strategic locations 

outside important lines of sight.
• Increase in the visibility and distinguishability of the DLA by placing an in-

formation panel at the “entrance” to the DLA.

The following measures could be explored when developing the plan. These 
measures have not been included when assessing all the alternatives.
• Creation of recreational connections. This would increase the experiential 

value and accessibility of the Defence Line of Amsterdam.
• Investigate the possibility of restoring the original polder landscape (inun-

dation area) at the location of the golf course. This measure was only inclu-
ded when assessing alternative 3, because in that alternative the road runs 
through the middle of the golf course.
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A: CROSSING ST. AAGTENDIJK/JUNCTION A9 B: CROSSING 2nd LINE RAMPART (GROENEDIJK)

1 over the A9 and St.Aagtendijk :
   fly-over, partly on columns 

A9 St. Aagtendijk

2 over the A9 and St.Aagtendijk:
   fly-over, columns

A9 St. Aagtendijk

GENERAL MEASURES
Make strip between St. Aagtendijk and A9 into wetland.
Create tighter junction with A9.
Remove golf course and create open landscape here.

1 by means of a cutting in the dike, Link Road at somewhat lower level

wide profile, part of dike retained in central reservation

narrow profile, cutting through dike less wide

2 underpass, dike remains intact

A9
2nd rampart dike

A9
2nd rampart dike

A9

2nd rampart dike

Current proposal Current proposal

wide profile with part of dike retained in central reservation is preferable to narrower profile

0

0/+

+

0

A: PASSAGE ST.AAGTENDIJK / AANSLUITING A9 B: PASSAGE 2E LINIEWAL (GROENEDIJK)

1 over de A9 en St.Aagtendijk heen:
   fly-over op palen

A9 St. Aag-
tendijk

2 over de A9 en St.Aagtendijk heen:
   fly-over op palen, eerder en hoger stijgen

A9 St. Aag-
tendijk

ALGEMENE MAATREGELEN
Strook tussen St.Aagtendijk en A9 vernatten.
Krappere aansluiting op A9 realiseren.
Golfbaan verwijderen en hier open landschap creëren.

1 middels coupure in de dijk, verbindingsweg iets verdiept

breed profiel, stukje dijk behouden in tussenberm

smal profiel, minder brede doorsnijding dijk

2 onderdoorgang, dijk blijft intact 

A9
2e liniewal

A9
2e liniewal

A9

2e liniewal

ALTERNATIEF 3

A

B

huidig voorstel huidig voorstel

brede profiel met stuk dijk in middenberm heeft de voorkeur boven het smallere profiel

0

0/+

+

0

ALTERNATIVE 3
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Alternative 3
 
General measures
The general solutions that can improve the proposed alternative are a tighter 
junction of the new Link Road with the A9. This would create more space (“air”) 
between the fly-over and the main defence line (St. Aagtendijk) and the case-
mate linked to Fort Veldhuis.

An effective solution that improves the proposed alternative is to remediate the 
golf course. Doing this  could restore the original openness of the landscape.

Turning the strip between the A9 and the St. Aagtendijk into wetland around 
the new junction with the A9 would help to give an impression of the original 
inundation area.

A: Crossing St. Aagtendijk/junction A9
In the current proposal, the new road would connect with the A9 by means of 
a fly-over on columns over the St. Aagtendijk and A9 (1).

The solution in which the height of the fly-over is increased so that the road 
passes over the St. Aagtendijk at a higher level (2) yields little additional be-
neficial effect because having the road rise higher at an earlier point is more 
detrimental to the openness of the landscape.

Consideration has also been given to the possibility of having the Link Road run 
under the line rampart and the A9 and then merge. This variant is not techni-
cally feasible from the traffic point of view because of the sharp turn and steep 
slope needed for the junction with the A9 in the direction of Amsterdam. This 
would mean that goods vehicles would not have enough speed to safely merge 
with the traffic on the A9.

B: Crossing 2nd line rampart (Groenedijk)
In the current proposal, the second line rampart is passed by means of a cutting 
in the dike (1), with the Link Road being located at a somewhat lower level.
In this proposal, a wide road profile is preferable to a narrow, slender bridge 
over the road. The wide road profile allows part of the dike to be retained in 
the central reservation. The physical connection thus remains intact and the 
relationship between the dike portions on either side of the Link Road remains 
more or less distinguishable.

It is true that a narrow road profile results in a narrower transection of the dike, 
but it significantly impairs the sense of place there.

In this solution, the second line rampart is passed by means of an underpass 
(2). This produces the most beneficial effect because the line rampart conse-
quently remains intact. Account needs to be taken of the high costs involved in 
this solution.

Assessment of the optimum solution

Planning area Integrity:

Main defence line
Because the road runs under the second line dike, the second line rampart re-
mains intact and original. The solution results in a considerable improvement 
compared to the current proposal: the proposed solution has a score of neutral 
(0). NB: The condition is, however, that construction of the underpass leaves 
the original dike intact.

Water management system
The measures referred to do not produce any significant changes or improve-
ments; the assessment remains the same: a slight adverse effect (1).

Military system
The measures referred to do not produce any significant changes or improve-
ments; the assessment remains the same: a moderate effect (2).
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Planning area Authenticity:
 
Main defence line
In this solution, the St. Aagtendijk would be passed by means of a higher fly-
over on columns. As a result, physical passage over the dike would remain pos-
sible and the sense of place would be impaired less. The tighter junction with 
the A9 means that more space (“air”) is left between the fly-over and the main 
defence line (St. Aagtendijk). This measure would have less impact on the dis-
tinguishability of the main defence line than the current proposal.
At the second line rampart, the underpass would do less harm to the sense of 
place, distinguishability, and accessibility than the current proposal.
There would therefore be a moderate adverse effect (-2) on the main defence 
line.

Water management system
Implementing the general conditions – removal of the golf course, making the 
strip between St. Aagtendijk and A9 into wetland, and the tighter junction with 
the A9 – would improve the openness of the polder landscape compared to the 
current proposal. There is a slight adverse effect (-1).

Military system
The higher fly-over would result in greater impairment of the prohibited area. 
However, the sense of place and understanding of the relationship between 
the St. Aagtendijk, Fort Veldhuis and the associated secondary battery would 
be improved because the physical connection over the dike remains intact. 
Implementing the general measures also improves the experiential dimension.
The assessment remains the same compared to the current proposal: modera-
te adverse (-2).

Conclusion
Implementing alternative 3 with all the solutions referred to results in a slight 
improvement compared to the current proposal. The moderate adverse effect 
remains, however, on the universal values within the planning area.

Study area
In this variant, the DLA is still transected by an infrastructure line. This solution 
means a somewhat less adverse effect on the DLA as a whole; the underpass 
means that the line dikes would not both be impaired.

The crosses in the table indicate the score for the baseline situations, or the 
assessment of the alternatives without the solutions.

Assessment	  of	  the	  intervention

Alternative	  3	  (Golf	  course	  variant)

4	  Very	  large

3	  Large	  

2	  M
oderate	  

1	  Slight

0	  N
eutral

1	  Slight

2	  M
oderate	  

3	  Large	  

4	  Very	  large

Integrity
Main	  defence	  line
Water	  management	  system
Military	  system
Authenticity
Main	  defence	  line
Water	  management	  system
Military	  system
Total	  planning	  area

Total	  study	  area

beneficial	  effect adverse	  effect
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A: JUNCTION A9 B: CROSSING MAIN DEFENCE LINE

C: LOCATION CROSSING MAIN DEFENCE LINE

GENERAL MEASURES

Increase comprehensibility of fork into double line

Current proposal Current proposal
1 over the A9 

1 transection at location of fork into double line 2 transection further east

2 over the A9 on columns 

A9

3 under the A9

A9

A9

1 by means of a cutting in the dike, Link Road at somewhat lower level

wide profile, part of dike retained in central reservation
This is preferable if above ground

narrow profile, cutting through dike less wide

2 underpass, dike remains intact

A9 Main defence line

Main defence line

A9

A9

Current proposal

This is preferable if below ground This is preferable if above ground

0

0/-

+

0

+

ALTERNATIVE 4

A: AANSLUITING A9 B: PASSAGE HOOFDVERDEDIGINGSLIJN

C: LOCATIE PASSAGE HOOFDVERDEDIGINGSLIJN

ALGEMENE MAATREGELEN

Leesbaarheid van de splitsing in dubbele linie vergroten

A

B/C

hoofdverdedigingslijn

hoofdverdedigingslijn

1 over de A9 heen op talud

1 doorsnijding ter plaatse splitsing in dubbele linie 2 doorsnijding oostelijker

2 over de A9 heen op palen

A9

3 onder de A9 door

A9

A9

1 middels coupure in de dijk, verbindingsweg iets verdiept

breed profiel, stukje dijk behouden in tussenberm

smal profiel, minder brede doorsnijding dijk

2 onderdoorgang, dijk blijft intact 

A9 hoofdverdedigingslijn

A9

A9

ALTERNATIEF 4

huidig voorstel

huidig voorstel

huidig voorstel

deze de voorkeur indien ondergronds deze de voorkeur indien bovengronds

deze de voorkeur indien bovengronds

0

0/-

+

0

+
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Alternative 4
 
General measures
A general solution that can improve the proposed alternative is clarification of 
the spatial situation: the relationship between and experience of the main de-
fence line (St. Aagtendijk) and the second line rampart (Groenedijk, Hoogedijk, 
Busch en Dam). This would make the single line forking into a double line more 
distinguishable.

A: Junction A9
In the current proposal (1), the road links up with the A9 with an embankment 
over the A9. Constructing a fly-over on columns (2) produces a very slight im-
provement as regards the view. Both the embankment and the fly-over mean 
an impairment of the field of fire, with an embankment producing a less urba-
nised impression than the columns, and therefore being preferable.

A solution that creates the greatest improvement in the proposed alternative is 
constructing a lower-level junction with the A9 (3), passing under the A9. This 
would not impair the field of fire of Fort Veldhuis.

B: Crossing main defence line
In the current proposal, the line rampart is passed by means of a cutting in the 
dike (1). The link road is also at a somewhat lower level.
In this proposal, a wide road profile is preferable. Retaining a section of dike in 
the central reservation and constructing a slender bridge over the Link Road 
means that the physical connection thus remains intact and the relationship 
between the dike portions on either side of the Link Road remain more or less 
distinguishable.
It is true that a narrow road profile results in a narrower transection of the dike, 
but it significantly impairs the sense of place there.

Crossing the main defence line by means of an underpass (2) produces a signi-
ficant improvement because the dike remains intact at this point. This solution 
is expensive, however.

C: Location crossing main defence line
In the current proposal, the transection of the main defence line is located pre-
cisely where it splits into a double line (which is unique within the Defence 
Line of Amsterdam). As a result, the relationship between the line ramparts is 
impaired. A solution that improves the current proposal involves moving the 
transection of the main defence line to the east.

Assessment of the optimum solution

Planning area Integrity:

Main defence line
Because the road at location B runs under the main defence line, the dike re-
mains intact and original there. The solution results in an improvement com-
pared to the current proposal: the proposed solution has a score of neutral (0). 
NB: The condition is, however, that construction of the underpass leaves the 
original dike intact.

Water management system
The measures referred to do not produce any significant changes or improve-
ments; the assessment remains the same: a moderate adverse effect (2).

Military system
Because the Link Road runs under the A9, the field of fire of Fort Veldhuis is af-
fected less; there is an improvement compared to the current proposal: There 
would be a moderate adverse effect (-2).
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Planning area Authenticity:

Main defence line
Crossing the main defence line by means of an underpass produces a significant 
improvement compared to the current proposal: the sheltered road remains 
at the foot of the dike, so that the original function remains intact. The same 
applies to the flood defence function of the dike: it is not lost. Finally, the un-
derpass would have significantly less impact on the understanding of the main 
defence line and the sense of place. The fork from a single into a double line 
and the main defence line would be more apparent. There is a slight adverse 
effect (-1).

Water management system
The measures referred to do not produce any significant changes or improve-
ments; the assessment remains the same: a moderate adverse effect (2).

Military system
Running the Link Road under the A9 means no fly-over would be constructed 
in front of the fort and the associated battery. This increases the experiential 
dimension of Fort Veldhuizen, the battery, and the surrounding field of fire. The 
adverse effects are reduced compared to the current proposal: there is now a 
moderate adverse effect (-2).

Conclusion
Implementing alternative 4 with all the solutions referred to results in an im-
provement compared to the current proposal. There is a moderate adverse 
effect (-2) on the universal value within the planning area.

Study area
The underpass for the road means that the forking of the line (which is unique 
for the entire DLA) is more apparent and the main defence line remains intact. 
The field of fire would also be somewhat less impaired. At the scale of the 
entire DLA, this means a slight improvement compared to the current proposal. 
Construction of the road means, however, that a cut is created in the structure 
of continuous open inundation areas – the removal of the golf course is a miti-
gating measure.

 

Assessment	  of	  the	  intervention

Alternative	  4	  (“Around	  the	  golf	  course”)

4	  Very	  large

3	  Large	  

2	  M
oderate	  

1	  Slight

0	  N
eutral

1	  Slight

2	  M
oderate	  

3	  Large	  

4	  Very	  large

Integrity
Main	  defence	  line
Water	  management	  system
Military	  system
Authenticity
Main	  defence	  line
Water	  management	  system
Military	  system
Total	  planning	  area

Total	  study	  area

beneficial	  effect adverse	  effect
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A: JUNCTION A9

GENERAL MEASURES

Make fork into double line more comprehensible.
Make A9 intersection greener.

1 junction with existing intersection

2 junction with existing intersection, partly on columns 

A9

A9

Current proposal

0

0

B: CROSSING MAIN DEFENCE LINE

C: LOCATION CROSSING MAIN DEFENCE LINE

Current proposal

1 transection at location of fork into double line 2 transection further east

1 by means of a cutting in the dike, Link Road at somewhat lower level

wide profile, part of dike retained in central reservation
This is preferable if above ground

narrow profile, cutting through dike less wide

2 underpass, dike remains intact

A9 Main defence line

Main defence line

A9

A9

Current proposal

This is preferable if below ground This is preferable if above ground

0

+

A: AANSLUITING A9 B: PASSAGE HOOFDVERDEDIGINGSLIJN

C: LOCATIE PASSAGE HOOFDVERDEDIGINGSLIJN

ALGEMENE MAATREGELEN

Leesbaarheid van de splitsing in dubbele linie vergroten.
Knooppunt A9 vergroenen.

A B/C

hoofdverdedigingslijn

hoofdverdedigingslijn

1 aansluiting bestaande knoop, op talud

2 aansluiting op bestaande knoop, deels op palen

A9

1 middels coupure in de dijk, verbindingsweg iets verdiept

breed profiel, stukje dijk behouden in tussenberm

smal profiel, minder brede doorsnijding dijk

2 onderdoorgang, dijk blijft intact 

A9 hoofdverdedigingslijn

A9

A9

ALTERNATIEF 5

A9

1 doorsnijding ter plaatse splitsing in dubbele linie 2 doorsnijding oostelijker

huidig voorstel

huidig voorstel

huidig voorstel 0

+
0

0

deze de voorkeur indien ondergronds deze de voorkeur indien bovengronds

deze de voorkeur indien bovengronds

ALTERNATIVE 5
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Alternative 5
 
General measures
A general solution that can improve the proposed alternative is clarificati-
on of the spatial situation: the relationship between the main defence line 
(St. Aagtendijk) and the second line rampart (Groenedijk, Hoogedijk, Busch en 
Dam) and the sense of place there.
A second general solution is to make the intersection at the A9 greener, thus 
limiting the urbanised appearance as far as possible.

A: Junction A9
The current alternative proposes linking to the existing intersection by means 
of an embankment. A junction on columns does not produce a more beneficial 
effect because it does not significantly increase the openness. There are also no 
solutions that improve the proposed alternative.

B: Crossing main defence line
In the current proposal, the line rampart is passed by means of a cutting in the 
dike (1). The Link Road is also at a somewhat lower level.
In this proposal, a wide road profile is preferable. Retaining a section of dike in 
the central reservation and constructing a slender bridge over the Link Road 
means that the physical connection thus remains intact and the relationship 
between the dike portions on either side of the Link Road remains more or less 
distinguishable.
It is true that a narrow road profile results in a narrower transection of the dike, 
but it significantly impairs the sense of place there.

Crossing the main defence line by means of an underpass (2) produces a signi-
ficant improvement because the dike then remains intact. This solution is ex-
pensive, however.

C: Location crossing main defence line
In the current proposal, the transection of the main defence line is located pre-
cisely where it splits into a double line (which is unique within the Defence 
Line of Amsterdam). As a result, the relationship between the line ramparts is 
impaired. A solution that improves the current proposal involves moving the 
transection of the main defence line to the east.

Assessment of the optimum solution

Planning area Integrity:

Main defence line
Because the road at location B runs under the main defence line, the dike re-
mains intact and original there. The solution results in an improvement com-
pared to the current proposal: the proposed solution has a score of neutral (0). 
NB: The condition is, however, that construction of the underpass leaves the 
original dike intact.

Water management system
The measures referred to do not produce any significant changes or improve-
ments; the assessment remains the same: a moderate adverse effect (2).

Military system
The measures referred to do not produce any significant changes or improve-
ments; the assessment remains the same: a slight adverse effect (1).
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Planning area Authenticity:

Main defence line
Crossing the main defence line by means of an underpass produces a significant 
improvement compared to the current proposal: the sheltered road remains 
at the foot of the dike, so that the original function remains intact. The same 
applies to the flood defence function of the dike: it is not lost. Finally, the un-
derpass would have significantly less impact on the understanding of the main 
defence line and the sense of place. There is a slight adverse effect (-1).

Water management system
The measures referred to do not produce any significant changes or improve-
ments; the assessment remains the same: a moderate adverse effect (2).

Military system
The measures referred to do not produce any significant changes or improve-
ments; the assessment remains the same: a slight adverse effect (1).

Assessment	  of	  the	  intervention

Alternative	  5	  (Heemskerk	  variant)

4	  Very	  large

3	  Large	  

2	  M
oderate	  

1	  Slight

0	  N
eutral

1	  Slight

2	  M
oderate	  

3	  Large	  

4	  Very	  large

Integrity
Main	  defence	  line
Water	  management	  system
Military	  system
Authenticity
Main	  defence	  line
Water	  management	  system
Military	  system
Total	  planning	  area

Total	  study	  area

beneficial	  effect adverse	  effect

Conclusion
Implementing alternative 5 with all the solutions referred to results in an im-
provement compared to the current proposal. There is a slight to moderate 
adverse effect on the universal values within the planning area.

Study area
Construction of the road means, however, that the structure of continuous 
open inundation areas is fragmented. The underpass for the road means that 
the forking of the line (which is unique for the entire DLA) is more apparent and 
the main defence line remains intact; at the scale of the DLA as a whole, this 
means a slight improvement compared to the baseline situation.
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A: JUNCTION N203

C: LOCATION CROSSING MAIN DEFENCE LINE

GENERAL MEASURES

Make fork into double line more comprehensible. 

1 underpass: under railway embankment and N203 door

N203
Railway embankment

2 other junctions not applicable

0

B: CROSSING MAIN DEFENCE LINE
Current proposalCurrent proposal

1 by means of a cutting in the dike, Link Road at somewhat lower level

wide profile, part of dike retained in central reservation
This is preferable if above ground

narrow profile, cutting through dike less wide

2 underpass, dike remains intact

A9 Main defence line

Main defence line

A9

A9

0

+

1 transection at location of fork into double line 2 transection further east

Current proposal

This is preferable if below ground This is preferable if above ground

A: AANSLUITING N203 B: PASSAGE HOOFDVERDEDIGINGSLIJN

C: LOCATIE PASSAGE HOOFDVERDEDIGINGSLIJN

ALGEMENE MAATREGELEN

Leesbaarheid van de splitsing in dubbele linie vergroten

A

B/C

hoofdverdedigingslijn

hoofdverdedigingslijn

1 onderdoorgang: onder spoordijk en N203 door 
1 middels coupure in de dijk, verbindingsweg iets verdiept

breed profiel, stukje dijk behouden in tussenberm

smal profiel, minder brede doorsnijding dijk

2 onderdoorgang, dijk blijft intact 

A9 hoofdverdedigingslijn

A9

A9

ALTERNATIEF 6

N203
spoordijk

2 andere aansluitingen niet van toepassing 

1 doorsnijding ter plaatse splitsing in dubbele linie 2 doorsnijding oostelijker

Huidig voorstel

Huidig voorstel

Huidig voorstel 0

+

0

deze de voorkeur indien ondergronds deze de voorkeur indien bovengronds

deze de voorkeur indien bovengronds

ALTERNATIVE 6
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Alternative 6
 
General measures
A general solution that can improve the proposed alternative is clarificati-
on of the spatial situation: the relationship between the main defence line 
(St. Aagtendijk) and the second line rampart (Groenedijk, Hoogedijk, Busch en 
Dam) and the sense of place there.

A: Junction N203
The current alternative proposes linking to the N203 by means of an underpass 
under the railway and the N203. There are no solutions that improve the pro-
posed alternative.

B: Crossing main defence line
In the current proposal, the line rampart is passed by means of a cutting in the 
dike (1). The Link Road is also at a somewhat lower level.
In this proposal, a wide road profile is preferable. Retaining a section of dike in 
the central reservation and constructing a slender bridge over the Link Road 
means that the physical connection thus remains intact and the relationship 
between the dike portions on either side of the Link Road remains more or less 
distinguishable.
It is true that a narrow road profile results in a narrower transection of the dike, 
but it significantly impairs the sense of place there.

Crossing the main defence line by means of an underpass (2) produces a signi-
ficant improvement because the dike then remains intact. This solution is ex-
pensive, however.

C: Location crossing main defence line
In the current proposal, the transection of the main defence line is located pre-
cisely where it splits into a double line (which is unique within the Defence 
Line of Amsterdam). As a result, the relationship between the line ramparts is 
impaired. A solution that improves the current proposal involves moving the 
transection of the main defence line to the east.

Assessment of the optimum solution

Planning area Integrity:

Main defence line
Because the road at location B runs under the main defence line, the dike re-
mains intact and original there. The solution results in an improvement com-
pared to the current proposal: the proposed solution has a score of neutral (0). 
NB: The condition is, however, that construction of the underpass leaves the 
original dike intact.

Water management system
The measures referred to do not produce any significant changes or improve-
ments; the assessment remains the same: a moderate adverse effect (2).

Military system
The measures referred to do not produce any significant changes or improve-
ments; the assessment remains the same: a moderate adverse effect (2).
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Planning area Authenticity:

Main defence line
Crossing the main defence line by means of an underpass produces a significant 
improvement compared to the current proposal: the sheltered road remains 
at the foot of the dike, so that the original function remains intact. The same 
applies to the flood defence function of the dike: it is not lost. Finally, the un-
derpass would have significantly less impact on the understanding of the main 
defence line and the sense of place. The recognisability of the fork from a single 
into a double line is increased and the main defence line is more perceptible.
There is a slight adverse effect (-1).

Water management system
The measures referred to do not produce any significant changes or improve-
ments regarding the authenticity of the water management system; the assess-
ment remains the same: a large adverse effect (3).

Military system
The measures referred to do not produce any significant changes or improve-
ments; the assessment remains the same: a large adverse effect (3).
 
Conclusion
Implementing alternative 6 with all the solutions referred to results in an im-
provement compared to the current proposal. There is a moderate adverse 
effect (2) on the universal values within the planning area.

Study area 
The road continues to cut through the inundation area, meaning that this at-
tribute is less intact and authentic. The underpass for the road means that the 
forking of the line (which is unique for the entire DLA) is more apparent and the 
main defence line remains intact; at the scale of the DLA as a whole, this means 
a slight improvement compared to the baseline situation.

 

Assessment	  of	  the	  intervention

Alternative	  6

4	  Very	  large

3	  Large	  

2	  M
oderate	  

1	  Slight

0	  N
eutral

1	  Slight

2	  M
oderate	  

3	  Large	  

4	  Very	  large

Integrity
Main	  defence	  line
Water	  management	  system
Military	  system
Authenticity
Main	  defence	  line
Water	  management	  system
Military	  system
Total	  planning	  area

Total	  study	  area

beneficial	  effect adverse	  effect
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A: JUNCTION N203 EDGE OF THE ROAD

General measures

Narrowest possible pro�le (road pro�le without verge is also 
therefore possible).
Attention to �nishing o� of residential district in relation to road

1 underpass: under railway embankment and N203; bend at level of main defence line
Current proposal
 

2 underpass: under railway embankment and N203; bend to east of main defence line

1 trees

future Kreekrijk 
district

2 lower level

future Kreekrijk 
district

N203

N203

3 tunnel: under railway embankment and N203; bend to east of main defence line

N203

Railway embankment

Railway embankment

Railway embankment

0

+

++

A: AANSLUITING N203 RAND VAN DE WEG

ALGEMENE MAATREGELEN

Zo smal mogelijk profiel (wegprofiel zonder berm is dus ook  
mogelijk).
Aandacht voor afronding woonwijk in relatie tot de weg

A

1 onderdoorgang: onder spoordijk en N203 door; bocht ter hoogte van de hoofdverdedigingslijn 

ALTERNATIEF 7

2 onderdoorgang: onder spoordijk en N203 door; bocht ten oosten van de hoofdverdedigingslijn 

1 bomen

toekomstige 
woonwijk Kreekrijk

2 verdiept

toekomstige 
woonwijk Kreekrijk

N203
spoordijk

N203
spoordijk

3 tunnel: onder spoordijk en N203 door; bocht ten oosten van de hoofdverdedigingslijn 

N203
spoordijk

huidig voorstel
0

+

++

ALTERNATIVE 7
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Alternative 7
 
General measures
A general solution that can improve the proposed alternative is high-quality 
finishing off of the future Kreekrijk residential district in relation to the Link 
Road. Choosing the narrowest possible road profile, with the remaining land 
being used for finishing off in this way, produces a solution that improves the 
current alternative.

A: Junction N203
The current alternative proposes linking to the N203 by means of an underpass 
under the railway and the N203 (1). The junction is at the level of Fort Den Ham.
Flipping the proposed curve, as it were, in an easterly direction (2) means that 
the route transecting the main defence line is narrower and a larger and more 
important part of the field of fire of Fort Den Ham remains unobstructed. The 
solution results in an improvement compared to the current proposal: In addi-
tion to this solution, lengthening the tunnel at the fort (3) preserves the open-
ness there.

Edge of the road
Constructing the road at a lower level, the openness would be impaired as little 
as possible. The solution results in an improvement compared to the current 
proposal. By making the edge of the road greener with groups of trees at stra-
tegic locations, the urbanised appearance of the road and the future Kreekrijk 
residential district would be mitigated, which would have a beneficial effect 
on the green character of the area. It should not be forgotten that the future 
residential district is being constructed within the prohibited area around Fort 
Den Ham and already represents an impairment of the original openness of the 
landscape.

Assessment of the optimum solution

Planning area Integrity:

Main defence line
By relocating the junction with the N203 towards the east, the main defen-
ce line would not be impaired further. It is only the physical relationship that 
would be impaired. There is a significant improvement compared to the current 
proposal: the assessment is slightly adverse (-1).

Water management system
The underpass and the relocation of the junction to the east means that the 
inundation area would remain intact. This is an improvement on the current 
proposal; the effect would be neutral (0).

Military system
Running the Link Road through an underpass means that the access is not af-
fected and the field of fire of Fort Den Ham is less impaired. There is a slight 
adverse effect (-1).

Planning area Authenticity:

Main defence line
Relocating the junction with the N203 towards the east would impair the au-
thenticity of the main defence line significantly less. This means an improve-
ment on the current proposal; the effect would be slightly adverse (-1).

Water management system
The underpass and the relocation of the junction to the east means that 
the Link Road does not run through the inundation area. This is an impro-
vement compared to the current proposal; the effect would be neutral (0). 
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Military system
Running the Link Road through an underpass improves the experiential dimen-
sion of the access from Fort Den Ham and the associated field of fire. There is a 
slight adverse effect (-1).

Conclusion
Implementing alternative 7 with all the solutions referred to results in an im-
provement compared to the current proposal. There is a slight adverse effect 
(1) on the universal values within the planning area.

Study area 
Because the main defence line and the water management system are no 
longer transected and the unique access is significantly less affected, this solu-
tion produces a major improvement for the entire DLA compared to the current 
proposal.

6.3  Conclusion
Implementing the solutions limits or mitigates the adverse effects. The soluti-
ons score from slightly adverse (-1) to moderately adverse (2). The table below 
shows the combination of the effects on the planning area and the study area.

The overview of the assessment of the effects of the various alternatives in 
which all the possible solutions are implemented is as follows:
• Alternatives 2 and 7 have a score of “neutral” (0);
• Alternative 7 means a very slight adverse effect (-1);
• Alternative 5 scores from slight to moderately adverse (-1/-2).
• Alternatives 3, 4, and 6 would mean a moderate adverse effect (2).

Assessment	  of	  the	  intervention

Alternative	  7

4	  Very	  large

3	  Large	  

2	  M
oderate	  

1	  Slight

0	  N
eutral

1	  Slight

2	  M
oderate	  

3	  Large	  

4	  Very	  large
Integrity
Main	  defence	  line
Water	  management	  system
Military	  system
Authenticity
Main	  defence	  line
Water	  management	  system
Military	  system
Total	  planning	  area

Total	  study	  area

beneficial	  effect adverse	  effect Assessment	  of	  the	  intervention

Basic	  situation

4	  Very	  large

3	  Large	  

2	  M
oderate	  

1	  Slight

0	  N
eutral

1	  Slight

2	  M
oderate	  

3	  Large	  

4	  Very	  large

The	  alternatives	  compared
ALTERNATIVE	  2
ALTERNATIVE	  3
ALTERNATIVE	  4
ALTERNATIVE	  5
ALTERNATIVE	  6
ALTERNATIVE	  7

beneficial	  effect adverse	  effect
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7. Cumulation
7.1  Explanation of cumulation

As pointed out in the introduction, development of a Train Depot is envisaged in 
the immediate vicinity of the new Link Road between the A8 and A9. An HIA has 
also been carried out for that project. The ICOMOS Guidance document states 
that the cumulative impact of individual effects must be taken into account. 
This section assesses the cumulative effects of the two projects.

Determining the cumulation involves identifying the effect on the OUV of both 
interventions together. That cumulation is not just the sum total of the effects 
of the two projects together. The assessment is more nuanced and the effects 
can reinforce one another, for example because they both cause fragmentation 
of an area and its authenticity deteriorates even further. It also involves making 
connections, so that the joint effect may be less dramatic than the impact of 
the projects separately.

In assessing the cumulative effects of the projects, combinations of the 
optimised variants have been considered. This means that the seven optimised 
alternatives for the A8-A9 Link Road have been compared with the optimised 
variant for the Train Depot. There was also an investigation of whether other 
combinations are possible, reducing the joint effects of the two projects. Based 
on this investigation, one other additional combination was included, namely 
alternative 5 for the A8-A9 Link Road together with the variant for the Train 
Depot which is positioned as far as possible up against the A9.

The tables provide an overview of the assessment of the optimised alternatives 
for the A8-A9 Link Road and the optimised variant for Train Depot. This shows 
how the effects of each project on the OUV of the World Heritage Site have 
been assessed separately. The underlying arguments for the assessment of 
the Train Depot have been given in the previous sections. For the Train Depot, 
these arguments have been included in the HIA report for the Train Depot near 
Uitgeest. The explanation of the combinations focuses on the arguments for 
the assessment of the effects of the two initiatives together.

7.2 Assessment of cumulation

Combination 1: alternative 1 A8-A9 Link Road (baseline variant) in combination 
with the Train Depot

In combination 1, alternative 1 for the A8-A9 Link Road is combined with the 
optimised variant for the Train Depot. Alternative 1 concerns the baseline 
situation of the A8-A9 Link Road. This alternative assumes that the current 
situation is maintained. This combination is in fact the same as the Train Depot 
alone. In this combination, it is only the Train Depot that has an effect on the 
OUV. The assessment of the effects is therefore also the same as that for the 
Train Depot. This combination has therefore not been included in the further 
elaboration and assessment.

Combination 2: alternative 2 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 
Depot

Alternative 2 for the A8-A9 Link Road involves the baseline plus alternative. This 
variant also has no effect on the OUV for the Defence Line of Amsterdam. This 
means that in this combination also, it is only the Train Depot that has an effect 
on the OUV. The assessment of the effects is therefore also the same as that for 
the Train Depot alone.
Conclusion: the effect of this combination on the OUV is slight.
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3

Alternative 3 + Train Depot

Combination 3: alternative 3 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 
Depot

In combination 3, the “golf course variant” for the A8-A9 Link Road has been 
compared with the Train Depot. The golf course variant and the Train Depot 
are located somewhat more than 2000 metres apart. The golf course variant is 
located close to Fort Veldhuis and has adverse effects specifically in the direct 
vicinity of that fort. The Train Depot is located adjacent to the access which 
was defended by Fort Den Ham. The two projects have little relationship to 
one another and combination 3 therefore represents an impairment at two 
locations in the World Heritage Site. The combined effect is greater than that of 
the two projects separately.

Conclusion: The projects together have a moderate to large effect on the OUV 
of the World Heritage Site.
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4

Alternative 4 + Train Depot

Combination 4: alternative 4 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 
Depot

In the fourth combination, the two projects are closer to one another. 
Alternative 4 is located between Fort Veldhuis and Fort Den Ham, and runs 
mainly through the prohibited area around Fort Veldhuis. The characteristic 
polder landscape, which served for inundation (inundation polder), is affected 
in two places. The effect on the integrity and authenticity of the prohibited 
areas and the inundation landscape is a large one. The interventions are 
located approximately 1500 metres apart and are visible simultaneously from 
various viewpoints. The combined effect is greater than that of the two projects 
separately.

Conclusion: The projects together have a large effect on the OUV of the World 
Heritage Site.
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5

Alternative 5 + Train Depot (along N203)

Combination 5: alternative 5 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 
Depot

In combination 5, the alternative for the A8-A9 Link Road runs in between the 
prohibited areas around Fort Veldhuis and Fort Den Ham, and then connects 
up to the existing open approach road from the A9 motorway (exit 9). The 
interventions are located about 1000 metres apart in the same inundation 
polder. The two interventions would be clearly visible simultaneously. The effect 
of the two interventions on the integrity and authenticity of the inundation 
landscape, in particular, is greater in combination than separately.

Conclusion: The projects together have a moderate to large effect on the OUV 
of the World Heritage Site.
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6

Alternative 6 + Train Depot

Combination 6: alternative 6 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 
Depot

Alternative 6 for the A8-A9 Link Road runs along the prohibited area around Fort 
Den Ham. Near the N203, the two projects are located close to one another. 
The back of the Train Depot with the buildings and the crossing of the new A8-
A9 with the N203 are situated less than 200 metres apart. The interventions 
together reinforce the impairment of the access, which becomes increasingly 
less comprehensible. The sense of place from the fort is also impaired. As in 
the previous combination, the effect of the two interventions on the integrity 
and authenticity of the inundation landscape is greater in combination than 
separately.

Conclusion: The projects together have a large effect on the OUV of the World 
Heritage Site.
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7

Alternative 7 + Train Depot

Combination 7: alternative 7 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 
Depot

In this combination, the A8-A9 Link Road runs along the back of Fort Den 
Ham. In optimised form the road does not touch the main defence line, nor 
does it run through the inundation area. The road does run through the back 
of the field of fire. This has a slight effect on the authenticity of Fort Den Ham. 
The two projects are both located at the access of the fort. The Link Road runs 
along the back of Fort Den Ham, on the protected side of the DLA. Viewed 
from the important sight lines, the two projects are not visible simultaneously, 
with one exception: they are both visible from the N203. This influences, in 
particular, the authenticity of the setting of the fort at the access.

Conclusion: The projects together have a slight effect on the OUV of the World 
Heritage Site.
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5

Alternative 5 + Train Depot (along A9)

Combination 8: alternative 5 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 
Depot A9

In this combination, alternative 5 for the Link Road was considered in 
combination with the variant of the Train Depot parallel to the A9. The Train 
Depot A9 variant has a greater adverse effect on the OUV than the variant 
located along the N203. In assessing this combination, consideration was given 
to whether it is possible to reduce the effect of the two projects together by 
means of a combined design. The junction of the Link Road with the A9 in 
alternative 5 and the A9 variant for the Train Depot are compatible. The spatial 
planning interventions are combined with the existing A9 in this way. The zone 
along the A9 is considerably widened, as it were. It is not possible to position 
the Train Depot directly up against the A9. In this combination, a considerable 
part of the inundation area is also affected. This combination gets a higher 
score, however, for authenticity in terms of the view from Fort Den Ham and 
from the access.

Conclusion: The projects together have a large effect on the OUV of the World 
Heritage Site.
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7.3  Conclusion of cumulation
The investigation of the impact of the combinations on the OUV for the World 
Heritage Site shows that initiatives meant to further optimise the projects are 
virtually impossible to combine spatially. This is because the initiatives are 
located separately from one another, each has its own shape and structure, 
and the area is characterised by an open polder landscape. The latter means 
that the initiatives are clearly visible and that enclosing them, for example with 
greenery, impairs the OUV still further. In most of the combinations, the two 
projects together therefore have an additional adverse effect on the OUV.

The assessment of the combinations is included in the table. The assessment 
of the effects of the two projects together on both the planning area and the 
study area produces the following impact grading:

Slight effect:
• Combination 2: alternative 2 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 

Depot
• Combination 7: alternative 7 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 

Depot

Moderate to large effect:
• Combination 5: alternative 5 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 

Depot
• Combination 3: alternative 3 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 

Depot

Large effect:
• Combination 8: alternative 5 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 

Depot A9
• Combination 4: alternative 4 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 

Depot
• Combination 6: alternative 6 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 

Depot

The grading will be explained below, as will the main feasibility issues regarding 
the combinations. No account has been taken of whether the alternatives for 
the Link Road comply with desired targets: the targets for the alternatives are 
investigated in other sub-investigations of the EIA.

Slight effect:
In combinations 2 and 7, the effects on the OUV are concentrated at the Train 
Depot. The optimised variant of the Train Depot has been included. Both the 
road alternatives have a neutral to very slight effect.

Moderate to large effect:
Combinations 3 and 5 have a moderate to large effect on the OUV. The most 
optimised variant of the projects was considered.
In the combination with alternative 5, the optimised variant does not differ 
much from the baseline situation in alternative 5. A tunnel is envisaged, 
however, under the main defence line (Busch en Dam).

Alternative 3, in its most optimised variant, would involve restoring the 
inundation landscape at the location of the golf course, thus achieving a 
beneficial effect on authenticity. The new road will also be taken under 
Groenedijk in a tunnel. In the optimised variant too, the road would be taken 
over the existing A9 on a fly-over because a tunnel is not feasible as regards 
traffic management. The adverse effect on Fort Veldhuis, with its associated 
prohibited area, would remain.
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Large effect:
Combinations 8, 4 and 6 have a large effect. In these combinations, both 
projects are clearly visible from various viewpoints within the area. They are 
located in the same inundation polder but are separate from one another, 
meaning that the unity of the area would be fragmented.

In the optimised variant, alternative 4 for the road runs under both the main 
defence line (Busch en Dam) and the A9.
The optimised variant of alternative 6 largely corresponds with the baseline 
situation. A tunnel is envisaged, however, under the main defence line (Busch 
en Dam).
Finally, the Train Depot A9 variant also requires further elaboration in order to 
assess its feasibility.

The table opposite shows the assessment for the cumulation. This has been 
done for the planning area (the entire DLA) and for the study area.

7.4 Other developments since 1996
In this HIA, the two projects have been assessed as regards the actual 
situation of the area. The HIA considers the effects of the two projects on the 
OUV purely as it exists at the present time. These developments within the 
Defence Line of Amsterdam do not exist in isolation, however. In the period 
since 1996 (the date of designation) to the present, there have also been 
other developments in the area, both in the immediate vicinity of the planning 
area and in the Defence Line of Amsterdam as a whole. The nature of the 
developments and the rationale for carrying them out have been explained in 
Section 3. The Netherlands is engaged in discussions with ICOMOS with a view 
to finding a solution.

Assessment	  for	  planning	  area

Cumulation	  optimum	  variants

4	  Very	  large

3	  Large	  

2	  M
oderate	  

1	  Slight

0	  N
eutral

1	  Slight

2	  M
oderate	  

3	  Large	  

4	  Very	  large

De	  alternatieven	  en	  opstelterrein	  vergeleken
ALTERNATIVE	  2	  +	  DEPOT	  (comb.2)
ALTERNATIVE	  3	  +	  DEPOT	  (comb.3)
ALTERNATIVE	  4	  +	  DEPOT	  (comb.4)
ALTERNATIVE	  5	  +	  DEPOT	  (comb.5
ALTERNATIVE	  6	  +	  DEPOT	  (comb.6)
ALTERNATIVE	  7	  +	  DEPOT	  (comb.7)
ALTERNATIVE	  5	  +	  DEPOT	  A9	  (c.8)
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ALTERNATIVE	  6	  +	  DEPOT	  (comb.6)
ALTERNATIVE	  7	  +	  DEPOT	  (comb.7)
ALTERNATIVE	  5	  +	  DEPOT	  A9	  (c.8)
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ALTERNATIEF	  5	  +	  OPSTEL
ALTERNATIEF	  6	  +	  OPSTEL
ALTERNATIEF	  7	  +	  OPSTEL
ALTERNATIEF	  5	  +	  OPSTEL	  A9
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ALTERNATIEF	  5	  +	  OPSTEL
ALTERNATIEF	  6	  +	  OPSTEL
ALTERNATIEF	  7	  +	  OPSTEL
ALTERNATIEF	  5	  +	  OPSTEL	  A9
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ALTERNATIEF	  7	  +	  OPSTEL
ALTERNATIEF	  5	  +	  OPSTEL	  A9
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8. Conclusion 
Baseline situation
The effects of the various alternatives have scores ranging from neutral (0) to 
large adverse (-3). There will be more or less risk to the status of the World 
Heritage Site depending on the alternative that is chosen. The assessment of 
the effects of the various alternatives can be summarised as follows:
• Alternatives 1 and 2 have a score of “neutral”;
• Alternatives 3, 5, and 7 would have a moderate adverse impact;
• Alternatives 4 and 6 would mean a large adverse impact.
 
A subtle distinction can also be made between the different scores. An 
impact grading of the various alternatives is shown diagrammatically below. 
Alternative 7 in fact scores slightly better than alternative 5. Construction of 
alternatives 3 to 7 will lead, to a greater or lesser extent, to an adverse effect on 
the Outstanding Universal Value within the planning area. The outcome of the 
effects assessment means that it makes sense to look for solutions that avoid 
or minimise the effects of the intervention.

Basically, every effort must be made to avoid or minimise adverse impacts on 
the OUV. Ultimately, however, it may still be necessary to balance the overall 
benefit of the proposed change against the impairment of the location. In such 
cases, the weight assigned to the cultural heritage value must be proportionate 
to the severity of the impact of the change for that location. World Heritage 
Sites are by definition of international value.

Details of the various solutions
Based on possible solutions, consideration has been given to whether the ad-
verse effects can be avoided, reduced, rehabilitated, or compensated. Details 
of the solutions are given for each alternative, with an assessment of the effect 
on the OUV. This has not been done for alternative 1, the baseline situation, 
because that alternative serves as a reference. For the other alternatives, the 
optimum solution for each alternative has been assessed.
The study shows that the adverse effects can be limited or mitigated by ap-
plying the solutions.
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ALTERNATIVE	  5	  +	  DEPOT	  A9	  (c.8)
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ALTERNATIVE	  6	  +	  DEPOT	  (comb.6)
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The solutions have scores ranging from slightly adverse (-1) to moderately ad-
verse (2). The overview of the assessment of the effects of the various alterna-
tives in which all the possible solutions are implemented is as follows:
• Alternatives 2 and 7 have a score of “neutral” (0);
• Alternative 5 scores from slight to moderately adverse (-1/-2).
• Alternatives 3, 4, and 6 would mean a moderate adverse effect (-2).
The overview of the scores is given in the table on the following page.

Cumulative effects
The investigation of the impact of the combinations on the OUV for the World 
Heritage Site shows that initiatives meant to further optimise the projects are 
virtually impossible to combine spatially. This is because the initiatives are loca-
ted separately from one another, each has its own shape and structure, and the 
area is characterised by an open polder landscape. The latter means that the 
initiatives are clearly visible and that enclosing them, for example with greene-
ry, impairs the OUV still further. In most of the combinations, the two projects 
together therefore have an additional adverse effect on the OUV.

Impact grading of projects and combinations
With a view to transparent decision-making, the impact grading is given below 
of the individual projects and of the combinations (optimised variants).

Neutral effect:
• Alternative 2 A8-A9 Link Road
• Alternative 7 A8-A9 Link Road

Slight effect:
• Train depot
• Combination 2: alternative 2 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 

Depot
• Combination 7: alternative 7 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 

Depot

Slight to moderate effect
• Alternative 5 A8-A9 Link Road

Moderate effect:
• Alternative 3 A8-A9 Link Road
• Train Depot along the A9
• Alternative 4 A8-A9 Link Road
• Alternative 6 A8-A9 Link Road

Moderate to large effect:
• Combination 5: alternative 5 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 

Depot
• Combination 3: alternative 3 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 

Depot

Large effect:
• Combination 8: alternative 5 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 

Depot A9
• Combination 4: alternative 4 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 

Depot
• Combination 6: alternative 6 A8-A9 Link Road in combination with the Train 

Depot

Very large effect:
• N/A

The two HIAs show that both the Train Depot and most of the alternatives 
for the A8-A9 Link Road will have an adverse effect on the OUV of the World 
Heritage Site. In most cases, that adverse effect will be reinforced by the com-
binations of the project that have been investigated.
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Conclusions table effects assessment Train Depot

Conclusions table effects assessment A8-A9 Link Road

Table of conclusions effects assessment cumulation

VARIANTS	  (OPTIMAL) PLANNING	  AREA STUDY	  AREA RISK
TRAIN	  DEPOT SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) LIMITED	  RISK
TRAIN	  DEPOT	  A9 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK

VARIANTS	  (OPTIMAL) PLANNING	  AREA STUDY	  AREA RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  2 NEUTRAL NEUTRAL NO	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  3 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  4 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  5 SLIGHT/MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1/-‐2) SLIGHT/MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1/-‐2) LIMITED	  TO	  CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  6 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  7 NEUTRAL/SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (0,-‐1) NEUTRAL NO	  RISK

COMBINATIONS	  (CUMULATION) PLANNING	  AREA STUDY	  AREA RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  2	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  2) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) LIMITED	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  3	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  3) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) CERTAIN	  TO	  CONSIDERABLE	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  4	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  4) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) CONSIDERABLE	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  5	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  5) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) CERTAIN	  TO	  CONSIDERABLE
ALTERNATIVE	  6	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  6) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) CONSIDERABLE	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  7	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  7) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) LIMITED	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  5	  +	  DEPOT	  A9	  (combination	  8) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) CONSIDERABLE	  RISK

VARIANTS	  (OPTIMAL) PLANNING	  AREA STUDY	  AREA RISK
TRAIN	  DEPOT SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) LIMITED	  RISK
TRAIN	  DEPOT	  A9 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK

VARIANTS	  (OPTIMAL) PLANNING	  AREA STUDY	  AREA RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  2 NEUTRAL NEUTRAL NO	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  3 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  4 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  5 SLIGHT/MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1/-‐2) SLIGHT/MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1/-‐2) LIMITED	  TO	  CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  6 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  7 NEUTRAL/SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (0,-‐1) NEUTRAL NO	  RISK

COMBINATIONS	  (CUMULATION) PLANNING	  AREA STUDY	  AREA RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  2	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  2) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) LIMITED	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  3	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  3) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) CERTAIN	  TO	  CONSIDERABLE	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  4	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  4) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) CONSIDERABLE	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  5	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  5) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) CERTAIN	  TO	  CONSIDERABLE
ALTERNATIVE	  6	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  6) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) CONSIDERABLE	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  7	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  7) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) LIMITED	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  5	  +	  DEPOT	  A9	  (combination	  8) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) CONSIDERABLE	  RISK

VARIANTS	  (OPTIMAL) PLANNING	  AREA STUDY	  AREA RISK
TRAIN	  DEPOT SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) LIMITED	  RISK
TRAIN	  DEPOT	  A9 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK

VARIANTS	  (OPTIMAL) PLANNING	  AREA STUDY	  AREA RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  2 NEUTRAL NEUTRAL NO	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  3 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  4 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  5 SLIGHT/MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1/-‐2) SLIGHT/MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1/-‐2) LIMITED	  TO	  CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  6 MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) MODERATE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2) CERTAIN	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  7 NEUTRAL/SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (0,-‐1) NEUTRAL NO	  RISK

COMBINATIONS	  (CUMULATION) PLANNING	  AREA STUDY	  AREA RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  2	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  2) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) LIMITED	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  3	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  3) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) CERTAIN	  TO	  CONSIDERABLE	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  4	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  4) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) CONSIDERABLE	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  5	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  5) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) MODERATE/LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐2/-‐3) CERTAIN	  TO	  CONSIDERABLE
ALTERNATIVE	  6	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  6) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) CONSIDERABLE	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  7	  +	  DEPOT	  (combination	  7) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) SLIGHT	  ADVERSE	  (-‐1) LIMITED	  RISK
ALTERNATIVE	  5	  +	  DEPOT	  A9	  (combination	  8) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) LARGE	  ADVERSE	  (-‐3) CONSIDERABLE	  RISK
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Risk estimate
Developments that do not have any effect on the World Heritage Site are con-
sidered acceptable.

The expectation is that UNESCO will consider developments with a slight effect 
to be justifiable within the World Heritage Site, subject to certain conditions. 
Those conditions are:
• The benefit and necessity of the proposed intervention must be 

demonstrated;
• Other alternative options must be excluded, with arguments being given 

(compelling need);
• Coordination with ICOMOS to achieve integration that takes maximum ac-

count of the preservation of the OUV.

In the case of a moderate effect, the estimate is that there is a considerable 
risk to preservation of the OUV. The estimate is that the developments within 
the World Heritage Site cannot basically be justified. It is only subject to very 
stringent conditions that the development can be discussed.

The severity of the impact determines to a large degree the weight assigned to 
the conditions. There must, emphatically, be a very compelling need that out-
weighs the international importance of the World Heritage Site. It must also be 
demonstrated that no alternative options are available that do not impair the 
World Heritage Site and a scrupulous procedure must be followed, with maxi-
mum account being taken of preservation of the OUV.

Developments with a large to very large effect represent a considerable/funda-
mental risk to the World Heritage Site. The estimate is that UNESCO will con-
sider that these developments can basically not be justified within the World 
Heritage Site, especially when other options are available.

The tables on the preceding page give the impact grading for the planning area, 
the study area, and the two combined. Finally, the tables give an estimate of 
the risk of impairment of the OUV of the World Heritage Site.
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Appendices
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(RETROSPECTIVE) STATEMENT OF OUTSTANDING UNIVERSAL VALUE
DEFENCE LINE OF AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS 

Date of inscription 1996
Criteria   (ii), (iv), (v)
Property  14.953,3 ha 
   Provinces of Noord-Holland (NH) and Utrecht (UT)
   N52 22 28 E4 53 35
Ref   759

Brief synthesis
The Stelling van Amsterdam (Defence Line of Amsterdam) is a complete ring 
of fortifications extending more than 135 km around the city of Amsterdam. 
Built between 1883 and 1920, the ring consists of an ingenious network of 45 
forts, acting in concert with an intricate system of dikes, sluices, canals and 
inundation polders, and is a major example of a fortification based on the 
principle of temporary flooding of the land. 
Since the 16th century, the people of the Netherlands have used their special 
knowledge of hydraulic engineering for defence purposes. The area around the 
fortifications is divided into polders, each at a different level and surrounded 
by dikes. Each polder has its own flooding facilities. The depth of flooding was 
a critical factor in the Stelling’s success; the water had to be too deep to wade 
and too shallow for boats to sail over. Water levels were maintained by means 
of inlet sluices and barrage sluices. Forts were built at strategic locations where 
roads or railroads cut through the defence line (accesses). They were carefully 
situated at intervals of no more than 3500 m, the spacing being determined by 
the range of the artillery in the forts. The earlier ones were built of brick, the 
later of massed concrete.
The land forts have an important place in the development of military engineering 
worldwide. They mark the shift from the conspicuous brick/stone casemated 
forts of the Montalembert tradition, in favour of the steel and concrete 
structures that were to be brought to their highest level of sophistication in 
the Maginot and Atlantic Wall fortifications. The combination of fixed positions 
with the deployment of mobile artillery to the intervals between the forts was 
also advanced in its application. 

Appendix 1 (R)SOUV DEFENCE LINE OF AMSTERDAM

Criteria 
Criterion (ii): The Stelling van Amsterdam is an exceptional example of an 
extensive integrated European defence system of the modern period which 
has survived intact and well conserved since it was created in the late 19th 
century. It is part of a continuum of defensive measures that both anticipated 
its construction and were later to influence some portions of it immediately 
before and after World War II.

Criterion (iv): The forts of the Stelling are outstanding examples of an extensive 
integrated defence system of the modern period which has survived intact and 
well conserved since it was created in the later 19th century. It illustrates the 
transition from brick construction in the 19th century to the use of reinforced 
concrete in the 20th century. This transition, with its experiments in the use of 
concrete and emphasis on the use of unreinforced concrete, is an episode in 
the history of European architecture of which material remains are only rarely 
preserved. 

Criterion (v): It is also notable for the unique way in which the Dutch genius for 
hydraulic engineering has been incorporated into the defences of the nation’s 
capital city. 

Integrity
The Stelling van Amsterdam and its individual attributes are a complete, 
integrated defence system. The defence works have not been used for military 
purposes for the past four decades. As the surrounding area was a restricted 
military zone for many decades, its setting has been preserved through 
planning development control, although it could in the future be vulnerable to 
development pressures. 
The ring of forts make up a group of connected buildings and other structures 
whose homogeneity and position in the landscape have remained unchanged 
and distinguishable in all its parts. They form the main defence line together 
with the dikes, line ramparts, hydraulic properties, forts, batteries and other 
military buildings, and the structure of the landscape.
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Authenticity
The fortifications have been preserved as they were designed and specified. 
The materials and building constructions used have also remained unchanged. 
Repair in arrears applies in some cases. No parts of the Stelling have been 
reconstructed. The Outstanding Universal Value is expressed in the authenticity 
of the design (the typology of forts, sluices, batteries, line ramparts), of the 
specific use of building materials (brick, unreinforced concrete, reinforced 
concrete), of the workmanship (meticulous construction apparent in its 
constructional condition and flawlessness), and of the structure in its setting 
(as an interconnected military functional system in the man-made landscape of 
the polders and the urbanised landscape).
The Stelling van Amsterdam is a coherent man-made landscape, one in which 
natural elements such as water and soil have been incorporated by man into a 
built system of engineering works, creating a clearly defined landscape.

Management and protection requirements
The Province of Noord-Holland is the site-holder. Responsibility for the 
conservation is also in the hands of the national government, the Province of 
Utrecht, 23 municipal authorities and three water boards. In addition, the many 
management bodies and owners of sections of the Stelling van Amsterdam (e.g. 
nature conservation organisations and private parties) play a role. The north 
side of the Stelling van Amsterdam overlaps with the Beemster Polder, another 
World Heritage property.. The Stelling van Amsterdam has no buffer zone.
Protection of the sites is multi-level and comprehensive. The Stelling is 
protected by the Provincial By-law governing Monuments and Historic 
Buildings [Provinciale Monumenten-verordening] (more than 125 elements of 
the Stelling are provincial heritage sites) and the national 1988 Monuments 
and Historic Buildings Act [Monumentenwet 1988] (more than 25 elements are 
state monuments). 

In 2011, the Dutch government adopted the National Policy Strategy for 
Infrastructure and Spatial Planning (SVIR). This agenda came into force in 
2012 and ensures the maintenance of World Heritage Sites when it comes to 
the spatial development of the Netherlands. In line with this national policy, 

a specific preservation regime on the basis of the Dutch Spatial Planning Act 
(Wro) has been adopted for the Defence Line of Amsterdam in the General 
Spatial Planning Rules Decree (Barro). This regime involves legally binding rules 
that instruct provinces to ensure that the maintenance of the attributes of the 
World Heritage properties is guaranteed in local zoning plans.

In 2005, the Province of Noord-Holland set up a programme office for the Stelling 
van Amsterdam in order to manage the site (preservation and development). 
The programme office is in charge of carrying out the Stelling van Amsterdam 
Implementation Plan [Uitvoeringsprogramma] 2009-2013, adopted by the 
Provincial Council of Noord-Holland in 2009. The planning framework for the 
Stelling has been set out in the Policy Framework for Spatial Planning [Ruimtelijk 
Beleidskader] (2008); quality assurance is regulated in the Visual Quality Plan 
[Beeldkwaliteitsplan] for the Stelling van Amsterdam (2009).

The Stelling van Amsterdam is subject to the new provincial Strategic Structure 
Agenda for 2040 [Structuurvisie 2040] since 2010. The relevant provincial 
By-law lists the key attributes and OUV of the Stelling van Amsterdam and 
sets out rules for dealing with spatial aspects of the Stelling van Amsterdam 
as a World Heritage property and National Landscape. The relevant municipal 
authorities will incorporate these policy rules into their zoning plans. The 
section of the Stelling van Amsterdam located in the Province of Utrecht is 
covered by the 2005-2015 Regional Plan for Utrecht [Streekplan Utrecht]. This 
will be superseded by the Strategic Structure Agenda for Utrecht [Structuurvisie 
Utrecht] in 2013.

The Stelling van Amsterdam programme office intends to develop three visitor 
centres: one on the southeast side of the Stelling (Fort Pampus) opened its 
doors in 2011; one on the west side (Fort Benoorden Spaarndam) and one in 
the northwest (Fort bij Krommeniedijk) are planned. Because the Stelling van 
Amsterdam is located in a spatially and economically dynamic area, it may be 
affected in the years ahead by spatial developments that could have influence 
on its Outstanding Universal Value and the original open nature of its landscape 
setting. A new Management Plan will be drawn up in 2013.
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Appendix 2 Interest groups and liaison group members
Interest groups Alkmaar-Amsterdam PHS:

• Opstelterrein Nee
• Rosa Mina Spreekt
• Stichting Alkmaardermeeromgeving
• Bewonersgroep De Kleis
• Werkgroep Acties Uitgeest e.o.
• Stichting De Hooge Weide
• Stichting Oer-IJ
• Vogelwerkgroep Midden-Kennemerland
• Bewonersgroep Kruiskamplaan Uitgeest
• Stichting Militair Erfgoed Groot Amsterdam (MEGA) 
• Landschap Noord-Holland
• Milieufederatie Noord-Holland
• Stichting Menno van Coehoorn
• Maatschap Van Tunen
• V.O.F. Melkveehouderij Glijnis

Liaison group members A8-A9 Link Road:

• Wijkoverleg Assendelft
• OPA
• KMZ
• Forbo
• Milieufederatie
• Heemskerkse Golfclub
• LTO
• IJmond bereikbaar
• Ondernemersvereniging IJmond
• Tata Steel
• Bouwend Nederland
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Van:
Aan:

Onderwerp:
Datum:
Bij lagen:
Prioriteit:

Ter info, ook voor julliel

Onderwerp: t .1: brief aan L Noord-Holland
Urgentie: Hoog
Beste

Bijgaand een brief namens de minister van OCW die zojuist digitaal binnenkwam (naar aanleiding
van de voorgenomen besluitvorming morgen in GS over de A8-A9 en SvA).
Zetten jullie deze brief door naar de andere gedeputeerden?
Met vriendelijke groet,

Van:
Verzonden: maandag 3 luli 2017 14:02
Aan:
Onderwerp: EW: brief aan GS Noord-Holland
Dag
Vandaag versturen we een brief van de minister van OCW aan GS van Noord-Holland. In
de bijlage het digitale afschrift. Kan jij de brief inbrengen bij de relevante bureaus van
de betrokkenen?
Met I&M hebben we contact.
Vrie I11LFD

1

AN: brief aan GS Noord-Holland
maandag 3 juli 2017 14:06:02
brief N OOCW an GS Noord•Hollpnd.odf
Hoog

lirectie Erfgoed en Kunsten



Van:
Aan:

Onderwerp:
Datum:
Bijlagen:

_________________________________

Prioriteit:

...erwerp: -..‘; brief aan çis NOOtO .

Urgentie: Hoog
Beste

Bijgaand een brief namens de minister van OCW die zojuist digitaal binnenkwam (naar aanleiding

van de voorgenomen besluitvorming morgen in 65 over de A8-A9 en SvA).
Zetten jullie deze brief door naar de andere gedeputeerden?

Met vriendelijke groet,

Van:
Verzonden: maandag 3 juli 2017 14;02
Aan:
Onderwerp: FW: brief aan GS Noord-Holland
Dag
Vandaag versturen we een brief van de minister van OCW aan GS van Noord-Holland. In
de bijlage het digitale afschrift. Kan jij de brief inbrengen bij de relevante bureaus van

de betrokkenen?
Met I&M hebben we contact.

1
FW: brief aan GS Noord-Holland
maandag 3juli 2017 14:06:02
brief M oocw aan GS Noord-Holland.odf
Hoog

IDirectie Erfgoed en Kunsten



Van
Aan:

Onderwerp:
Datum:
Bij lagen:

_________________________________________________

Hierbij stuur ik u de mail door van Joke Geidhof over de verbinding A8-A9.
Vriendelijke groet

Beste collega Liniecommissie-leden,
Afgelopen dinsdag (23 mei) hebben GS Noord-Holland kennis genomen van het
ICOMOS-advies op de visualisaties van 3 alternatieven voor de A8-A9, een
toekomstige wegverbinding die het werelderfgoed de Stelling van Amsterdam
doorkruist.

Ik zend u hierbij, ook in het licht van het nominatiedossier Nieuwe Hollandse
Waterlinie dat morgen in alle 4 de betrokken GS-en zal worden vastgesteld, ter
kennisname dit advies van ICOMOS toe. Bijgaand treft u ook het nieuwsbericht aan
zoals dat door de provincie Noord-Holland is opgesteld naar aanleiding van het
openbaar maken van dit ICOMDS-advies. In dit nieuwsbericht wordt geschetst hoe
de provincie Noord-Holland dit advies zal betrekken bij haat keuze voor een
voorlopig voorkeursalternatief.
Ik hoop u voor nu hiermee voldoende te hebben geïnformeerd.

Met hartelijke groet,
Joke Geidhof, gedeputeerde voor onder meet de Stelling van Amsterdam, provincie
Noord-Holland

Unesco reageert op visualisaties Verbinding A8-A9
Begin dit jaar stuurde de provincie Noord-Holland visualisaties van de drie
alternatieven voor het verbeteren van de route van de A8 naar de A9 aan
Unesco. De reactie van Unesco op deze visualisaties is onlangs ontvangen.
Het project Verbinding A8-A9 speelt in het gebied van de Stelling van Amsterdam.
Daarom is er (in 2015) onderzoek gedaan naar de effecten die de alternatieven
hebben op dit werelderfgoed. Naar aanleiding van dat onderzoek had Unesco de
provincie om visualisaties van de alternatieven gevraagd.
Voorkeur Unesco

In de huidige reactie geeft Unesco aan een voorkeur te hebben voor het Nul
plusalternatief, aangezien dit alternatief de minste impact op de Stelling van
Amsterdam heeft. Het Heemskerk- en Goifbaanalternatief hebben volgens
Unesco negatieve effecten en zorgen voor aantasting van het erfgoed. De
daarvoor voorgestelde compensatie wordt door Unesco niet als acceptabele
oplossing gezien. De reactie wijkt hiermee duidelijk af van de reactie op het
onderzoek uit 2015. Toen leek er begrip te zijn voor het oplossen van de
verkeersproblematiek rondom Amsterdam en werden er geen alternatieven
uitgesloten.

Vervolgen planstudie

Voor de drie mogelijke alternatieven van de Verbinding A8-A9 wordt momenteel

een Milieu Effect Rapportage fMER) uitgevoerd. Op basis van de MER, de

mail aan leden Unlede over IcOMOS-advies A8-A9
maandag 29 mei 2017 11:05:42
Z!J4icffl Amsterdam TR to SP 4-A9 Hiphwav link ICOMOS Techni; Rej..2iI2’42cdf



kostenraming en de maatschappelijke kosten-batenanalyse wordt door

bestuurders een voorkeursalternatief bepaald. De reactie van Unesco wordt door

Gedeputeerde Staten (65) meegenomen in de afwegingen voor het
voorkeursalternatief. Een besluit hierover wordt nog voor het zomerreces

verwacht.
Verdere procedure

Het voorkeursalternatief wordt, samen met de volledige planstudie, ter inzage
gelegd. Dit stelt betrokkenen in staat om een inspraakreactie in te dienen.

Hoe wil jij leven, wonen, werken en spelen? Nu, en in de toekomst? Praat mee op www.jouwnoord-holland.nI

Aan dit bericht en eventuele bijlagen kunnen geen rechten worden ontleend.

Het Provinciaal Bestuur van Noord-Holland.

Dsctaimer


